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EDITORIAL
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BOTSWANA: FACING UP TO THE

I

CHALLENGES

SAFES TRUST

The theme of this issue

"The Botswana Miracle:

Myth or
Reality ?" - is posed only as a provocation towards a deeper
understanding of the political economy of one of the key countries
in our sub-region. But the analyses herein also expose those
mythical notions, mostly characteristic of the typologies and
dichotomies used to categorise our countries as either "marketled" or "state-led", a "multiparty" or a "one-party" state. "success"or
"failure". The analysts herein, mostly Batswana themselves, have
succeeded in projecting the political and economic realities of
Botswana: eschewing the temptation to pander to the kind of
empty praises that in the 1970s accompanied such African
"successes" as Kenya and Ivory Coast.
Botswana's Vice-President Festus Mogae is both realistic and
-

loiif’ way to i^o on the path to development.
There are still far too many Batswana without adequate
incomes, and our economy is relatively undiversified and
a

considering the gross economic wastage and consequent
opportunities that have attended to most mineral-based
economies of the Third World in general. Botswana has done
well. With nearly US$4 billion in foreign reserves, the envy of
even the most developed countries. Botswana has demonstrated
her commitment to sound economic management and public
sector discipline.
This is but the latent capacity that Botswana has at her disposal
in dealing with those almost intractable problems that confront
Yet.

aborted

the most successful economies in

our

contemporary

(capitalist) world: growing unemployment, the growing divide
between rich and poor,

among

and rampant disease and malnutrition

the majority of the populace. In this regard, the challenge

for Botswana is

enomious.

The revelation that Botswana has for the last decade at least
been

losing out against the current provisions of the Southern
(SACU) agreement (see statement by
Vice-President Mogae. p. 14) will surely highlight the need both
to review her own industrial manufacturing capacity and to forge
.solid trade linkages with her African neighbours in both the
Southen African Development Community (SADC) and the
African Customs Union

Preferential Trade Area (PTA).
Gone

the

believed that Botswana
could pursue an isolationist policy couched in the false security of
SACU and a narrowly defined Southern Africa. The indications
are that the Botswana government is quickly living up to those
challenges: it is our hope that this philosophy of Pan Africanism
and regional cooperation will .soon become infectious throughout
are

the Botswana
2

days for those who

society.

mais aprofundada da poli'tica economica de um dos
pai'ses-chave na nossa regiao. Mas as analises aqui contidas
também expöem aquelas no§5es mfticas, caracten'sticas daquelas
tipologias e dicotomias usadas para classificar os nossos parses

compreensao

como

estados de “economia de mercado"

ever

ou

“estatal",

"niultipartidarios" ou "monopartidarios". "prosperos" ou
"atrasados”. Os analistas, a maioria dos quais cidadaos tswanas,
con.seguiram projectar
Botswana: evitando

as

realidades poli'ticas

econoniicas do

e

tenta9äo de tecer louvores vazios que nos
anos 1970 acompanharam tais "sucessos" africanos como o
Quénia e a Costa do Marfim.
como

modesto

a

na sua

analise sobre

o

Mogae, é tanto realista

Botswana:"... Temos ainda

um longo caminho a percorrer na via do desenvolvimento. Hä
ainda muitos tswanas sem rendimentos adequados, e a nossa

economia näo

vulnerable...

even

tema de capa nesta edi^ao - “O Milagre Tswana; Mito ou
Realidade?" - é apenas uma provoca^ao para permitir uma

O Vice-Presidente do Botswana. Festus

modest in his assessment of his country:

We still have

O

esta

suficientemente diversificada.

pennanecendo

assim vulneravel..."

Mas. considerando

a gros.seira estravagancia e as con.sequentes
oportunidades que afectaram a maioria das economias
baseadas em minerais no terceiro mundo em geral. podemos dizer
que o Botswana tem-se portado bem. Com uma reserva em moeda
externa de cerca de 4.000 milhöes de dolares. a cobiga de alguns

abortadas

paises desenvolvidos. o Botswana tern demonstrado o seu empenho

economica eficiente e um .sector publico
disciplinado.
Mas o pais terd ainda de lidar com aqueles problemas que até
quanto a uma gestao

economias mais fortes

e

bem sucedidas

no

nosso

mundo

conseguiram ainda resolver: o
crescente desemprego. o galopante fosso entre o rico e o pobre. o
crescimento da doenga e da malnutri^ao entre a maioria da
popula^ao. Neste capitulo. o desafio para o Botswana é enorme.
A revela9äo de que o Botswana tern estado pelo menos na
ultima decada a perder com as actuais clausulas do acordo da
Uniao Aduaneira da Africa Austral (SACU) - veja a declarac9äo
do Vice-Presidente Festus Mogae. p. 14) - ira certamente ilustrar
tanto a necessidade de rever a sua capacidade industrial como de
forjar liga9Öes comerciais solidas com os sens vizinhos quer na
contemporaneo (capitalista) näo

Comunidade de Desenvolvimneto da Africa Austral (SADC)

quer na Organiza9äo da Zona de Comércio Preferencial (PTA).
Ja la vao os tempos em que se poderia acreditar que o Botswana

poderia seguir uma poli'tica isolacionista. acomodado no falso
conforto da SACU e de uma Africa austral estreitamente definida.
As

indica9Öes säo de que o governo do Botswana esta
rapidamente a tomar nota destes desafios: é nosso de.sejo de que
esta filosofia de pan africanismo e de coopera9ao regional ira
cedo contagiar toda a sociedade tswana.
S.XPEM
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LETTERS
within the ranks of the

guerilla forces of

majority of blacks whose land was grabbed
by the whites. What the majority of
Zimbabweans are saying is: let history be
history; the land belongs to all of us - blacks,
whites and all those who belong to this
country - so let us share it evenly.

APIA and the Umkhontho We Sizwe, the
armies of the PAC and ANC respectively.

David

These groups seem to be having a different

Zimbabwe

Campbell

Harare

agenda from that of fhe politicians at the
World Trade Centre. Can you kindly give us
more coverage on the people who are
carrying banners with the messages “one

SAPEM IS INFORMATIVE

settler, one bullet”, “kill the boer, kill the
farmer”, and I hear of late “one Makwethu,

from USA.

one

bullet”

Dlaniini T. Dlamini

Your magazine was part of my introduction
into SAPES Trust, as an exchange student
For the first week of our

orientation, articles on gender, politics, and
race to name a few, were constantly being

Bulawayo

referred to by our lecturers.

Zimbabwe

to

Finally I decided
pick up a copy of SAPEM, and see what

all the commotion
Please allow me space in your magazine
to express my feelings over the issue of
ethnic violence in South africa, with

reference

to

the

photographs you
published in your July issue.
By merely looking at the pictures, one can
tell that political unrest has gone out of
hand. The people of South Africa should try
to unite rather than killing each other. I
urge all those parties concerned to stop

SOUTH AFRICA: STOP THE
NONSENSE

the violence, as most innocent civilians
have perished and more so, the youth who

badly needed for the development of
country are being wiped out. This is an
open letter to the NP, the ANC and the IFP;
please stop the violence.
are

Your detailed account of the South African

situation in your

August 1993 issue
highlights some of the complex problems
facing that country’s transition to
democracy and multiracial harmony. But
what is of great concern is what appears
to me to be the ANC’s lack of unity to face
the common enemy. The plight of Winnie

the

Arnold T. Nhamburo.

As

was

about!

student of International Relations (of
Souhern Africa), I don’t see how I got along
a

without it! SAPEM’s main features and
columns provide

insight into problems and

debates that center around the Southern
African

region. Debates that I didn’t even
being raised! SAPEM outlines
the debates, and gives a socio-political
and economic understanding of the issues.
There aren’t many magazines which
devote so much time to providing such a
detailed perspective and if they do exist
know

were

they are not as well mobilised or as detailed
as SAPEM. It has become a tool in my study
of Southern Afrcia - one that I will rely on.
Frances B, Henderson

Syracuse University
USA

D/.ivarcsekwa. Zimbabwe

AFRICAN GOVERNMENTS
WHITE ZIMBABWEANS

SHOULD RE-EVALUATE THEIR

Mandela is

SHOULD COOPERATE

SOMALIA POLICY

ANC

I

something that those in the
leadership should be ashamed of,

support president Robert Mugabe’s
resolve to designate underutilised land and

Why are the United Nations forcers taking

strengthen its resolve to
erradicate apartheid. It seems that leaders

re-distribute it through the majority landless

One would have

who should be more concerned about

should realise that there is a serious problem

how to make the lives of dozens of millions
of South Africans better waste their

in our

valuable time

of a few hundred citizens, while millions of
blacks remain crowded in what the Smith

as

it weakens the liberation movement

rather than

on

such minor issues of

individual personalities. Mrs Mandela

black

population. Whites in Zimbabwe

country - and that is the bulk of
productive farmland remains in the hands

the liberation of South Africa.

regime called “Tribal Trust Lands” (TTLs). A
meaningful development for any nation
cannot be achieved by allowing such

Stanley Kawirc

situations where

Oshakali

population lives in a world of abundancy
and the other in abject poverty.
There is no morality in suing the government
for designating land and unilaterally
determining the compensation to be paid,

could be an enfant terrible, but she shares
the same goals as any other ANC cadre:

Namibia

I have been

impressed by your constant
South Africa’s political
development. However, you seem to be

coverage of

ignoring more dynamic developments

when
was

one

section of the

all know that not

single penny
given as compensation to those
we

a

long to bring law and order in Somalia?
thought that the country
should now be enjoying stability if
“Operafion Restore Hope" really aimed at
stopping the starvation and clamp down
so

on

the

so

called “warlords”.

The UN

operations in Somalia are consolidating
efforts by the West to recolonise Africa. It is
not surprising if they are to be found
proceeding to Liberia or Angola under the
pretext that there is no government in these
war-torn territories. African governments
should re-evaluate the role of their armies
in these UN

operations masterminded by
conniving

the US, lest we find ourselves
with our erstwhile oppressors.
Mairus Takimda
Harare

Ziiubabwe

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed to: THE EDITOR, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, HARARE, Zimbabwe
Letters must include writer's full name and address and may be edited for purposes of clarity or space.
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BOTSWANA’S DEMOCRACY:
MYTH OR REALITY?
PATRICK MOLUTSF

President Ketiimile Masire

Botswana,

fairly large country in geographical
of the least populated countries in
the Southern African region, has risen from an
unknown entity in the 1960s and 1970s to
prominent state both in the region and
internationally in the 1990s. The source of this
prominence, which in recent years gained the
country the Presidency of the Southern African
Development Community (SADC) and the cochaimianship of the Global Coalition, ari.ses on
the main from Botswana's unparalleled political
stability and economic success. SADC and Global
size, but

a

one

Coalition have dealt with issues of economic

development, political accountability and good
To this extent Botswana's
chairmanship of particularly SADC has been
instrumental in gaining donor confidence and
support. This year's SADC meeting held in
governance.

4

(first right, front row), his government's record of democracy is

on

test.

Swaziland which decided on Botswana retaining
the new search for democracy and its anticipated
the organisation's chairmanship even when her
economic development,
Three historical features of Botswana should
tenn of office had come to an end is but a
measure ofconfidence and trust that the member ' be borne in mind in trying to understand its
states have placed and will continue to on
modem society. Firstly, the country has known
nothing but a long history of paternalism. For
Botswana's leadership,
over eight years Bechuanaland. now Botswana.
The que.stion is whether or not Botswana's
proclaimed democracy is a myth or reality. If it
was ruled through the system of indirect rule by
is a myth why has it perpetuated itself so long ! Britain. The British governance was nonwhen other myths such as the One Party State,
democratic and it used Botswana's traditional
Life Presidency. Military Coups as solutions to ; institutions, particularly the chieftaincy and the
Africa's problems and even the Apartheid myth
kgotia in an undemocratic way. The paternalistic
have outlived their time'.’ If it is reality, w hat are
control of .society was further reinforced by the
its peculiarities and are these translatable to
vicinity to the racist South Africa where a large
other situations and experiences in and outside
number of Batswana worked as civil servants of
Africa'? These pertinent questions deserve
the Bechuanaland Protectorate Administration
attention particularly now when .\frica and
based in Mafekeng. South Africa, as migrant
Eastern Europe, among others, have engaged in
workers in farms and mines and as domestic
SAPEM SEPTEMBER, 199.7
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servants, cleaners, “tea

of liberal

democracy took place in
through the talks an
independence programme was worked out and

ladies" and "garden boys".

new

era

Lobatse in

Secondly. Batswana liave for centuries lived
under abject poverty which remains a living
memory for many of the century's adult

serious issues of policy or broader processes

1963 and

completed by 1964. Notwithstanding some minor

population. The country's major resource —
cattle
have always been skewedly distributed
andoftendecimatedbyregulardroughts. Poverty
and lack of economic diversity over the years
created a fairly conservative and relatively'
monolithic culture of dependency both on
external assistance and on the few wealthy

reservations from the chiefs and the Botswana

families who used their economic might to
develop a semi-feudal patron-client system based
on cattle loaning known as mafisa.
The third important feature of Botswana’s
past was the conspicuous absence of a competitive

was

People's Party on the proposed constitution, the
whole process was smooth and the first election
was held in 196.3 while full independence was

—

attained on September 30. 1966. As expected the
Botswana Democratic Party led by the late Seretse
Khama. a deposed son of the Bangwato chief,
returned with

created both

a

The various committees do not function and
large majority. This was to
throughout the ' attendance to political and public meetings has
successive five elections held between 1969 and
been disappointing. Worried by
the total
1989.
inactivity of the Village Development

embryonic civil society in the form of trade

resolved to
give its members a sitting allowance of PIO
(US$4) per meeting for four meetings a year.
This decision was greeted with two forms of
responses. On the one hand, the VDC members
complained that the allowance was too small and
alleged that other committees have higher
allowances. Othercommittees, including ParentTeacher Associations (PTAs) and Village Health

church

Committees (VHCs) on the other hand demanded

Parliament

small
Botswana's liberal institutions including
parliament, local councils, di.strict and village
committees established at independence are still
intact. In addition, a private press has developed
and though still generally poorly organised, an

opposition to colonialism and ultimately emerged
as the bearers of the nationalist struggle. In other
African countries colonial activities also created
some

ethnic groups

hardworking, intelligent
and progressive while others were labelled lazy,
stupid and backward. This categorisation of the '
were

classified

as more

unions,

pcopleledtoethnicrivalrywhichhascontributed
to political instability in a number of African
independence.
independence Botswana was
characterised by a poverty stricken, politically
conservative society and an embryonic elite
which was happy to peacefully acquire the
leadership of the post-colonial state — the few
educated people working in schools as teachers
employed by the Protectorate Administration. A
small elite group which was fairly radical due to
at

its work and involvement in South African

politics was rejected and has remained
peripheral to the country’s politics.
nationalist

Introduction of Liberal Democracy
Botswana’s decolonisation process was largely
an

act

of benevolence

on

the part

of the British

resistance to
In fact some of the chiefs
did not want independence which carried a lot of
uncertainties for them. Nevertheless by the late

government. There was little
continued "protection".

I93()s it

was

clear that Bechuanaland. like other

British territories in the

was to be given
self-rule sometime in the 1960s. The institutions

region,

were being reformed and
re-organised. By 1939 the Legislative Council
dominated by chiefs and prominent tribesmen
was in place. In 1961 some members of the
legislative Council who were not chiefs formed
the Botswana Democratic Party. Hence the BDP
has often rightly been described as a quasi-

used for consultation

government party.
The constitutional talks which ushered in the

SaPEM SEPTEMBER, 1993

women's organisations,

organisations and student movement has
emerged. However, political institutions in

allowances

Botswana have remained

the

largely weak. Both

opposition, parliament and civil society display
major weaknesses uncharacteristic of many stable

countries after
So

Committees in 1991. government

Opposition And Weak

Weak

radical elite which became the centre of

"tribal favourites" where

Non-functioning Institutions

a

be the trend which has continued

elite found in other African countries, where the
enclave colonial economy

affecting the nation such as rapid urbanisation,
growing unemployment, school leaverproblems,
etc. There has been hardly a motion in parliament
on these issues. The situation has been coupled
by the fact that parliament’s legal advisor is the
same person who advises the Cabinet — the
Attorney General. In othercountriesforexamples
Namibia, this is not the case,

democracies.
Electoral

participation has ranged high at

between ,38% and 88% of the eligible voters over

the

years.

However, democracy does not exist

only because some institutions are in place.
Democracy has to be seen in practice — the
.

content ofdemocracy is the popular participation
andcitizenabilitytonotonlychangegoveniment

but intfuence policy,
The country’s institutions and democracy are
imposed from above. Starting from the highest
parliament down to the most grassroots, the
village development committee CVDC) were
handed down to the population. The National
As.sembly is fairly weak in relation to the
e.xecutive. There are no cases of Any policies,
programmes or budget changes that were affected

—

due to the refusal ot Parliament to endorse

proposals of the Cabinet. As a result, most of the
discussions in parliament including those relating
to Development Plans are a mere fonnality, and
the opposition is very weak. The highest number
of

opposition members

ever was

six in

a

! parliament ot 32 members and that was in 1984.
The members ofopposition have for many years
constituted

a

token

opposition. Secondly, the

benchers of the ruling party have for a long time

compri.sedofrelatively rural less infonned elderly
representatives who at best argued for a school
a clinic there. They never indulged in

here and

as

well.

Councils which

are supposed to be closer to
population and more infonned about their
problems, are administratively weak and
financially highly dependent on the central
government. Councils have slowly become

extensions of the central government. They are
therefore not in a position to identify local issues
and address them wdthout first

seeking the
permission of the government in Gaborone.
A number of observations

are

in order here. In

the first instance, the constitutional

dispensation
totally detached from popular participation.
Many people did not even know or appeared to
care that there were constitutional talks taking
place in the country. It was aconstitution designed
and adopted by the British Protectorate
was

Administration in collaboration with

a

handful

of

people who could hardly claim to be true
repre.sentative.s of the people. As a result, up to
date the constitution which by its nature is
suppo.sed to constitute a social contract between
the people and their government is unknown to
the majority of Botswana citizenship. No effort
was made then or at present to educate the people
about their rights enshrined in the constitution.
It is a piece of paper with little consequence to
the daily lives of the majority of the citizens.

Stifling the Civii Society
Part of the

for this

apathy has been a
of
the civil society including the media, trade unions,
church organisations and women organisations
reasons

result of the attitude of the state. The organs

have found that ineir actions have been

3
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unwelcome

by government. They have been
through legislation and other
mechanisms available to the state. For example,
restricted

trade unions committee members are not allowed

by law to be full-time officers of trade unions. In
addition government has not ratified some of the
most
important International Labour
Organisation's (ILO) labour instruments. The
labour legislation are also generally hostile to the
development of a strong trade unionism. For
example, for the most past thirty years there has
only been one official strike. Other labour unrest
were

declared

The classic
workers

illegal and forcefully .squashed.

one was

in 1991 when 50 (XX) manual

summarily dismissed for going on
illegal strike. Some lost their jobs forever
while others were re-employed. They therefore
lost all their benefits. As a further precaution,
government following this incident took a
decision to make all its workers permanent and
on pension, thus
denying them the right to join
were

an

trade unions.
Private press which has grown in leaps and
bounds in a short space of time has also remained
a

thorn in the flesh of the state. It is

a

subject of

criticism and threats from government
ministers. Some newspapiers have been threatened

constant

with
who
non

that

legal suit while others had their editors —
happened to be foreigners declared persona
grutas. Under these conditions it is evident
self-policing has began to take its course

among some newspapers.
Women organisations have also been chastised

misguided

of foreign inspired
again government has to date
not ratified any of the essential Conventions of
the United Nations on the rights and participation
of women in development. Teachers’ unions and
church groups have also been accused of being
politically inspired by the opposition when they
raised grievances on matters that affect them. In
brief the paternalistic nature of Botswana's
democracy manifest itself clearly when groups
try to question government decision or raise
alternative points.
as

groups

individuals. But

The Economic Success
The

question ought to be asked that if the
as hostile to opposition
in much the same way as one-party states in
Zambia. Tanzania and elsewhere were, why does
it remain popular and politically stable. In the
first instance, even one-party states had high
electoral participation which made them appear
popular. And secondly, the fall of the.se states
Botswana state has been

came more

the
has

6

from their economic failure than

on

political side of things. The Botswana .state
been up to now fairly successful

economically. Not only has the economy been
healthy for the larger part of the post independence
period but the state itself emerged during this
time as the wealthiest institution in society.
The discovery and rapid exploitation of
diamonds

in

around

1970

transformed

;

Botswana’s then non-viable economy into one
of the fast growing in the world. Becau.se it was

mineral led. this economy
revenue

to

government

and customs

revenue.

generated direct
through royalties, tax

In addition. Botswana's

proclaimed multi-racial democracy in the context
of the then trouble

torn

Southern Africa of the

1960s and 1970s earned the country a good name
among the donor community. In
Nordic countries of Norway

particular, the
and Sweden.
Germany and the United States were important
aid openings for Botswana, aid which was
commited to the development of roads, health
sector,

education and rural

water

supply.

Partly through donor support and partly
through increased government revenue, the
government was able to institute a fairly
comprehensive and to date sustainable welfare
programme. At present some 83% ofthe children
aged between seven and 13 years are at school
for free. Some 65% of those who finish primary
find their way into Community Junior Secondary
schools where they do two years of secondary
education. Thus in space of 25 years, illiteracy
rate has fallen from around 80% at independence
to a mere

26% in the 1990s. In health too, there

has been substantial

improvement. Over 70% of
the under-five children are immunised against
common child diseases and a comprehensive
maternal and child health (MCH) programme is
in place. Consequently Botswana has one of the

Seretse Khama: How
continue to rule

long will his BDP
after his death

manufacturing sectors. During drought for
instance, some KXI.fXX) people receive some
form of food for work or wages as drought relief.
Crisis in the

Offing

The acid test for Botswana's liberal

democracy
increasingly getting close. The strength of the
opposition parties is increasing rapidly. In the
forthcoming 1994 elections it is possible that the
opposition will, with some hard work obtain up
to 12 seats in the now enlarged parliament of 40
members. Urban areas in particular are opposition
stronghold and some rural constituents lost
through carelessness by the opposition in the last
is

election

are

still within reach. However,

even

on the whole the coverage is
impressive, water, one of the critical resources
for Botswana has been widely made availalble
for free to the majority of the rural population.
A rapidly growing economy has also ushered
in relative prosperity for a large section of
households where where many people with and
without education got jobs with ease. The number
of formal employment jobs grew from around
50.(XX) in the early 1970s to over 280.000 at
present. Thus although unemployment has started
to grow and many workers do fragile jobs, official
statistics show unemployment rate to have

pressing for the government is the need to
address the demands recently put to it by the
opposition parties. Among these are the lowering
of the voting age from 21 to 18 years,
establishment of an independent electoral
commission, introduction of postal voting for
citizens currently leaving outside Botswana and
the introduction of a proportional representation
electoral system. Although some of these
demands appear a norm in a number of countries,
the government is strong opposed to them.
The ruling party is however, at pains justify ing
why it cannot concede to these demands. The
opposition has also threatened to boycott the
forthcoming elections unless some of these
demands are met. This situation puts Botswana
in a political crossroad where the government's
good record of democracy is on test. It is either
government increases its popularity and image
by conceding to the.se demands or Botswana's
widely acclaimed democracy gets a tint from

declined from 25% in the mid 1980s

which it may never recover. ■

lowest infant

mortality rates at 46

pter

1000 in

developing countries. Although there are
significant regional inequalities on these
indicators,

to

14% in

more

1991.

With its wealth which include

over

US$3

billion of foreign reserves, government has also
been able to undertake poverty alleviation
programmes

in

the

agricultural

and

*Parrick Mohitsi is

a

senior lecturer in the

Department of Sociology and member of The
Democracy Research Project. University of
Botswana.
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DIAMONDS WILL NOT LAST FOREVER
LEE COKORINOS
In the World Bank’s

major 1989 study on the

prospects for long-term development

in Africa,

for the continent
in managing commodity booms and busts.
Among the reasons given by the bank for this
selection were the Botswana government’s
“sound administration system”, its prudent
avoidance of excessive spending when revenues
declined, lowering of exchange rates to protect
its diversification strategy, capping public sector
wages, and segregating mineral revenues into a
special fund for long-term development rather
than using them to make up for budgetary
shortfalls. Looking back at this litany of praise.

Botswana is held up as a model

is struck by what amounts to a virtual
inventory of areas where present critics (including

one

some

in the bank) find the Botswana government

coming up short in its recent economic
perfonnance. How could a supposedly longterm study be so out of line with the reality it was
describing?
One reason is arguably technical. The bank
was basing its assessment of the government’s

them the heavy commitment to capital

of

consumer

Botswana's

credit to raise the incomes of

growing middle and

upper classes.
political reason for such
glowing assessments of Botswana (which are
But there is

not

a more

restricted to World Bank studies): the constant

models to point to in the ideological

response to a brief weakening of the diamond
market in 1981. two years before the major

quest for

diamond mine at

development strategies. In this Botswana is often
taken by free-market ideologues as a kind of
mounted trophy, symbolically justifying their

Jwaneng

was

opened. It

was

also before the massive financial reserves

accumulated from diamond sales during the

Botswana’s wealth derive
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1980.S had materialised and along with
investment
for infrastructural development, a rise in
development spending, and the rapid expansion

part of the

later

battle

over

market-led

versus

state-led

largely from diamonds; hut will they last forever?
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particular brand of economic policy in Africa.
As usual, the view from the ground bears little
resemblance to the image created by these
institutions.

,

;

:

exports are down 7% (14% in USS); and beef

projects, but also due to

a

major corruption

exports are down 37% (45% in US$). The one
scandal and subsequent spending freeze which
apparently bright spot, an increase of 35% in I rocked the Botswana Housing Corporation, a
Pula terms (25% in USS) in soda ash exports, is i key player in the industry.

This

political dimension is also present in the j explained only by the dismal performance of
The textile industry, which accounts for over
j previous years. The company concerned. BCL, ! 50% of manufacturing exports, was also hit by
of leadership since independence” given as | can barely cover its operating costs and is on a
j the appreciation ofthe Pula, the national currency,
another reason for the Botswana’s “success”. ' government life-support system.
against the Zimbabwe dollar. The protectionist
Were the Botswana Democratic Party (BDP) :
The real rate ofgrowthofGDP. which declined ; clamour emanating from the severely depressed
government not perceived as pro-western would | to an average of 7.3% in 1989/90and 1990/1991 ; South African textiles industry may also affect
its over two decades in power be taken as a plus, j from an average of 13.6% in the previous two
its future prospects,
1989 World bank as.sessment, with “the continuity

would the rhetoric of "effective multi-

Another result of the downturn was that for the
j years, fell to 6.5% in 1991/92. and is expected to
first time since the onset of the boom in 1986.
i dropfurtherthisyear. Inflation, though currently
in instead?
down to 14% from a peak of over 18% in June i total formal sector employment declined.
Such ideologically ba.sed judgements will, of ; 1992 (the highest since 1991), continues to be a j Employment in commerce (the largest category
course, never disappear from the “development I
problem, and the Bank of Botswana has warned
after central government ) dropped by 5%,
debate” in Africa, though they have led recently
that domestic inflationary pressures are growing
construction by 10%. manufacturing by 16%,
to renewed calls from critics of “structural
and agriculture by 12%. Also, due to the drought
stronger.
adjustment” for such comparisons between
According to Central Statistical Office figures,
and knock-on effects of the economic downturn
African countries to at least be minimally
on the rural economy, rural unemployment is
the cost of living index for April of this year has
risen to 124.2, compared to 100 in November
grounded in empirical reality.
estimatedtohaverisen.Thishashadanespecially
1991.
.severe impact on women, since more than half of
Recent economic Performance
As a result of the overall 5% decline in export ' the female-headed households have no cattle.
and Structural Trends
earnings in 1992, the Botswana Pula has come
According to the 1991 census, 18% of women
From the beginning ot the 1980s, Botswana
underpressure. On a year by year basis, by midand 12% of men are unemployed nationally, and
has experienced one of the fastest rates of
1993 the Pula had fallen in value by 23.9% ' these figures almost certainly understate present
economic growth in the world. Since 1975 the
against the Japanese Yen. 10.1% against the j levels ofunemployment and underemployment,
economy has grown by five times in real terms,
Deutschemark. and 9.12% against the US Dollar; ' Nevertheless, although there have been declines
with far reaching effects on its social, political,
though it gained 6.4% against the UK Pound, j inothermajorsectors,thefallindiamondeamings
and cultural structure. Although this has been ; 1.9% against the South African Rand, and 14% | is the
key structural problem facing Botswana's
achievedmainly by aspectacularrise indiamond
against the Zimbabwe Dollar (in the latter case
economy. Some idea ofthe weight of diamonds
exports, gains have also been made in the growth ; thereby making Botswana’s exports much more
in export economy can be gained from the
ofmanufacturing value added and beef exports. : expensive in the potentially key Zimbabwean
followingfigures(BankofBotswana.JanuaryThe country also boasts over 30 months of
market).
May 1993; export values. Million Pula);
1160
import cover in international reserves. By the
Nevertheless, the current account surplus on i
Diamonds
middle of this year the government had also : the balance of payments has improved, mainly
96
Copper/Nickel
accumulated over P9.5 billion (approximately I because the static levels of imports due to the
91
Beef
US$3.8 billion) in reserves (they stood at P5.2 ' economicslowdown.andalargeincreasein“net
Soda ash
93
or

partyism"and“pluralistdemocracy”havekicked

billion at the end of 1989), which are tranched i
into three portfolios, including the “Pula Fund”. !

transfers”

The main reason for the decline of diamond
account (which includes Southern
African Customs Union revenues, and other
revenues is a serious weakening of prices due to
asemi-autonomous(fromthegovemment)long- i grants to the government),
declining demand for this luxury item in the
term investment fund intended to maximise return !
Beef sales for may of this year were less than
developed countries, brought on by the global
and to diversify the economy.
one half of what they were last year( though 1992 i recession; and a flood of new supply from Angola
As a result of this economic expansion,
was an exceptional year for slaughtering due to ■ in 1992 due to illegal smuggling, mainly from
Botswana has had, on average, the most rapid
UNITA-controlled areas. Exports have also
the drought); and long-term difficulties loom in
rate of real growth in government spending (12'
increased from some of the former Soviet
this sector, since the glut in the EC beef market
per cent per year) of any country in the world,
may lead to a reduction in Botswana’s quota and
republics (Botswana is second to Russia in tenns
This has enabled it to provide free education, an
subsidies. Questions of environmental
of the value of diamond output, and third largest
in terms of carats produced). There was also a
expanding road and transport system, improved
sustainability and declining consumer demand
water and telecommunications facilities (a new i alsoconfrontthebeefindustry.andhereBotswana
sharp de-stocking of diamonds by Japanese
fibre optic line is being laid between Gaborone j may eventually experience similar difficulties to
jewellers.
and Francistown), and an impressive network of
those Zimbabwe has had with tobacco demand
Although industry leaders claim that
health clinics.
and price levels.
Botswana’s diamond pipes will be productive
In the past two years, however, serious i
Manufacturing, the conerstone sector in the
until well into the next century, physical
problems have begun to emerge in virtually all
government's diversification strategy, has also
production as a whole has declined now for three
areas of Botswana’s economy. Having led the
experienced similar problems over the past year,
straight years. With global supply more than
economic expansion, export earnings are now
Whilethegrowthrateinthissectordeclinedonly
doubling since 1980 (mainly from new Australian
leading the downturn. Over the past year alone,
marginally (from 6.6% to 6.4%), the key
production), and new sources of supply about to
diamond revenues have declined by around 14% j construction industry experienced a downturn. | emerge in South Africa, the former Soviet
in Pula terms (21% in US$ terms); copper/nickel ' This was partly a result of the completion of ' republics and Canada (where
potential major

8

;
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finds

being explored), the longer term
expenditure. Financing of the current national ' stated (because nowhere has .structural adjustment
Botswana's main export is j
development plan is based on the assumption ! produced such a result), the assumption is that
problematic at best. Unforeseen technological
that government revenues and expenditures will \ after adjustment works its wonders, their
developments, such as the development of gemcome into rough balance toward the end of the
governments orcorporations will have the means
grade artificial diamond manufacture, could akso
plan period (1996/97). but the decline in revenue
to then invest in securing for themselves the
cloud the picture.
growth and overshooting of spending ceilings by , market shares in these “niche” industries
The global monopoly position in diamond
the government (by 13% so far) means that this
necessary for sustained economic development,
sales which De Beers exercises through its Central
Botswana’s economic difficulties are not so
objective is receding.
This has led to stronger calls from the central
Selling Organisation (CSO) is presently under
very different from other developing countries
bank and business sector for spending to be j which have seen the value of their primary
greater pressure than it has ever been, and some
see it deteriorating further. Due to depressed
reined in. The mid-term review of the plan,
commodities deteriorate sharply in value against
market conditions, and the need for the CSO to ] which is
currently under way, is therefore j the high value added manufactured goods and
huy up the flood of “illicit" diamonds from . expected to involve serious cuts. Whether the
technology produced in the industrialised
various sources, the CSO cut its quota of | military, which is a major recipient of
funding, countries. The difference, if there is one, lies in
purchases from Botswana by 25% in September ' will experience these cuts remains to be seen,
the fact that Botswana is in a plausible position.
last year. Though diamond prices have improved
The emerging revenues problems of the
becauseofitslargereservesofinvestiblecapital.
marginally this year, there seems to be little
government also have implications for the
to pursue a strategy for escaping from this crisis
institutional form that regional integration in
prospect of the quota being lifted in the near
which few countries are able to do.
future.
Southern Africa will take. Customs and excise
The Botswana experience raises the questions
This has amounted to an enforced 25% cutback
revenues are expected to account for 20.9% of
of just what “niche"-ist strategy, if any, should
in Botswana's diamond sales, and has had a
total revenue in the coming year. This raises the | bepursuedandwhetherthisispolitically feasible
serious impact on export earnings. Although
que.stion of whether the Botswana government,
anddesirabletoby the majority of its population,
there are some mutterings about the taboo subject
even if it wished to do so, could forego such cash
The answers to these questions may not turn
ot Botswana’sgoingitalone.Botswanafacesthe
infusions from the South African-dominated
out to be pleasant, but the central process through
classicar'prisoner’sdilemma”ofproducercartels
Southern African Customs Union (SACU) by
which they will ultimately be answered will
such an action could further erode prices.
opting for the alternative of regional integration. ! involve a range of political and policy conflicts
Thus far the government has hedged its best,
leaving it “free” to sell diamonds on its own in an ■
in and outside of the state. On the one hand, these
even worse market. Therefore, last year Botswana
and retains a strong commitment to SADC (whose i emergent conflicts over the uses to which the
renewed its five-year arrangement to sell all
reserves of investible capital should be put ^ill
headquarters is in Gaborone). But should an
ANC dominated government emerge in South
production to de Beers.
pit broad .sectors of the society (how broad will
Africa this might tilt the policy balance in favour | depend on the level of mobilisation that can be
Government Cutbacks Loom
of using an expanded SACU as the vehicle for
achieved on economic issues) against the
The decline in export revenues (from nearly [
integration. Despite the optimistic noises which
currently dominant, export-oriented fraction of
P2billionin 1990/91 toaprojectedP1.57hillion ; have
consistently emanated from the SADC
state managers. On the other, they will involve
in 1993/94) has naturally had a serious eltect on
j secretariat, and especially its ebullient outgoing policy battles between different fractions of local
government finances. The rate ot growth of ^ Executive Secretary. Simba Makoni, the final
capital and different groups of state managers
government revenue in 1991-1992 was only i outlines of the institutional set-up for regional ■ favouring one or the other option.
25% ot what it was a year earlier. In the five-year , integration are far from settled, and will
certainly I
Although the process itself and the objectives
be based more on cash calculation than sentiment,
period leading up to 1990/91 there was 28%
that each side will pursue are supremely political,
I the
annual average growth in revenues, but by 1992
arguments on both sides will be put in market
Peripheral “Post-Fordism”
they had shrunk to 9%.
economic terms (should the surpluses be used to
in Botswana
Budget projections are for a deficit of about
support consumption or investment? Should local
5% of GDP for the current year, in contrast with
The foregoing discussion raises a number of
industries be allowed to wither under the
a surplus of 9% of GDP in 1991/92, Yet despite
questions which are of more relevance to the
competition? Should positive interest rates be
the onset of the economic downturn in 1990/91,
| debates on development in Southern Africa than
introduced? Should this consumption be middle
government spending has increa.sed (in 1991/92 [ the sterile “state versus market strategies”
classorworkingclassconsumption? How should
by 15%; in 1992/93 by 25%, and in 1993/94 by
discussion, which is more a product of ideological I productive investment be defined, in social or
a projected 6%). Recurrent expenditure has risen j
apparatuses of the West than of the concrete ; profit, in export or domestic temis?)
from 49.7% of estimated revenues in 1992/93 to
The outlines of the political dimensions of this
problem facing Southern African countries. It is
a projected 68.2% for 1993/94. Development !
here that Botswana's present difficulties may be
emerging process of choosing an economic
expenditure is expected to decline, but this will i of some comparative interest,
strategy for the next decade are beginning to
The current justification (at least officially)
depend on how the government treats
emerge. The Bank of Botswana (BOB) is on
for structural adjustment programmes in other
supplementary budget requests.
record as warning against what it sees as pressures
Government expenditure, as a proportion of
African countries, for example, is that after the
within the government and political system at
GDP. has risen from approximately 35% a
harsh medicine of “stabilisation" takes effect,
large to eat into international reserves to support
decade ago, to 48% in 1991/92, while total
and the economic benefits of adjustment" begin
what it views as unsustainable levels of private
revenues increased from 40%-52% over the same
to roll in. then these countries will be in a position
consumption and borrowing (especially
period. In 1993/94, however, the proportion of to make some real choices about what ''niche"
household credit, which jumped from just over
revenue is expected to fall to 37% of GDP and to '
P2(X)milliontooverP5(X)million from December
they should occupy in the new global division of
be less than the 42% of GDP projected for
1990 to mid-1993).
productionandmarkets.Thoughrarelyexplicitly
new

outlook

are

for

—

,

,

,
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It may be expected, therefore, that
elements of the Finance Ministry,

the BOB,
and local
representatives of some foreign companies, will
from the natural constituency for a “niche"-ist
solution. This might, as in the case of other
Newly Industrialised Countries (NICS), involve

choices would run up against the distant

support the

location/
high transport costs which constitute a heavy
comparative disadvantage for Botswana in other
directly productive sectors. In this sense the
advocates of an "East Asian option" have yet to
come up with a plausible economic programme,
probably because there isn't one.
To do so they would have to overcome a

of

number of obstacles, some

the

use

of Botswana's international

reserves to

development of one or more sectors
high-tech production which would be
internationally competitive enough to convert
the surpluses generated from a declining
commodity (diamonds) into a higher tech goose
(or flock of geese) that would be able to lay
golden eggs until well into the 21st century.
It must be said, however, that

no sector

has yet

been identified which could

conceivably play
the role for Botswana that, say, electronic goods
exports have played for the East asian NlCs, or
that chip production or “financial services" are
expected to play for the United States as that
country slides down the economic slope. Though
studies are currently being conducted in various
quarters to identify potential target sectors for
investment, those conducting them have yet to
come up with suggestions which break out of the
mould or more processing of Botswana' s primary
commodities, such as leather goods. Any other

A yiew

10

economic,

some

political. First, the economic ones, should
Botswana opt for trying to secure a market niche
for high technology goods, it would confront
two realities of the capitalist mode of production

which the economies of the East asian

"Tigers

were built (basically high demand
from the US market in the mid/later cold
war, to

the Japanese were before them,
geo-strategic reasons) no longer exist.
Therefore.any major investment in a particular
NlC-emulation sectorcarries a much higher level
of risk, in terms of its eventual profitability and
the opportunity costs of foregoing other types of
for

investment, than it did in the 1970s-1980s. The
demand is not there,

that

strategies tend to

do

sweep

under the carpet.:

Demand is elastic, variable and specialised.
One of the

logic holes in the "East Asian
strategy" which is very popular in Southem Africa at the moment (both in its hightech, long term version, as embrace by the
Development bank of Southern Africa,
South Africa Chamber of Business and
Democratic Party in South Africa; and the
high export/full-employment/pump priming/social contract and all else version of
the ANC economic department and

COSATU) is that the

secure

of Gaborone: Should it become

a

markets

on

nor

will it be there.

The two

which most advocates of NlC-emulation

I)

which they were granted privileged

access, as

vaguely defined potential choices
occasionally hears bandied about which
involve physical production or assembly

one

not

for export

— that Botswana should become a
“regional service centre" for large corporate
headquarters, and offshore banking — are hardly
plausible. Despite the alleged hard-headedness
of their proponents, these two "choices” By in
the face of the regional economic realities of
sharp recession, corporate retrenchment and the
declining in banking sector profitability. If they
do have a rationale, it may be a security one that
is left un.said: will large corporate capital have to
decamp to Botswana from South Africa in the
vent of mounting difficulties there? In a sense

“regional service centre”?
SaPEM SEPTEMBER, 1993
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this is

economic version of the strategic
allegedly involved in the citing of a
air base in Botswana for future use

an

relocation

large new

capital
personal
consumption, and power
accumulation,

which the state affords them

down .south.

Furthennore. such

Hong Kong imitation
strategy would involve an investment in
specialised training and education in corporate
services, which would seriously bump up the
government spending for the next generation,
and might be better spent on developing skills
relevant to a more inward-looking economic
development programme.
2)
The scale of capital investment required to
secure enough global market share in high
value added manufacturing or services to
achieve long term surpluses, is arguably
beyond the means of Botswana, even with
a

its close to P9.5 billion in

reserves.

Thus,

form of

major joint venture with
foreign or regional capital would have to be
involved. This is unlikely in the present or
near-term global and regional economic
some

of

means

circumstances.
As for the

political obstacles, there are
a number of forces who can be expected to resist
such a strategy. Since Botswana’s politicians
still have to periodically stand for elections (the
next round of which is scheduled for next year),
they may be more sensitive to the impact with a
serious cut in state expenditure would have on
their electoral prospects. This is especially true
of the countryside, where an estimated 75% of
Botswana’s population .still lives, and which the
ruling BDP controls through a mixture of
patronage and the absence, thus far. of an effective

opposition.
Although media reports on Botswana typically
dwell on regional and ethnic factors in current

will

inevitably decline.

This fraction also may

find allies among sections
of the business community
who

the export
and on their
professional skills as
accountants, campaign
managers, lawyers and
rely

on

economy

technical experts to secure
theireconomic position. The
formation this year

of a
professionals

“Young

Forum" indicates that this

which is of recent
vintage, is becoming more
group,

aware

of their class interests,

and may

be finding their
A Botswana woman with children : Botswana has one of the
political feet. Time will tell
worst income distribution patterns in the world
whether they are a political
underlie the vaunted succes.ses of Singapore and
match for the populist pork-barrel politicians
Malaysia — which the higher echelons of the
traditionally funded by Botswana’s cattle barons.
But who comes out on top will have an important
corporate world in South Africa wish to emulate.
is that in that country they must deal, at least
effect on the choice of a long-term economic
at present, with an organised and mobilised
strategy.
More importantly, however, all three of the
working class. The demonstration effect this
might have on Botswana’s fledging labour
likely courses of state action discussed — a
t

—

cutback in government

services;

a more

expenditure for social

classical export processing/

movement

should^ not be underestimated (or

overestimated, fo/ that matter).

import substitution strategy: and NlC-emulation
— would involve some level of
suppression of consumption, and require the
social and political stmctures to police and enforce

A fourth possibility — the emergence of an
alternative economic programme clearly
articulated by a popularly based opposition —

them. How Botswana's subaltern classes react to

Thus far economic issues have taken second

strategy

has yet to

crystallise.

a sharp attempt to "regulate" them in order
change the "regime of accumulation" will
determine the course of political life for the
coming generation.
Botswana has currently one of the worst income
distribution patterns in the world. The percentage
of those living below the poverty line has.
according to some estimates, risen from 45% in

place in the opposition parties’ political strategy
to the important question of redressing bias and
rigging in the electoral system. But to be viable,
any such alternative economic programme would
have to make clear the full implications of its
proposals and those of the state and capital (as
the scenario-mongering in South Africa does

around the differences between those

the mid 1970 to above 60% in the late 1980s.

who have to organise

Should any

further decline in living standards be
imposed, either for reasons of austerity or
"investment in the future" (a future defined by an
increasingly divided elite), this is bound to have
an effect on the level and quality of political

have

of political organisation, it would
promoted effectively among those
who stand to loose from the top-down choices
that are being imposed upon them at the present
economic turning point, to become a focus for
popular intervention in the economic policy

mobilisation.

decisions of the state. It remains to be

rifts in the BDP (which

loudly broke into the
open at a recent congress), there is another
dimension to the.se tensions which will be

more

significant in the long tenn. This is a growing
divergence of interests between party and state
functionaries in the dominant political class as a
whole.
The economic subtext of this rift revolves

politicians
the BDPs hegemony on the
ground through the patronage and support of the
cattle barons

—

and

—

local notables who

dominate Botswana’s rural

political life, and
their commercial
interests; and state technocrats who rely on a
growing government bureaucracy for their
economic and political power.
The arithmetic of power for the latter tends to
be “ how big is your beef subsidy and electoral
margin”. Signs are that they are becoming
increasingly concerned that unless alternative
who therefore represent

sources are

found to

secure
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state revenues,

the

such

to

While Botswana’s

largely state-employed
working class has thus far been relatively
passive politically, which may be seen as
appealing by potential investors, this could
change under the impact of further cutbacks.
Another difficulty facing any attempt to impose
the type of repressive labour conditions which
formal

not.

for instance).

In

tenns
to

be

seen

whether the

will
on

question of economic democracy
be put on the agenda in time for a full debate

Botswana’s economic future to become part
current election campaign. Thus far they

of the

haven’t. At least in this respect Botswana is not
so different from other countries in the region
after all,

■

COVER STORY

MYSTERY SURROUNDS CONSTRUCTION OF
A MASSIVE AIRBASE IN BOTSWANA
FERNANDO

B

otswana

government officials have

become

increasingly reluctant to

GONgALVES
“We have

a right to build an airbase; we have
apology for that to anybody”, said Selepeng,
adding: "We are a non-aligned country, we do
not have foreign bases for anyone”.
Senior Botswana government officials believe
the controversy was sparked last year during the
campaign for the referendum in South Africa,
when the then leader of the Conservative Party,
no

discuss the issue of a new airbase which

has been under construction since

1991

in

Molepolole, 105 kilometres north-west of
Gaborone.
The first phase of the over USS 250 million
project is expected to be completed by the end of
the year, amid concerns by many Batswana that
at a moment when recession is hitting their
pockets hard the government should not have
embarked on what they perceive to be simply a
prestige project. Opposition leaders have called
for its suspension, saying it is a waste of valuable
resources

the late Andries Treumicht, declared that South
Africa’s

president F.W. de Klerk was allowing
a military airba.se, and that
it was quite clear that the project was being
constructed with help from the Americans, who
Botswana to construct

would use it to rescue De Klerk should he lose the
Pic

which could be used for investment in

M.L.

which could

provide Jobs for thousands of
unemployed Batswana youths.

areas

"As far

for

as we are

building such

because

we

concerned there is
a

no

need

sophisticated structure,

believe that with the

new

climate of

in the region the trend is integration; and
integration in our feeling is that Joint defence
may come in the course of time together with
closer economic cooperation", said Kenneth
Koma, leader of the opposition Botswana
peace

National Front (BNF).
In response to

growing criticism and to
speculation that the base was to be u.sed by the
US air force, the government issued early this
year a document stating that "Botswana managed
to stay for 11 years after independence without
an army as this was not then a priority”. The

Selepeng: “We have
build

an

a

right to

is

required for the expansion of the University of

Botswana, the Institute of Accounting and
Commerce, the Police College and the Central

Transport Organisation. There has been
speculation that the structure is being built to
meet United States requirements for a regional
airbase from which to monitor and respond to
developments in Southern Africa. Just before
the construction of the base began. US forces
were involved in Joint military exercises with the
BDF. But M. L. Selepeng. Permanent Secretary
for political Affairs in the Office of the President
has dismissed such allegations as "nonsense”.
The base, he told SAPEM. "is being constructed
because

we

need it;

our

defence forces haven’t

Force (BDF) was

civilian

result of

increasing pressure on government to e.stablish
appropriate defence capability to deal with
the threat posed by the then Rhodesian war and
associated acts of aggression accross the border
into Botswana”. The Botswana government has
also brushed aside allegations that it is spending
too much on defence and security, saying that
over the years it has only spent on average 10
percent of its total budget on defence, and that
the BDF has also been assisting the Department
ofWildlife and National Parks with anti-poaching
activities and the training of its personnel, in
addition to its participation in relief operations in
an

times of national calamities. Botswana officials

deny that the airbase is designed to enhance the
country’s defence capability, and maintain that it

a

near the university”.
Most of the criticism is based on the fact that

the technical

specifications for the runways are
higher than would be required by BDF’s Britishbuilt Strikemaster Jet fighters, and that such
sophistication is unwarranted in the changing
political situation in the region.
Reacting to allegations of a US connection,
Selepeng said there was neither American nor
other aid money involved and ruled out media
speculations that certain facilities at the base

and the Americans

are not

involved in any way,

including tenders; there are no American
companies involved in the contruction”. said
Selepeng while declining to name those involved.
The government has defended the project,
arguing that it also incorporates social
infrastructures, including the construction of 480
houses and flats which will reduce the acute

shortage of housing currently affecting BDF
personnel and their families.
According to the government’s document, the
airstrip, hangar and apron, together with other
military facilities, will utilise about 44 percent of
the total budget ofthe project, while tlie remaining
56 percent will be spent on civilian and .social
infrastructures, housing, fuel station, supennarket
and consultancy fees. One other reason given by
the government for constructing the airbase is
that it could be used to receive civilian aircrafts

in the event of

the Seretse
Airport, near Gaborone.
Despite all efforts by President Masire’s
government "to set the record straight",
controversy will continue to surround the issue
of the Molepolole project, as many continue to
see it as only rational that, having lost control of
an

emergency at

Khama International

would be rented out to the Americans. "It is not

the Kamina airfield in Zaire because of the

commerciali.sed.

deteriorating political situation there, with Kenya
and Somalia becoming increasingly unreliable, a
superpower like the US would need to look for a
more stable partner in such a strategic region as
Southern Africa. If not .so. they ask. why would
the US army need to engage in Joint military
exercises with the BDF? Only time will tell. ■

going to lease it or
allow anyone to use it", he declared.
The controversy over the airbase has to a
certain degree angered the government of
we are not

President Ketumile Masire. which feels that

outside forces

Gaborone

sovereign issue

12

from

airport

is intended to re-locate the airforce from the old

airport and thus free prime land which

quite ridiculous and insulting for anyone
question the right of Botswana to construct
that airbase; we are doing this with our money,
to

got an airbase; they have been operating

as a

referendum and trouble brewed in South Africa.
"It is

airbase”.

document added that the "Botswana Defence

formed in 1977

by BOPA

are

as

trying to censor it
national defence.

on

such

a
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BOTSWANA: THE NEED FOR
INDUSTRIALISATION
long time Botswana has been regarded as a model of democracy, stability and economic prosperity in a continent
of starving bellies and rife with civil strife. But a closer look at its socio-economic performance will reveal that Botswana
is a typical example of a Third World country, where even the discovery of diamonds, the “shiny gold", in the early 70s,
did little for the betterment of the ordinary citizen. Festus Mogae, Botswana's Vice-President and Minister ofFinance
and Development Planning, discusses these issues with SAPEM’s Editor-in-Chief, Ibbo Mandaza.
For a

private sector choose which areas of indusdevelopment might be viable and sustain-

Munduza: What would you consider to be the
basis of the view that Botswana’s recent

the

political and economic history con.stitutes a

able; and that could well include non-traditional

“miracle”; and how realistic is it to describe it

products. At the same time, we are also aware
that it might not be productive to beneficiate to
all stages here some of our primary commodities, such as copper-nickel; although, we are
willing to rigorously investigate the prospects
for such industrial development in the hopes that
they might make a positive sustainable contribution to incomes and employment in Botswana.
What are the advantages and disadvantages
of Botswana's membership in the Southern

trial

thus?

Mogae: While Botswana has enjoyed rapid

growth and continued increases in
employment, income, exports, foreign exchange
economic

reserves

and government

savings since

independence, and most notably over the past
decade, we do not consider that our political and
economic history constitutes a “miracle”. That
record derives in

no

small

measure

from

our

Africa Customs Union (SACU)? At any

desire to achieve

development, and from our
strong commitment to sound economic
management over the limited resources at our
disposal. To a certain extent our success derived
from the development of our mineral sector after
independence. But, we still have a long way to go
on the path to development. There are still far too
many Batswana without adequate incomes, and
our economy is relatively undiversified and

as

the Preferential Trade Area?

Botswana

Vice-president. Festus Mogae

of the need to industrialise

of

aware

benericiating her primary commodities,
such as minerals, enhancing employment and
human resources development. How far has
Botswana succeeded in this regard?
The data on growth of industrial production and
employment, especially since 1982 when we
adapted the Financial Assistance Policy and
National Policy on economic opportunities, are
testimony to our recognition of the need to expand

our

mineral and non-traditional exports.

Has Botswana been able to reconcile what is

generally considered to be a very liberal and
attractive investment policy on the one hand
and, on the other, the danger that such a
policy might render the economy increasingly
vulnerable in the long run?
Unfortunately, the question is a bit misguided as
we do not allow two-handed economists orpolicy
makers in Botswana. The liberal and attractive

is designed
diversify the
economy in the broadest terms and thus on the
same hand make us increasingly less vulnerable
to exogenous factors in the long run.
If the question implies the likelihood of increased foreign ownership of industry in
Botswana, that is of less concern compared to
our objectives of economic diversification .
emploment creation, training and technological
investment

policy which

and intended

on

the

one

we pursue

hand to

transfer.

Botswana has

over

the years
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become acutely

variety of advantages to Botswana as
importance is
the right of transit and the access Botswana
secures to foreign markets, both in South Africa
and elsewhere. As a relatively small country,
Botswana must import many of the goods it
consumes; and Botswana must be export oriented
in order to earn the incomes and foreign exchange
to pay for those goods. Also, the SACU
Agreement provides for Botswana to share in the
customs duties collected; and these are a major

a

vulnerable toextremefluctuationsduetoclimatic

for

in SACU
being incompatible with membership in

There

conditions and

swings in international markets

rate,

does Botswana view her membership

as means

both

are a

member of the SACU. Of major

source

of Government

disadvantages, under the SACU
agreement. Botswana has surrendered its fiscal
sovereignty with respect to tariffs and excise
South Africa;

productive employment opportunities, diversify
the economy and develop our human resources
as rapidly as possible. Over that period, real
manufacturing GDP has increased 8.4% annualy,
formal employment in the manufacturing sector
has grown 15.1% per year, and non-traditional
exports, mainly industrial products have

duties

increased 19.1%.

SACU pay over

But. it should also be noted that

our

emphasis

industrialisation is not limited to beneficiating
primary commodities, although that is always
likely to be an area in which such development
could be profitable, and is thus a first choice for

on

investigation. We

are very

much w'illing to let

revenue.

As for the

to

a

matter

of

no

small

import to any sovereign nation. In addition, the
people of Botswana pay much higher prices for
the goods they purchase as a result of the tariff
walls established by South Africa to protect its
own industries. It has been estimated by both
Botswana and South Africa that

for the

consumers

20% higher prices

in

on average

consume as a result of the
tariff barriers; and in return. Botswana and the

goods they

other members (Le.sotho. Namibia and

Swazi-

approximately 17% of the value of
imports back in the form of customs revenues.
land) receive
In

addition, the structure of the

revenue

shar1.^

COVER STORY

ing fonnula results in

a two year

lag in the

airport in town next to the university.
The size and scale of the Botswana Defense

payment of customs revenues to Botswana, which
in effect constitutes

an

interest free loan to South

Africa. Furthermore, the nature of

a

customs

Force poses no threat to any
And Botswana has no desire

of our neighbours.
or

intention to be

a

unequal partners in terms of
development gives rise to a
“polarisation effect"
which
favours

threat to any of its neighbours: we are ardently
committed to peaceful cooperation in develop-

industrialisation in South Africa, rather than in

have

union amongst very
the levels of

the smaller members.

With respect to
Botswana does not

the Preferential Trade Area,
see

that

as

incompatible with

and ultimate

integration in the region. We
published a document which shows that it
is entirely domestic. It is funded domestically
and it is not supported by any foreign power. We
haven't received any aid in connection to the
ment.

in the SACU in the longer term.
Indeed. Botswana is actively investigating the
modalities that would allow Botswana tojoin the
PTA in line with the prospective development of
the Southern African region.
In the short tenn though, membership in the
PTA would have adversely affected Botswana's

airbase.

manufacturers due to the minimum local content

Agreement with Zimbabwe and Malawi. Meat
marketing arrangements with Zimbabwe and

her membership

requirements, which, because our manufacturers have to import many of their raw materials
and intermediate inputs, they would not be able
to satisfy. Happily, the PTA has of late reviewed
some of these measures, including the requirement

for

a

minimum national

ownership of en-

terprises.
What is your assessment

of Botswana's
political development. Do you share the
commonly held view that her political system
represents a useful model — multi-partyism
While it is

rarely the

case

that

one

country's

political (or economic) system

can serve as a
model for other countries with their own situation
and cicumstances, I

region?
We have

cooperation agreements with our
neighbours than most other countries. We are
more

members of the SACU. have

Namibia. We
SADC and

are

a

Free Trade

co-founders and Chairman of

played a leading role in the
negotiating of the first Lome Convention. In
spite of press reports, our relations with Namibia
are excellent, as we consult on a whole range of
development and other issues.
I have already mentioned our desire to see
both SADC and PTA develop harmoniously,
and with active Botswana participation. Indeed,
a

am

of the view that there is

we

Committee of Ministers and senior officials

substitute for a

consultants has been initiated to
cause can

and
study how this

be advanced.

Botswana
a

hopes that South Africa will make

successful and timeous transition to democ-

and that the benefits of peaceful developpost-apartheid democratic South
Africa can spread throughout the region.
While there are many uncertainties facing the
region, we should not lose sight of the large

pluralistic, democratic system
opposition parties have the opportunity
and right to replace the government of the day if
the populace so decides at the ballot box. Our
system has always been predicated upon that

racy:

principle, and while we continue to evolve
politically. I do not envisage we will depart from
that path. However, if other countries think they
have

potential that the region has to develop and
generate substantial improvements in living standards for all our people. 1 am optimistic that
there is enough goodwill and common interest

our

amongst all the countries in Southern Africa that

no

in which

something to learn, we will be glad to share
experiences with them. The problem with
our opposition here is failure to organise. We
have benefited by their inability to organise. In
fact, what normally happens is that whenever
election are coming, they fragment further.
What is your response to the fear, in some
circles, that Botswana is embarking upon a
major militarisation programme?
It is unfortunate that so many foreign
correspondents misinterpret Botswana's desire
to develop a basic defense capability, where
none had existed 15 years before. While one
major airba.se project has been initiated, it is the
only airbase for the defence force: and is being
constructed to make possible the removal of the
Defense Force aircraft from the old civilian

14

ment there in a

period of peace and prosperity
unparalleled in our history. Such a period of
development is needed if we are to achieve the
aspirations we all have for ourselves and our
posterity.
What about your relations with Namibia
following the border dispute?
we can enter a

There is
between

paid to the smaller members, now
independent Namibia, has grown
substantially. In the current financial year,
payments to Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia and

including

fundamental peace agreement
and the Namibians. There have been

us

types of incidents. One is the Sidudu island
incident. Now the Sidudu island is not really a

major issue. It caught

us

by surpri.se because

we

had similar incidents with South Africa: we have

with the Namibians and have decide to

resolve the issue.

■

an

Swaziland will total

.some

R,5, 120 million and

represent 38% of the revenue pool, with South
Africa

retaining the remaining 62%.
the

nature

of the Customs

Union

calculating shares of the revenue
pool for a given year is always a division of a
fixed pool. Naturally, the matter of dividing a
fixed amount of money is always a contentious
arrangements,

one.

Nothing has changed in the
formula of the SACU for

revenue

sharing

than

decade.

more

a

However, since 1982, South Africa has grown
less than 1% per year in real temis, while BLNS
have grown annually at over 5% per year—over
6.5% for the BLS alone. In the 1980s. GDP
grow th in the BLS accounted for over 16% of the
total growth of GDP in the Common Customs

Area, and the

growth of BLS imports was the
equivalent ol25% of the increase in CCA imports.
The

for the

growing share of BLNS has
relative to that of South Africa.
This high growth has been of major importance
reason

been their growth
to South

Africa, since it runs a substantial balance

of trade

surplus with the BLNS. In 1992, the
surplus with BLNS was over R8, (KX)

trade

million, which

was

more

than twice South

Africa’s overall current account

surplus. The

bulk of the BLNS payments to South Africa for
merchandise imports come from the large BLN S

surpluses with the rest of the world — suipluses
annually in

that have exceeded R5. 000 million
recent

years.
In 1992 the value of South Africa’s exports to

BLNS

equal to more than 70% of South
gold exports, and was more than
twice the value of South Africa’s exports to the
rest of Africa. Manufactured exports from South
Africa to the BLNS appear to constitute more
was

Africa’s

net

than 40% of South Africa’s total manufactured

exports, and exports to BLNS account for over
27% of South Africa's total merchandise trade.
From 1985

no

two

met

It is well known that the share of the revenue pool
that has been

In

from member states of the two organisations

to Africa?

—

What is your assessment of Botswana's role
in SADC and PTA and the future of the sub-

Following is an edited version of a
statement by Botswana’s Vice-President,
Festus Mogae, at a meeting of SACU
ministers offinance in August:

to

1992. the increase in exports to
over one third

BLNS, in real temis. amounted to

of the total increase in South Africa's GDP and
toone

third of the increase in merchandi.se exports.

Those increased export earnings paid for nearly
22% of South Africa’s increased imports of

goods and non-factor services over the past seven
years, m
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NO, MUGABE NEVER MET DE KLERK

ne

O

of the guests at

Ill's 25th

Swaziland's silver jubilee and king Mswati

birthday celebrations

on

September 6, in Mbabane,

Lonrho’s chief executive

"Tiny" Rowland. The "rebel
tycoon" flew into Mbabane from Maputo. Mozambique, where he had just
was

president could not attend the celebrations on September 6 because he had
to travel to Ghana for the funeral of his sister-in-law, and such issue
came

president Joaquim Chissano and the Rename leader. Afonso Dhlakama.
flown the young man to Nairobi”, Rowland told SAPEM,
in reference to Dhlakama, who had just fini.shed a week-long marathon
sessions with president Chissano on the peace process in
Mozambique.
Rowland is well known for putting his “Gulfstream" jet at the service of
rebel leaders around the continent, in his endeavors to bring peace to war-

about", the official said.

never

■

met

WALVIS BAY
SOVEREIGNTY
TRANSFER DATE SET

"We have just

tom nations.

It

was

rumoured in

for

Mbabane that Rowland's other mission

was to

“symbolic” meeting between president Robert Mugabe of
Zimbabwe who was attending the annual Southern Africa Development
Comunity (SADC) summit in the Swazi capital - and his South African
counterpart, F.W. de Klerk.
arrange

Y

H "l he controversial Namibia-South Africadisputeoverthe sovereignty
■

a

Mugabe has refused to

meet with De Klerk until such a time when all

apartheid structures in South Africa have been demolished. The deal for
that

meeting

reportedly suppo,sed to have been cut at an informal
Rowland, Zimbabwe's foreign minister Nathan
Shamuyarira and the director-general in the South African ministry of
foreign affairs, at a cocktail pany hosted by the Swazi Monarch in honour
of participants at the SADC summit (see picture).
The hypothetical summit never happened, and a Lonhro otficial in
Harare told SAPEM that the issue of the meeting was never raised. "The
was

encounter between
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of Walvis

Bay has been tentatively settled. The two countries have

set March 1 as

-

the target date for the transfer of this port enclave

its

rightful owner. The two countries have set up a joint administration
leadership of two chief executive officers, one from each side, to
facilitate and co-ordinate negotiations.
Walvis Bay is an enclave territory of 1,124 square kilometres within
to

under the

Namibia but has been under South African rule since 1876 when Britain
annexed it and made it part

of the colonial territory of South Africa. The
by Germany but at the end of World war 1
the territory was entrusted by the United Nations to South Africa.
The UN adopted a re.solution in 1978 declaring Walvis Bay an integral
partofNamibia, but the issue of the enclave's sovereignty was not .solved
when Namibia won its independence from South Africa in March 1990. ■
rest of

Namibia

was

colonised
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MAIN FEATURES

CHILUBA LOOKING FOR SECURITY IN SA
Square Yalemana

W

hen President Frederick Chiluba

encouraging all those that are making efforts
aimed at peace to proceed, and considered

of Zambia invited his South

De Klerk to fall under such

African counterpart to officially
Zambia’s 67th Agricultural and
Commercial Show in July, there was
aprehension among politicians in the region
that the Zambian leader was departing from
the line adopted by other frontline states to
downplay their relations with South Africa,

until such

time when

a

transitional

a

a

group.

While in

theory Zambia condemned
apartheid in South Africa and impo.sed
economic sanctions, in practice, trade

open

between the two countries boomed.

South Africa is the

major supplier of most
imports, and it is estimated that
by 1995, three quarters of Zambia's imports
of Zambia's

multiracial

government takes over.

will

Criticism also came from within

come

from South Africa.

opposition
parties and Trade Unions who considered it
untimely because of continual conflicts in

between 1986 and 1991 show that

South Africa.

year.

The Zambian

Statistics based

needed

Congress of Trade Unions

In

learn from its past

President Chiluba

when it had backed wrong

and since then the ANC has

always treated

Kaunda with full head of state honours, a

backed Jonas Savimbi and his Union for the

move

Total

President, who. as revenge, invited De Klerk.

Independence of Angola (Unita), and

Joshua Nkomo in Zimbabwe. Both lost

that

has

angered the Zambian

"There's nothing sinister about
this
year’s show because we feel he, just like

Speculation is rife in Lusaka that President
relationship with De Klerk
is one way of getting support from South
Africa to help him hold on to power amidst
growing internal dissent.
Security for top government officials in
Zambia, including that of the president has

President Chiluba. has contributed very

deteriorated in recent months and there

democracy in the region," he said.
Bander challenged Shamenda to explain
the basis of questioning De Klerk's invitation
when he never objected when Zambia

reports that Chiluba may have turned to

elections to their rivals.

Chiluba's special

But Chairman of the Show

Society, George

Bander, described the opposition as ‘cheap

politics’.

President De Klerk's invitation to open

much to

received 20 000 tonnes of maize from South
Africa
But

during the drought period last year.
Kebby Musokotwane, President of

the UNIP

South African

are

private security agencies for

protection.
Foreign Minister Vernon Mwaanga said
there was no need to discriminate against
De Klerk when he had been sharing the
same

fora in

a

number of countries with

opposition party, supported the
ZCTU viewpoint saying the time was not
yet ripe for Zambia to invite De Klerk, since
democracy was not yet in place in South

NeLson Mandela. “The government will deal

Africa.

position

The UNIP government
President Kenneth Kaunda
invite the African National

under former
was

the first to

Congress (ANC)

leader, Nelson Mandela to Zambia in 1990,
16

imports
imports

averaged 23,4 per cent a
This percentage has grown annually

from 16,9 in 1986 to 28,16 in 1991.

saying Zambia

experience
horses. This was
in reference to the struggle for independence
in Angola when the Zambian Government
to

Zambia’s total

from South africa

(ZCTU) President, Jackson Shamenda,
criticised the invitation

on

with any foreign policy issue on its own
without being influenced by any quarters,
Government has maintained

a

balanced

all organisations fighting for
freedom in South Africa," said Mwaanga.
Speaking during De Klerk's visit. President
Chiluba said the increasing violence in South
Africa was the reason why he was
on

■

1992, within

of the MMD
government, imports from South Africa
ranked first, accounting for 29,58 per cent
of the total imports, followed by the United
Kingdom with 15.89 per cent.
By30thJune 1993. South African supplied
imports constituted 34 percent, followed by
Zimbabwe with 16, and the UK with six.
De Klerk hailed Zambia for adopting
tough but essential free market economic
policies. "The reality is that the economy
does not grow from political slogans;
socialism, with all its enticing promises, has
been a dismal failure wherever it was tried.
Basic requirements for economic growth
are peace, stability and free enterprise,
a

year

imaginative entrepreneurship, efficient and
frugal government, innovative and caring
management, a well-educated and
motivated workforce and a lot of hard work,"
he said.
De Klerk's anticipates a situation where
Zambia and South Africa will join hands
withothercountriestotapSouthern Africa's
enormous natural and human resources,
untapped agricultural, commercial and
tourist potential.
Critics ofDe Klerk's vision have de.scribed
himastryingtoluretheregionintobelieving
in South Africa's genuine desire to establish
a meaningful economic cooperation, while
persuing a strategy of hegemony.*
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SOMALIA: NO HURRY FOR PEACE
ANGUS SHAW
Italians and the Turks erected

he

recent killing of seven
Nigerian
soldiers
in
Mogadishu has

T

debunked

the

notion

that African troops — including
about 1,400 Batswana and
Zimbabweans

Here lies the root of the UN's

enjoy special
advantage in the 28-nation United
Nations peacekeeping force in
—

dilemma in Somalia. Under its

Security Council mandate, the
alliance was tasked in April with
imposing peace in Somalia by force
of arms after three years of famine

Somalia.
The

Nigerians

hail of small
moved into

came

arms

fire

under a
as they

and civil

notorious district of

a

million

Mogadishu patrolled by Italian
paratroopers. The Italians had
agreed to pull out of the Somali
capital after a simmering dispute
with the central military command
over the role of the UN troops in
the embattled city.
The Nigerian commander. Lt.
Col. Ola Oyinola. was quick to
Accuse the Italians of failing to
come

to the

aid of his soldiers

when

they

ambushed by
loyal to warlord

leaves no
They say
dissenting contingents have given
Aideed solace by carping over
tactics and are guilty of the soldier's
worst sin
disobeying orders to
cany out aggressive tactics needed
—

to restore

UN

to

special

stres.sed this

was

the UN’s first

‘Chapter Seven' peacemaking
operation which empowers
coalition forces to be "heavily
equipped” for offensive operations

evidently objected to the
Nigerian deployment .saying they
the

peace.

envoy to Somalia,
retired US Admiral Jonathan Howe,

militia

Until

stay.

in

fateful

hostile environment”. All

Sunday,
peacekeepers from Botswana,
Nigeria and Zimbabwe felt as

previous

Africans

Six’ of UN rules

with

a

understanding of local conditions
they were popular with Somalis
and far less likely to be targeted

An

for attack.
deaths

Nigerian
deep divisions that
plagued the UN military and made its

officer in the clan militia of General Aideed
stands guard at the Mogadishu airport.

underscored
have

controversial

mission

in

Somalia

more

problematic than ever.
Back in July, three Italian soldiers were killed
and 25 were wounded nearadisused pasta factory
u.sed as a hideout by Aideed’s fighters. The
ambush was the Italian army's bloodiest
engagement since the Second World war—they
have lost

one

and it led to

soldier in combat in Lebanon

—

political storm at home.
With vivid television images of crippled
soldiers arriving in Rome and mothers weeping
over flag-drapped coffins foremost in their minds,
politicians called for a review of Italy's
participation in the UN operation in Somalia.
a
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a

UN

deployment

worldwide has been under ‘Chapter

clearer

The

a

people dead.

The mandate. American officers

Mohammed Farrah Aideed. The

wanted the Italians

that have left half

war

argue, is quite clear and
room for half measures.

were

militiamen

a

sign outside their headquarters
quoting Albert Einstein's remarks
that "peace cannot be kept by force,
it can only be achieved by
understanding.”

In the weeks that followed. Italian General

Bruno Loi

annoyed the UN command by opening
dialogue with elders of Aideed's Habir Gedir
clan in Mogadishu and allegedly agreeing to halt
offensive actions against Aideed’s militias. He
castigated the American dominated command
for bombing Aideed's strongholds and accu.sed
the US General Thomas Montgomery of losing
sight of the UN's original humanitarian objectives
a

allowing for
peacekeeping “with consent of
parties” while equipped only with
light defensive weapons.
According to Howe, the
distinction between peacemaking
and peacekeeping gave him the
authority of both the Security Council and the
United Nations as a whole to order devastating
missile attacks by American gunships on
suspected pro-Aideed targets in heavily populated
south Mogadishu in which scores of civilians
have died.

(It

was

after

one

such attack that I witnessed

But above all, Loi refused to participate in
military operations he felt endangered the lives

enraged mobs turning on the group of foreign
journalists I was in. killing four colleagues with
rocks, knives and guns. The eruption of hatred
and anger was unlike anything I had .seen before
in two decades of reporting from a continent in

of civilians. Several other countries in the

turmoil.)

coalition, notably Germany. Saudi Arabia and
the United Arab Emirates, openly sided with the

attacks blamed on Aideed supporters has

in Somalia.

Since June 5, the UN troops

killed in various
risen to
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This young

Somali had walked

one

hundred miles to findfood. He died a few hours after this picture

was

taken.

nearly 50. Another 160 have been wounded.
Most of the 29 Pakistani soldiers killed

were

disemboweled and their eyes gauged out

in some
horrific religious rile by Somali Moslems against
a

Moslem foe.
In the

period, hundreds of Somalis have
escalating conflict that offers no short
temi solution, partly because the Americans
have cho.sen Aideed as Public Enemy No. I. put
died in

a

same

an

$US25,00() reward

on

his head and refused to

negotiate for peace with him

or his aides.
Howe believes most Somalis will turn their

backs

on

Aideed

once

they have tested the fruits

of a UN enforced peace.
For the moment, though, the spiral
seems set

of violence

tocontinue. Jubilant Somali militiamen

who danced

on

hunks of the severed, charred

llesh of four white American soldiers

landmine in South Mogadishu
hurry for peace. ■

apart by a
no

18

ripped
are

in
The UN

operation

seems to

have lost sight of its humanitarian mission
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ANGOLA: DOS SANTOS CEASES TO BELIEVE
IN OUTSIDE SOLUTIONS
TAZUARY NKEITA

he announcement of merely “symbolic”

I

JH_
the

sanctions

against Unita if by September

25 the rebel movement does not suspend
in

Angola, and president José Eduardo
public pronouncement that there are
no “external solutions” to the crisis affecting his
country, have added a new dimension to the
already deteriorated political and military
situation in Angola.
For the first time since its inception more than
40 years ago, the United Nations has departed
from the policy of applying sanctions only to
member states who refuse to abide by the
war

dos Santos’

provisions of its charter, and has threatened to
impose an arms and oil embargo against the
Angolan rebels, with additional “tougher
measures”, should these produce no results.
On the eve of the UN Security Council meeting
on September 15, the Angolan government and
the country at large awaited anxiously for the the
world body to announce its measures against
Unita, namely the imposition of restrictions on
the movements of its leaders, the freeze of all its
bank accounts and

It

was

and oil embargo.
Septemebr 15 would
unequivocal deadline” imposed on
an arms

doubtful whether

be the “last

Unita

to

end the

war

and re-initiate a meaningful

dialogue with the Luanda government aimed at
putting an end to the renewed civil war in that
central African nation. The UN-and-Troika

(Portugal. Russia and US)-brokered peace talks
between Unita and the Angolan government
came to an abrupt halt in June, when the rebels
refused to accept paragraph 11 of the Abidjan
protocol, which called for Unita to withdraw its
forces from all areas it occupied after losing
elections in September last year.
It had become evident during the September
15 UN debate on Angola, that the 18-member

ANGOLA: DOS SANTOS DEIXA DE
ACREDITAR EM SOLUQÖES EXTERNAS
TAZUARY NKEITA

O

anuncio de santoes meramente
contra a Unita no caso

“simbdlicas”
de ela

prosseguir a guerra por “mais
positao piiblica do presidente José
Eduardo dos Santos de que nao ha “solugoes
externas” para a crise, no seu pais, foram as notas
de maior realce na evolugäo do contJito que
continua aoporos rebeldes ao govemo do MPLA,
saido das eleiföes de Setembro do ano passado.
Pela primeira vez na sua historia as Na^öes
Unidas desviaram-se da regra de aplicar san^öes
sdmente a estados, para punir um movimento
rebelde com o embargo de armas e de petroleo,
a partir de 25 de Setembro, ameafando outras
“rrledidas mais duras” numa fase posterior.
Até as vesperas da reuniäo do Conselho de
Seguranij’a, que teve lugar no dia 15 de Setembro,
o govemo angolano e a opiniao publica nacional
aguardaram com muita incerteza pelas
dez dias”, e

a

anunciadas

medidas

contra

a

Unita,

designadamente a restri^äo do movimento dos
seus dirigentes, o congelamento das suas contas
bancarias e o embargo de armas.
Havia duvidas sobre
ou nao o

“ultimo e

se o

15 de Setembro seria

inequi'voco prazo”, concedido

SAPEM SEt>TEMBER, 1993

africanos, Chester Crocker,

mostra

pelas Natoes Unidas para que a Unita suspendesse
a guerra e retomasse as negociatöes de paz com
o govemo, interrompidas em Junho. em Abidjan.
Entre os 18 membros do Conselho de Seguranfa
as pressoes pro e contra a Unita eram visi'veis.
Eugénio Manuvakola. um dos negociadores

preocupado nem com a tonica do discurso oficial
em
Luanda nem com as condenaföes
intemacionais ao seu partido.
Persuadido pela lögica de que “é

da Unita, comentou

fa.se, obter

na

fase de ruptura que era

prefen'vel suicidar-se com um tiro na cabe^a do
assinar o protocolo de abidjan como estava.
Decididamente, a unita sentia-se "encorajada” a
obter mais concessöes poh'ticas do govemo.
que

Confortados

com a

rebeldes voltaram

tomada do Huamlx),

reocupar a regiao petrolffera
Junho, e lantaram as suas elites
militäres contra posi^oes govemamentais no
Kuito e no Menongue.
Dizia-se entfio que Savimbi controlava 70 por
cento do territorio angolano, enquanto que
paradoxalmente. o govemo do MPLA, bloqueado
com a "Optäo Triplo Zero”, que Ihe proibia de
adquiriramias,parecia“adormecidoeasfixiado”
do

Soyo,

com o

em

“crescente isolamento intemacional da

ala militar chefiada por Jonas Savimbi”.
Mas Savimbi. um manobrador sem rivais

em

como o classificou o antigo secretario
de estado assistente americano para os assuntos

Angola,

se

imprescindivelparaapaz”,tentou,numaprimeira
o

maximo de dividendos

no

terreno,

até que o govemo mostrou
alterar

a

indi'cios de poder
correla9äo militär, com os anunciados

bombardeamentos

ao

Huambo

e o

anuncio de

ofensiva que visa reocupar aquela cidade.
Nesta altura, e jå “o prazo de 60 dias”, quase

uma

os

a

nao

expirado, ensaiou

uma nova formula que apesar
de denunciada surtiu os seus efeitos:

Depois de
ao

uma

longa “hibema^ao” telefonou

presidente portugues Mario Soares,

que se

encarregou de anunciar oficialmente que o h'der
da Unita “estava sinceramente disposto a cessar
a

guerra”, o que Ihe conferiu o "folego” necessario

para as etapas seguintes.
Acto contfnuo, Savimbi

fez deslocar

delegatees ä Franta, Säo Tomé e Principe,
Portugal e Costa do marfim, “numa missäo de

paz".
A delega^ao da Unita trabalhou em contrarelogio e num "timing” muito reduzido, Ja que
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Security Council
of action

to

was divided as to what course
take, and the postponment of the

implementation of sanctions for 10 more days
in fact, a compromise solution between

was,

tho.se who believed the rebelscould be given one
chance and those who advocated drastic

more

against Unita.
Eugénio Manuvakola, a member of Unita’s
negotiating team, had said when the talks broke
off in Abidjan, that he would rather shoot himself
in the head than sign the Abidjan protocol as it
stood (and still stands). The protocol was a result
of the government giving concession after
measures

Option", which prohibited any party from
purchasing amis on the international market,
seemed to be "asleep and stifled" by the “growing
international isolation of Savimbi's military
wing",
ButSavimbi.anexcellentmanipulatorwhois
second to none in the Angolan political .scenario,
•

fomier US assistant secretary of state for
African affairs Chester Crocker described him,

as

appeared

un worried

by the tone of official

pronoucements in Luanda, nor by the
international condemnation of his organisation.
Persuaded by the

which, although denounced by the

move,

government, produced some results: After a long

period of hibernation, he telephoned Portuguese
president Mario Soares, who took it upon himself
to announce officially that the Unita leader "was
sincerely ready for a cea.se-fire".
At the same time. Savimbi dispatched "peace
missions" to France, Sao Tomé and Principe,
Portugal and Ivory Coast in a last-ditch effort to
win the support of their respective governments
and avert the imposition of punitive measures,
But time

was not on

his side,

as

there

were

logic that he “is indespiensible
for peace". Savimbi tried initially to obtain
maximum dividends on the ground, until the
MPLA government began to show that it was
capable of gaining the upper hand with its
bombardments of Huambo and the announcement
of a large-scale offensive designed to regain the
highlands city,
At a time when the 6()-day deadline was
drawing to a close. Savimbi initiated yet another

only 86 hours left before the Security Council
debate on Angola began.
According to Unita's chief-of-staff, Arlindo
Pena "Ben-Ben". Savimbi's nephew, the
organisation's military commanders were ready
to suspend the war for one. two or even three
years to allow the politicians to negotiate a
settlement. It is implicit in this statement that
should the negotiations fail, Unita would ask for
more time.

faltavam

lorque. multiplicavam-se

hostilidades", o ah'vio voltou de novo para os que

do Con.selho de

bastidores.

concession, but the rebels still wanted

more.

Apparently comforted by their capturing of
Huambo, in March, the rebels re-captured the oil
producingtownofSoyoinJune.andlaunchedan
all out offensive against government positions in
Kuito and Menongue.
It

was

said then, that Unita controlled 70

percent of the country,
MPLA government,

while paradoxically, the
faced with the "Triple Zero

praticamente 86 horas para a reuniao
Seguranga,
Segundo “Ben-Ben" os oficiais da Unita
estavam dispostos a “suspender" a guerra um,
dois ou tres anos para que os politicos
negociassem algo "de concreto". Caso as
negociagöes falhassem... näo restavam diividas
de que a Unita queria mais tempo!
Em Lisboa, centro das atengöes, o govenio do
primeiro-ministro Cavaco Silva distanciou-se
de Soares, que "fiel as suas antipatias para com
Luanda”, recebeu uma delegagao de alto m'vel
chefiada pelo chefe-do-estado-maior da Unita. e
sobrinho de Savimbi, o general "Ben-Ben",
Para o govemo de Cavaco Silva, as alegadas
propostas de paz que a Unita dizia trazer a
publico so podiam provocar a "estupfagao geral"
e näo passavam de uma cortina de fumo
para
"tentar suspender as sangöes da ONU".
Segundo uma versäoem seis pontos publicada
pela imprensa, a Unita alegava na sua "nova
plataforma” que o conflito em Angola tern como
causa o “genocidioétnico" praticado
pelo MPLA;
insurge-se contra o fomecimento de armas ao
govemo; defende uma "solugao Justa e vidvel" e
tece varias consideragoes sobre o que entende
dever ser o papel dos pai'ses observadores.
Aparentementemalsucedidoem Lisboa, onde
se

contentou com a "velha

Soares,

amizade" de Mario

sobrinho de Savimbi

viajou para
Abidjan que se converteu até ao dia 15 de
Setembro num dos focos das atengoes sobre
Angola.
Faltavam 72 horas para a reuniao do Conselho
de Seggiranga. o“nervosi.smo”crescia. Em Nova
20

o

os contactos nos

tinham

Jonas Savimbi reaperece na voz do .seu

anuncia "unilateralmente" um cessar-fogo a
entrar em v igö a partir do dia 20. isto é, cinco dias
depois da reuniäo do Conselho de Seguranga, e a
disponibilidade imediata de negociar.
que

A notfcia dominava

lorque.

as

manchetes,

e em

Nova

Secreärio-Geral das Nagöes Unidas,

o

Boutros

Boutros

“encorajante"

o

Ghali.

telefonerna

receber de Savimbi

na

classificava
que

de

acabava de

noite anterior.

Segundo fontes bem informadas os "dois
conhecidos de longa data" conversaram sobre "o
exemplo dado por... Rabin e Aarafat". Mas. o
comportamento das forgas no terreno em nada se
alterou, e a Unita insiste em tlagelar a cidade do
Kuito. em cujaconquista militär continua apostada
enquanto que o govemo continua a reorganizarse

Em

sobrinho

apostado

Abidjan

atitude da ONU

e

iria adiar "sine die"

a

Seria

balde de

uma

com a

govemo de ter rejeitado a sua "oferta
unilateral" de cessar-fogo, e apelar para a
acusar o

"compreensao e
conhecidos aliados.

neutralidade" dos

seus

Atento a este quadro. o presidente Dos santos
deixou claro o seu ponto de vista sobre o conflito,

quando

numa mensagem televisiva ä nagäo. no
dia 16 de setembro, afinnava que "a libertagäo

depende deles prdprios. e que o
a ser

momento

de sacrifi'cios.

"Näo hä solugöes externas para os nossos
problemas", disse categoricamente. expressando
a sua "grande decepgäo" pelas
hesitagöes da
ONU em aplicar "sangöes imediatas contra quem
insiste em desrespeitar as suas resolugöes".
Tudo indica agora que o govemo

reuniäo sobre

ägua fria para os que viam nas
fomia de se “atenuar a devastadora
mdquina de guerra da unita" e o corte dos seus
tentäculos a partir de Kinshasa e Pretoria.
Por isso quando surgiu a confirmagäo de que o
Conselho de seguranga se reuniu e marcou um
novo "prazo de 10 dias para a Unita ces.sar as
sangöes

o

dirigentes da

Feitas as contas. Savimbi benefia agora de
mais dez dias para levar adiante o .seu piano.
Mas. mestno admitindo que nada obtenha para
além do dia 25 de Setembro. ser-lhe-a fäcil

actual continua

Angola.

os

satisfeitos

recebiam o"ultimo prazo de 10
dias" mais como um sucesso do que uma
"advertencia".

total"

seguranga

Huambo.

se mostravam

lentamente.

bagagem para Nova lorque
“sangöes drästicas", o chefe da diplomacia
angolana, Venéncio de Moura. quase que
imaginou o representante da Unita, Jardo
Muekalia. a cantar vitörias quando, na tarde do
dia 15. corriam rumores de que o Conselho de

"sangöes drästicas".

Unita também

Ao levar

na sua

nas

e no

angolano vai

optardeflnitivamente poruma"solugäo interna"
que passe pela reorganizagäo completa do seu
exército. ocontrolo mais eficaz das suas fronteiras
e a

aplicagäo de um pacote de medidas destinadas

a conter a
a

presente crise econömica e recuperar

confianga dos credores. Por

continua.

com

consequéncias

as

suas

em temios

agora, a guerra

incalculaveis

de vidas humanas.

■
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In Lisbon, the government

of Prime-Minister

Am'bal Cavaeo Silva distanced itself from

president Mario Soares, who remaining "loyal
to his aversion to the MPLA government", met
with a Unita high-powered delegation headed by
Gen. Ben-Ben.
For Prime-Minister Cavaeo Silva. Unita's

peace proposals were no more than a smokescreen
engineered to lure the UN into believing that
Savimbi’s plea for peace was genuine and that
therefore sanctions would be counterproductive.
In a six-point "peace-plan" which received
wide coverage in the international media. Unita
alleged that the Angolan conflict was the result
of the government's "ethnic cleansing” campaign,
and opposed the suspension of the arms embargo
against the government.
The plan called fora“viable and just solution",
and outlined a number of proposals for what
Unita considered should be the role of the three
observer countries.

Apparently unsuccessful in Lisbon, where the
"old friendship" of president Soares could be
considered to have been the only consolation,
Gen. "Ben-Ben" travelled to Abidjan, while in
New York, diplomats battled for a compromise.
Following the Security Council’s
postponement of the date for the implementation
of sanctions until September 25. Savimbi
announced through his clandestine radio station.
"Vorgan". a unilateral cease-fire with effect from
September 20. and ^that he was prepared to
negotiate. In Luanda however, the announcement
was received with caution rather than optimism.
Savimbi's announcement fell short of meeting
one of the goverment's main demands: the
withdrawal of Unita forces from all parts of the
country they occupied since October last year.
He made no reference to the Abidjan protocol
nor to the UN resolutions on Angola and in.stead
made a long list of demands, which included a
system of government based on the principle of
separation of powers, the release of Unita
prisoners held by the government, and the return
of the Ixxlies of Unita cadres k il led by government

measures

Dos Santos questioned the wisdom of the Security

rebels’

Council in

against Unita. he could not imagine the
representative in Washington. Jardo
Muekalia. rejoicing at the announcement that the
Security Council session on Angola would be
postponed "sine die”.
It was a disappointment for those members of
the council who believed in sanctions
effective instrument to curtail the
Unita

a

war

as

devastating

days.
Abidjan and Huambo. Unita leaders were
also not disappointed with the UN resolution and
received the lO-day deadline more as a success
than a warning. In the final analysis. Savimbi
benefitted from ten more days in which to further
pursue his plans. But even admitting that he may
not be able to comply with the UN resolution by
the September 25 deadline, he will find it easier
to accuse the government of having refused his
unilateral peace offer, thereby putting him in a
comfortable position to call for his allies’
understanding and neutrality.
In a televised address to the nation, president
In

more

that "total
entirely in their hands, and that
the present moment "remains one of sacrifices".
“There

are

no

external solutions

to

our

problems”, said Dos Santos, while expressing
"great disappointment" at the UN’s lack of resolve

Relief came to the pro-sanctions lobby when
compromise was reached to postpone sanctions

for 10

He told his fellow countrymen

liberation" rests

an

machine.

postponing the implementation of

sanctions.

in

applying "immediate sanctions against
who insists on disrespecting its

someone

resolutions”.
It all

seems that the Angolan government is
leaning more towards an "internal solution"
which may include the complete reorganisation

now

of its aimed forces,

a more

strict control of the

country’s borders and the introduction of tighter
measures to

contain the current economic crisis

and

regain the confidence of the creditors.
For the moment the war goes on. with its

incalculable destruction of human lives and
infrastructure. Talks .scheduled for

September
neighbouring Sao Tome and Principe did
not materialise after the government refused to
send a delegation. ■
24 in

forces in November last year.
In New York. UN secretary-general

Boutros
“encouraged" by a
telephone conversation he had just had with
Boutros Ghali said he

was

Savimbi. and well infonned

sources

said the two

had talked about the

example that had just
been shown by the PLO leader Yasser Arafat and
the Israeli prime-minister Yitzak Rabin.
men

But

as

Unita’s unilateral ceasefire

was

supposed to be in place, the rebels continued
their siege of the central city of Kuito. where the
government media reported over a hundred
casualties in one day.
As foreign minister Venancio de Mbura
travelled to New York to lobby for drastic
SAPEM .SEPTEMBER. 1993
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ZAMBIA: MOZAMBICAN REFUGEES GO

HOME, BUT WHAT ABOUT THEIR PROPERTY?

W

ho will take

Ukwimi

at

Mozambican

over

the structures

settlement

when

refugees there

go

economy.

Most

refugees have their own
reasons for wanting to stay in Zambia.

home? Is what the Zambian government wants
to know as the countdown to the refugees'

repatriation gets closer.

ponders this question,
some refugees reportedly prefer staying on
rather than goi ng back to Mozambique where
Said

seems to

have been destroyed. We

self-

sufficient in food. If I had my own way,
would stay in Zambia".

1

High Commission for

Refugees (UNHCR) resident representative
in Zambia, Abou Moussa, said

although a
large number of refugees had returned to
Mozambique on their own, many had to
come

reason

is

soon

that

some

parts of

Mozambique are not yet safe and, according
Moussa, among the UNHCR's other
preparations to ensure a smooth repatriation
to

is to

remove

landmines in the war-tom

of the country

and secure land for
refugees.
"The question of determining areas would
areas

take months and

we are

looking for land for

by the departing

It is understood that various

Refugees should have no fear of
returning home as there was peace in
their country following continued talks
between the government and Renamo
forces.

Pic. AIM

suggestions
proposals have been made by people
concerning proper uses to which the assets
could be put as soon as Mozambican refugees
and

return

home.

But before

The Zambian government is trying
to establish who will inherit the
structures

he said.

by the departing refugees.

soon

to be left behind

Most
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be left behind

to

refugees.

resettlement so that they do not come back,"

refugees have their own reasons for
wanting to stay in Zambia. Perhaps the most
important is the 3,000 square metre area
(Ukwimi itself) which they have transformed
into an economic asset with help from nongovernmental organisations.
The area has fertile soil for agriculture.
The refugees grow their own maize, other
crops and vegetables, are engaged in
livestock, poultry and fish farming and have
oil expellers.
Many of them have even reached selfsufficiency in these activities and have
already started producing for sale.
Other properties the refugees own are office

liken the Mozambican

establish who will inherit the structures

back to Zambia.

One

not

peace

Angola where refugees
again fled the country
following continued fighting between Unita
and government troops," said Fazenda.
Repatriation of Mozambican refugees in
Zambia starts early next year and will take
six months to complete. In readiness for this
exercise, UNHCR resident representative
office in Lusaka and the governments of
Zambia and Mozambique have been holding
talks to work out a mode to repatriate the
over 25,000 refugees at Ukwimi.
And as all these preparations are being
made, the Zambian government is trying to

be uncertain.

grow ourown crops here and we are all

was

who returned home

middle-aged refugee: "Our
villages in Mozambique have been burnt

United Nations

there

as

no

situation to that in

one

down. Our crops

fear of

returning
in their country
following continued talks between the
government and Renamo forces.

home

"You should

But while Zambia

their future

He told them to have

blocks, hou.ses, four clinics,
schools and

primary
workshops for carpentry and
seven

tailoring.
These will

certainly not be forthcoming in
ifnotyears of theirretum to
Mozambique, according to observers.
Speaking in June during celebrations to
commemorate Africa Refugee Day at
Ukwimi, director of refugee services in
Mozambique, Fernando Fazenda, said
people in his country were aware that
refugees at Ukwimi had property, but urged
them to prepare for their return home and to
help reconstruct their country's ravaged
the first months,

making these public, together
government’s own standpoint. Home
Affairs deputy minister, Stephen Kunyanda,
said the government wanted first to hear
from local people around Ukwimi on how
to fully utilise the.se properties.
Kunyanda said the deputy minister's office
with

in Chipata, the provincial capital, had been
asked to take these proposals and suggestions

and that it

was

through this office that

government would know how best the
infrastructure could be utilised.

Reports from Ukwimi are that even
refugees are divided on who to hand over
their properties, as some feel they should be
given to their government as a goodwill
gesture for its Ofjen door policy towards
refugees, others favour local residents some
of whom have been running the place jointly
with the

refugees.»
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THINKING OF SADC
FERNANDO

SADC leaders pose for a group

~Then
met

y

Y

leaders of the 10 SADC states

for their annual summit

on

September 3, they had all ratified

establishing the community, which
they signed in August 1992.
The ratification itself could probably be the
easiest part of the whole project of regional
cooperation, and despite all the pomp and lavish
spending that surrounds such gatherings of the
region’s heavyweights, SADC still has a very
way to go.

A

key element in the new SADC is the thrust
integrating the peoples of the region into the
activities of an organisation that since its inception
in 1980, has largely been more a forum of state

of

bureaucrats and technocrats

pushing their
projects for funding - rather than an
instrument of popular participation in the
economic development of the region.
In recognition of this weakness SADC has
-

countries’

undertaken

a

number of activities aimed at
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picture in the gardens of the Lozitha Royal Palace

the treaty

long

GONgALVES

popularising itself to a wide cross-section of
region, and a constituencybuilding and mobilisation campaign was
launched in Harare in July this year.
SADC. which was fonned ostensibly to counter
the region’s subjection to South Africa, may find
comfort in the fact that in I .J years of existence,
it has managed to identify more than 5(K) projects
totalling over US$8.3 billion, but member
countries may find it disturbing that not only
have they been unable to break that cycle of
dependence, but reliance on their, until not so
long ago, evil but powerful neighbour, has
actually increased.
Mercedes-Benz South Africa provided 27
limousines to transport the visiting heads of state
and other delegates who flocked to the
mountainous kingdom to join in the celebrations
of its 23th independence anniversary and King
Mswati Ill’s 23th birthday.
The monarch proudly inspected the vehicles.
constituencies in the

amid all the media publicity
the

that go together with

royal protocol.

"First, and of direct relevance to SADC, is our
failure to formulate

policy ourselves, to promote

economic development within member countries,

thereby reducing our dependence on policies
imposed from outside", declared the king, in his
inaugural address to the summit.
One vital

area

in which SADC has failed to

make progress has been

in the mobili.sation ofthe
peoples of the region to participate in the
organi.sation’s activities.
Although SADC officials have recognised
their failure in this respect, and it has become
fashionable to talk of reversing the trend, it
remains uncertain whether inember-countries
will be

willing to surrender part of their
sovereignty and allow the community to take a
lead on national policies that have implications
for the community.
Although SADC may take credit for having
23
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made substantial progress, in particular in
area of
transport and communications,

the
the

organisation continues to suffer from a tooheavy reliance on the export of raw materials to
the indu.strialised world, dependence on world
market prices for its exports, slow growth of

Mozambique. Zambia and Zimbabwe with the
and overseeing “the work of
establishing a framework for orderly relations in
the region” after apartheid.
An independent study on the subject was also
commissioned by SADC and carried out in all
mission of guiding

trade between its members, and the effects of

SADC countries and in South Africa, between

external debt and the

June and

imposition of .structural
adjustment programmes from the north.
The majority of the SADC countries, probably
with the notable exception of Tanzania, still
depend heavily on South Africa for most of their
imports and balance of payments support. Four

July 1992.

It is feared that

even in a post-apartheid era.
South Africa will continue to dominate the

economy of the

Co-ordination Conference (SADCC) into a full

region, which continues to be the
largest market of its uncompetitive manufactured
goods.
But the outgoing SADC Executive Secretary.
Simba Makoni. dismisses that notion, .saying a
free South Africa will have immense problems
of its own to deal with, leaving it with less power
to determine the political and economic agenda
in the region.
"SADC harbours no expectation, nor desire
that a democratic South Africa will play the role
of ‘engine or locomotive of growth in the region'.
nor do we entertain any notions of that
country
becoming a ‘donor' to the rest of us”, he said.
S ADC's vision is one of integration in a family
of 11, and its leaders have repeatedly stated that
they are not looking at a future of relations in a
community of ten on the one hand, and a

economic

democratic South Africa

of them

Botswana, Lesotho. Namibia and

-

Swaziland

-

are

members of the Southern Africa

Customs Union (SACU) which is dominated by
South Africa, and from which a considerable

part of their revenue derives.
In 1992, South Africa ranked number

one

supplier of Zambian imports, accounting for
29.58 percent of that country's imports, while
Zimbabwe has literally been begging South
Africa for a preferential market for its textiles.
After more than a decade of coordinating their
economic development strategies, the 10
member-states last year signed the treaty
transforming the Southern Africa Development
development community.

High
was

on the agenda at the Mbabane summit
what role would a democratic South Africa

play in the community. As South Africa moves
into its first multiracial elections, initially
scheduled for April 27 next year, there has been
talk that the country may be encouraged to join
the community.
The discussions

on

South Africa

were

based

report presented by the organisation’s Joint
Planning Commission, set up by the 1991 summit,
comprising representatives from Botswana,
on a

But whether this is

on

always

been at the centre of debate, since the PTA

of the two organisations two
But the majority of SADC members'
response to the proposal could not have been
better articulated than by Mozambican president
Joaquim Chissano.
“1 would be happy if I could be proved to be
mistaken if I say that my country is only vaguely
known by many of the PTA member countries
proposed

a merger

years ago.

which

are not

little if any

SADC members, and has very

economic, trade and cultural contacts

with such countries”, he said.

Among the SADC countries only Zambia and
Zimbabwe have been staunch advocates of the

him
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good luck

can

only wish

given its potential for export to the region, it
gain hard currency from the excess of

settled bilks.

Zambia hosts the PTA

merger, each apparently
Zimbabwe hosts the PTA

headquarters and it

would lose this status should the twoorganisations

eventually decide to remain as separate entities.
Speculation is also rife that Zambia’s president
Frederick Chiluba has regarded SADC as an
extension of the group of Frontline States, both
of which he regards as former president Kenneth
Kauda’s “clubs”.

Botswana, are members.

The issue of SADC/PTA relations has

Africa is the engine of

stands to

the other.

Just a rhetoric, is
something the leaders cannot really foretell. The
reality as it stands now is that South Africa
continues to be the economic giant of the region,
and SADC economic partners in the north are
beginning to look at South Africa as the centre
for future investments in the region.
The other aspect is whether South Africa,
given the size of its economy, will find it more
fitting to join SADC or a much larger market as
repre.sented by the Eastern and Southern Africa
SADC countries except

Simba Makoni: South

growth in Africa

As

not

Preferential Trade Area (PTA). of which of all

Kaire Mbuende: The leaders

i^-.

for its own reasons.
Clearing House, and

a

compromise

have decided

,

measure

SADC and PTA

joint committee of three
ministers from each organisation, to look into the
issue of harmonising and complementing each
other's activities. The joint ministerial committee
is assisted by an independent group of experts.
to set up a

As South Africa becomes free,

some

of the

Frontline States’
as

political responsibilities - such
conflict resolution will duly be assumed by
-

SADC. The countries of Southern Africa

are

bound together by cultural
which have
to

and political affinities
in the past enabled them to intervene

solve internal conflicts in individual countries.

That common

identity can hardly be found within
the context of the PTA. as the current crisis in
Somalia has

proved.

Simba Makoni

problems

was

able to articulate all these

well, and may have been too
influential in helping the leaders make the right
decisions. It is that decisiveness and eloquence
that is expected from the new Executive Secretary,
Kaire Mbuende of Namibia, and his deputy,
Lengolo Monyake of Lesotho.
so

Mbuende, 40, who has .served

as

Namibia’s

deputy minister of agriculture, and Monyake, a
former foreign minister, face the challenge of
bringing the community closer to the peoples of
the region, anddealing with the complex issue of
South Africa’s membership of SADC. For the
moment, the leaders can only wish them luck. ■
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BREAKTHROUGH” IN SOUTH AFRICA?
Ben Maglbane

September 7 the long drawn-out
negotiations in South Africa’s
World Trade Center finally
n

O

approved the draft Bill for the Transitional
Executive Council that will steer the country
to its first

one-person-one-vote elections.

Like the announcement in

February 1990 of
impending release of Nelson Mandela
by President Frederick de Klerk the world
was surprised and remained
skeptical. It
was not until Mandela emerged from
Pollsmar prison, ami-in-arm with
his now estranged wife Winnie,that
the

skeptics

as

the TEC and

seven

sub-councils

are

in

place, the negotiators will have powers to
intervene on all actions by the regime
deemed not in the spirit of free and fair
transitional process.
In other words, on

to any unprejudiced observer that
they were
carried through by their passion for freedom

and ju.stice, tempered with a human passion.
The fact that the date for the elections was
announced a few days after the Motsuenyana

September 7, South
Africa crossed the proverbial Rubicon. The
announcement by Thabo Mbeki.the ANC’s
newly elected chairperson that his movement
will now call for the lifting of the remaining
sanctions, was an acknowledgement that

commission report made
to

the truth,

inspite of the hue-and-cry from
about the ‘failure’ of the
movement to punish those who were
specifically named as having perpetrated
the liberal press

the abuses in the camps.
The whole history of the

convinced.

were

movement

Similarly,the world is waiting
are

due to take

place will actually come to

pass.
The road to the agreement has
been treacherous, with every move

forward

accompanied by death and
mayhem perpetrated by forces bent
on derailing the transitional process.

its commitment to

the

liberation

movement

was

engaged in a fight against a system
described by the UN as ‘a crime
against humanity’.
Finally, Walter Benjamin once
explained that revolutionary

What with the death of Hani still

fresh

on peoples minds? Indeed,
immediately following the
announcement of the breakthrough,

there

liberation

in South Africa testifies

justice and
fair-play. This commitment is often
over-looked
by the moral
entrepreneurs who are ever so ready
to point fingers at the victims for
their transgressions.Their selective
amnesia enables them to forget that
to

anxiously to see if the date of April
27, when eleetions

its findings,

testifies, at least, to the ANC’s commitment

in the

movements

tend

shot to
death and many more wounded. The
Inkatha Freedom Party, the
Conservative Party and the Swastika

themselves

better

bedecked and gun-totting AWB,
still refu.se to join the negotiations.

generated by the future removal of
injustice. The liberation movement

was

more

carnage

townships; with 21

more

maintain the anger

to

sustain

when

they
generated by

past injustices than when there is a
strong focus on the happiness to be

The

in South Africa has not lost its anger,

comes to

and as

question, which immediately
mind is, do these parties
have the capacity to derail the
process? One thing is clear—-the
reactionary forces are engaged in a
desperate move to turn the clock
back, come-hell-or-high-water.
The

more

lost.the

their

more

animal in

cause seem to

thiy fight like

a

Pic:

Dynamic

ANC President Nelson Mandela

be

wounded

South Africa

was on

its way to

righting the

The beast knows that it
is cornered, and that it will die. Yet it fights

wrongs of 1910, when the British imperial
Government gave powerto the white settlers

try and take every bodey with it. This
is what Inkatha and its right wing allies are

only.
Looking back at the eighty years of
unlimited savagery committed by the various
white minority regimes since then todestroy

a comer.

on to

trying to do.Will they succeed?
From everything that has happened so
far, the tabling of the Bill in Parliament, the
inability of Buthelezi after his talk with De
klerk to have the agreements re-opened for
negotiations suggests that the major players
mean to move

the process

Sapem September, 1993

long as the history of injustice
forgotten,to April 27 and
beyond, happiness will not be a
goal so much as a by product.
Forgiveness is possible as long as
Images
one does not forget the injustices. It
is remembrance of injustices which
makes a generosity of spirit
possible.This is what made negotiations
possible in South Africa. This was the
important lesson for the international
community, which gave its support to the
liberation movement, and this spirit will be
a
necessary element as the people of South
Africa steer their ship of state into the
is

forward. As soon

the national liberation movement, calls for

uncharted

not

waters.

pause. How did the people of South Africa
survive the cruel and evil designs of white
a

minority barbarism? What explains their
magnanimity in the talks? It is quite obvious

Prof Ben Magubane is

a

Visiting Research Fellow at

SAFES.
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GUEST COLUMN

PAN AFRICANISM IS EMANCIPATION
KAHINDE OTAFIRE

P

Pan Africanism is in the world we live

conference to discuss

in

unfolding was held in the Libyan capital. Tripoli.

today

an

idea whose time has come.

were a

and cooperation as a basis of ensuring our proper

Phama, Sabiiti

global place in the changing global community.
The 7th Pan Africanist Congress to be held in

Kwame Ture and

looks at the

Sarpong, Victor Sabelo-

Mutengesa, Rosie Douglas,

myself.
of the conference, we had
the opportunity to review the state of pan
Africanism and challenges facing the movement
in the wake of the global changes. It was noted
that a number of those present have been involved
During the

Kampala, Uganda from 12-16 December shares
lot in common with all previous congresses in
terms of the context and issues it will be focussing
one

number of Pan Africanist: A.M. Babu,

Karrim Essack, Akrassi

a

If

global change then

Among those who attended the conference

From Cape Town to Cairo, Madagascar
Kingston, African people across the world
have woken up to the urgent necessity for unity
to

on.

the

previous congresses of

course

number of efforts to convene

seventh PAC

1200,1991,1921,1927,1929 and 1945, all took

in

place at times of great changes in the world or at
the onset of a major upheaval, needing a

but the initiatives had not met with much success,

clarification of the African

Col. Kahinde

and authority; the emasculation of

civil

domination and assert

but above all, the

our

determination and freedom from
also the most

representative of all the

congresses in terms of the

balance ofparticipation

between the homeland and the
The sixth Pan African
held in Tanzania

right to self
foreign rule. It

was

Diaspora.

Congress which

the first to take

was

place in

an

Independent African country. It occurred against
the

background of

an

Africa struggling against

the last bastion of colonialism in South Africa,

Angola, Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau and
Zimbabwe and also the onset of neo-colonial

hegemony in the Independent countries. Thus
the twin is.sues of the right to armed struggle

state powers

in

a

society, the return to barbarism manifested

number of fratricidal

wars on

the continent,

inability of Africans to exercise

of African conflicts
best, fire
brigade fighters, for solutions conceived and
designed by others on our behalf. This is the
brutal reality that we are facing. And it is only us
us to spectators at

continent. It is a threat that manifests
forms; the loss of autonomy of

Preparations for the Uganda seventh PAC
took off in

August 1992 following the meeting of

the International
was

Preparatory Committee which

attended by Abdul-Rahman

Mohamed Babu,

Victor Sebelo-Phama of the Pan Africanist

marginalisation of the

Tajudeen Abdul-Raheem as general secretary to
coordinate the activities leading to the congress.

less. As

no

a

result, the

like Horace Campbell. GorkehGamalNkurumah,
and Kwame Ture who

were not

able to be in

Uganda for the meeting were appointed to the
International Preparatory Committee (IPC).
The IPC set up a

The response

secretariat and appointed

has been most encouraging in

the surface into the basic
structure of what we are dealing with and beyond

most

that to provide a blue-print, vision and programme

from as wide a place as Canada, the US A. Europe

for the future.

we will have taken
hands. This is what Pan
Africanists have done from the slave plantations

and all parts

of North America and the West Indies, to the

LONGER AGONISING. OUR PEOPLE ARE

continent of Africa.

ORGANISING. Therefore

our

on

By

destiny into

doing,

so

our

They dared to dream great

visions of the future and certain belief that

by various states on the continent;
the continuing domination of our economies by
external interests and powers, the collapse of the

can
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Kampala was chosen

the venue for the seventh Pan African Congress.

Foster Bankie and Ezra Kamukama. Activists

itself in many

governance

revive Pan Africanism and

Congress of Azania. Karrim Essack. Bankie

agenda then.

the African

ultimately

is that
effectively and decisively if
and when we act collectively as one people, both
on the continent and in the diaspora. The logic of
global capitalist hegemony is one of vultures’
club whose main interest is the exploitation of
others for the greedy motive of profit. No more
reverse

only do

beyond what is

people from formal colonial domination is no
longer central today except for the collapsing
apartheid edifice in South Africa, the question of
neo-colonialism is still very real and has the new
dimension of a real threat of re-colonialism of

was

political initiative be launched to

so

we can

majority of the people is a fundamental character
of the system. As Pan Africanist, we must look

question of liberation of African

a

it. The truth of our history

who can

against settler regimes on the continent and the
need to fight neo-colonialism dominated the
While the

resolved that

autonomy in the resolution

thereby reducing

During the Tripoli

consultations and discussions, it

as

a

ideological, political, organisational and

other kinds of differences.

Historically,
the 1945 Congress has been most influential in
mobilising our people to challenge colonial

was

due to

Otafire

place in the scheme

of things and adefinition ofourrole.

a

they

change their conditions for the better.

It is that dream that has fired those of us who
initiated this congress.

In 1990 an international

of the

to this

ups

regions. And the greatest testimony

is the presence here today ofrepresentatives

of Africa. Travel delays and mix-

have both combined to reduce the number.

The message

our

is loud and clear. WE ARE NO

mind that the congress

we

have

no

doubt in

is going to be held in

December this year, ■
*

Kahinde

Otafire is convener ofthe 7th PAC in

Uganda
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BUSINESS AND FINANCE

UNCERTAIN FUTURE FOR ZAMBIA RAILWAYS
SQUARE YALEMANA

W

hile elsewhere rail continues to be
tthe dominant mode of transport,
in Zambia the rail system iscollap-

sing. Zambia Railways (ZR) with

a

designed

transport capacity of 8.5 million tonnes per annum
operates below 50 per cent of its capacity.
Plagued with a multitude of problems ranging
from over-aged track, inadequate motive power
and rolling stock, unreliable signalling and
telecommunications systems and poor
management, the company cannot simply cope
in a world market that has become socompetiti ve.
Since its construction in the early 1900s, the rail
now

track has suffered from deferred maintenance
and

inadequate investment. Some stretches are
and the conditions of wooden sleepers
vary from fair to poor, making it always
impossible for the track to take high train speeds
because of frequent derailments.
Foreign experts have recommended the closure
of un.safe rail lines. ZR Managing Director.
Oswell Simumba, says that to rehabilitate the
main line from Livingstone to Ndola, on the
Copperbelt as well as other branch lines, his
company will require US$78 million, an amount
which is simply not available. The tracks, most
very poor

Rail is the main mode

of transport for Zambian goods

Simumba said that most

Negotiations with the World Bank have been
going on in order to secure credit for the
rehabilitation programme but the BrettonWoods

railway companies in
by their
governments, and has since suggested the
government takes over the lines as is the case
with roads, so that once they are maintained, the
extent of damage on roads will be reduced as
railways could transport more goods and
passengers than the roads, Simunda said.
It is estimated that railway transport handles
about 75 percent of Zambia’s imports and 90 per
cent of its export traffic. By 1992, ZR's 30
mainline and 38 shunting locomotives continued
to be constrained by inadequate motive power.
However, this problem is being solved
following the order of 15 mainline locomotives
which began arriving in the country last year
from Canada. In addition, two shunting
locomotives were added to the fleet coupled with

Institution has insisted that ZR undertake

the overhaul of two of its steam locomotives at

of which
so

were

laid down

some

35 years ago are

dilapidated that trains

kilometres

an

are now moving at 15
hour instead of the ordinary speed

of 80 to 100 kilometres

an

hour.

This has resulted in loss of business

as

companies and passengers are increasingly
switching on to the faster road system to move
their goods. A major reconstruction of the rail
systems in Zambia would mainly involve
replacing wooden sleepers with concrete ones,
electrification and installation of

an

efficient

communications system.

a

comprehensive retrenchment exercise as a
condition to provide credit. ZR has already agreed
to reduce its work force from 8.000 to 6,000 by
the end of the year.
But Simumba said retrenchment would cost
the company between

US$2.2 million and US$3.6

million, and that ZR did

not

have the money to

effect the exercise

immediately, which is likely
to involve all categories including managers. It is
argued that with no more government subsidies,
if the exerci.se is effected, ZR will be forced to
use

its own limited resources, thereby drastically

reducing its operations.
Sapem August. 1993

Southern Africa

were

subsidised

ZECCO in Zimbabwe. But

even

with these

additions, ZR would still need more locomotives
reduce

hire of foreign ones.
ZR's present wagon holding stands at 3,153
open wagons, 229 tank wagons, 630 covered
wagons and 1914 Unitary system wagons. The
remaining unitary system wagons are due for
scrapping as they have outlived their useful life
leaving the company with inadequate serviceable
wagons of3,789 to allow i t tooperateefficiently.
Furthennore, Zambia Railways has only 84
passenger coaches of which 60 are on average in
service. Given existing traffic demand in the
to

dependence

on

country, these prove too inadequate and require
further

injection of new or second hand coaches

in order

to meet

demand. ZR have also been

affected

by the country’s poor economic
perfonnance forcing a drop in freight tonnage
from 3.1 million in 1990/91 to 2.6 million during
the first nine months of 1992.

Passenger traffic decreased from 889,923 to
same period. Analysts say ZR
faces collapse unless its stretches of railway
lines are replaced and rehabilitated on time. But
they argue that if the company embarks on a wide
ranging rehabilitation programme, lack of
financial support from the government will render
793,735 in the

the programme

less effective, and slow for the

company to resume its full capacity operation
and high speed of trains. With the recent

government’s removal of subsidies on petroleum
products it will be more difficult forthe company
to hasten its programme of rehabilitating the
track,

as

the little financial

resources

will be

diverted to

purchase of fuel which has already
shot up by between 60 and 100 per cent.
Unless much effort is put in the revamping of
railway transport, Zambia is yet to experience
critical transport problems in both domestic and
international trade as road transport cannot handle
all import and export requirements. ZR which
was formed to be a centre of
transport not only in
Zambia but in the region as a whole, given the
country’s centrality, is now almost a white
elephant. ■
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BUSINESS AND FINANCE

CARRYING THE SAP FURTHER

SOUTHERN AFRICA NEEDS

BETHUEL SETAI

MORE FOOD AID

unending saga of the process on regional
I integration a consortium of multilateral
_^donors (Co-sponsors), the Commission for
European Communities (EEC), the African
Development Bank (ADB), the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank (WB)
n an

SAPs.

Adjustment policies

extended to reforms

on

are now

being

tariff, monetary and

The participating countries
reduce their reliance

on

have been urged to

trade taxes

as

these

constrained the

development of trade. The issue
reciprocity in tax reduction also occupied

in collaboration with the Preferential Trade Area

of

centre

Community (SADC) and the Indian Ocean
Community (IOC), are proposing an initiative

might not be observed and that countries reducing
tariffs unilaterally might suffer. The issue of
industries that might close as a result of trade

for FTA/SADC/IOC countries to liberalise their

form a Steering
Committee tocoordinate theirefforts, and appoint
a

Lead

Agency from the Co-sponsors to
in each of the

participating countries.

stage. Some participants felt that this

liberalisation was also of great concern, as most
of the countries have inefficient industries that
have

coordinate the programme

enjoyed subsidies and are not competitive.
participants were clear that

However,

industries that would jurvive international

A

Project Implementation Committee (PIC)
will be formed at each country level to help
develop, negotiate and coordinate the
implementation. PIC will be broadly based and
will include people from all sectors including
government and the private sector. The PTA/
SADC/IOC will work closely with Technical
Working Groups (TWG) .selected at the local
level in participant countries. This initiative has

competition would in the long run be of benefit
to the countries not only by contributing to
customs revenue, but also to employment.
It was reported that trade passing through the
PTA Clearing Hou.se had been declining over the
last few years. This was seen as positive
development by the Co-sponsors because it meant
that payments were being cleared through

been under discussion for

policies. This point

some two

years now,

and the basic

Concept Paper was approved in
Brussels in June, 1993 by technical officers from

these countries.
This initiative intends to go

traditional Structural

(SAPs). Its core

beyond the

Adjustment Programmes

measures

will be in the

areas

of

trade

policy, payments and exchange systems,
investment and institutional development

programmes
of PTA/SADC/IOC. The
multilaterals believe that this initiative will

support PTA/SADC/IOC, and enhance the
acceleration of

some

of these

measures.

Consequently, it is hoped that through the
initiative efficient patterns of growth with

alternative channels

as a

result of liberalisation

was somewhat speculative
because information on payments through the

Clearing House was not complete.
It was suggested that the PTA increase its
capacity to advise on policy. As one of its tasks,
the PTA would monitor the GATT
at

the

negotiations

Uruguay round

inform its members on

very closely to better
how decisions taken there

economies of the region.
Resurgence Magazine
(1993:34) recently reported that the EEC is
negotiating to vastly expand GATT's powers
and to institutionalise them in a new body to be
called the Multilateral Trade Organisation

foreign
Some
of these issues form part of the initiative and a
comparison would be instructive.
According to the Third World Resurgence
Magazine article, the possibility of such
approaches was denounced by 23 NGOs meeting
in Hamburg recently. Perhaps most fundamental
is the fear that countries would be forced to adopt
policies in line with MTO's laisse:faire agenda.
The implication here is that these countries would

aspects on PTA/S ADC’s own agenda,

it would undermine the

organisations' efforts by
taking most oftheir successful initiatives, instead
of strengthening them. Participating countries
are expected to reduce tariffs, eliminate quotas
and abolish non-tariff barriers
measures.

million

on

as

liberalisation

Each country would receive US$30
lost revenue from tariff reduction. At

the Brussels

meeting there was a concern that
this amount would not be sufficient especially
for

have to allow within their borders unobstructed

participation of various industry entrepreneurs,
passing and implementation of laws that protect
intellectual property rights. ■
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not

different from

to

vulnerable

will be continued in 1992/93,” the FAO
report adds.
In Mozambique, food prtxluctioii has yet to
recover from years of civil strife. The
displacement of large numbers of the farming
population has meant that the area planted in
1992/93 was below potential. Nearly all farm
inputs were in short supply and while domestic
food production is substantially above that of last
year's level, it is expiated to meet only half of the
population's food needs in 1993/94.
"With critical shortages of foreign exchange,
Mozambique will largely depend on food aid to
meet the deficit." the report says, adding that

i

much of the aid will be channelled into assistance
for displaced persons.

Operations are still underway in Mozambique
provide emergency food to refugees returning
from neighbouring countries, who.se numbers
may reach one million before the next harvest.
In Lesotho cereal producton is estimated to be
only marginally higher than the very prxrr 1991/
92 crop, as the rains were inadequate and inputs
short. Lesotho w ill therefore continue to be heavily
dependent on external food assistance. But even
that is limited by foreign exchange constraints as
to

a

result of

prolonge^^conomic stagnation.

BOTSWANA, SOUTH
AFRICA AND ZIMBABWE
SIGN POWER SHARING

AGREEMENT

investment in the service sectors,

investments and the rights over technology.

large countries, though it might attract

this basis. This initiative is

■‘Provision of relief assistance
groups

of reference to include trade and

participation by some cash strapped countries.
Uganda seemed keen to initiate its programme
on

Botswana. Namibia and Swaziland which

(MTO). The idea is to have MTO extend the

have been concerns that since the initiative draws

I

Malawi. Zambia and

—

experienced shortages of draught oxen and largely
unfavourable weather conditions, expect belowaverage cereal crops this year.

on the
The Third World

current terms

—

according to a report by Food and
Agriculture Organisatio (FAO).
The three countries experienced a good rainy
season, with Malawi and Zambia expected to
have surplus maize for export.

might impact

economies of scale will be created. But there
most of its

of Southern Africa

Zimbabwe

payment systems.

(PTA), the Southern African Development

economies. The Co-sponsors will

Latest evaluations confirm above average coarse

grain crops in the three largest producing countries

For the first time. Zimbabwe and South Africa have

signed

a power-sharing agreement to link the two
countries in a sub-continental electricity grid.
The agreement was signed by
of transport and energy Denis

Zimbabwe minister
Norman. Botswana
energy minister Archie Mogwe and South Africa's
minister of public enterprises Dawie de Villiers. It
covers a 410-kilometre power grid network from
Matimba power station in northern Transval, through
Botswana, to Insukamini. near Bulawayo.
The US$95.5 million project will be completed in
1995. and it should mark the end of Zimbabwe's

electricity crisis which caused massive production
losses in commerce and industry. It is also the first step
towards a sub-continental power grid linking Cape
Town and Kinshasa.

■
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ENTERTAINMENT, ARTS AND CULTURE

MOZAMBICANS LOOK FOR THEIR ROOTS
RACHEL WATERHOUSE
Mozambique tries to put 16 years of
war behind, the challenge of
forging a unified nation lies ahead. The
task seems all the more urgent as the country
moves into multi-party politics, with all its
potential for ethnic and regional division.
After centuries of cultural subjugation to
foreign rulers and values, the country’s first
national conference on culture, held in July, was
aimed at re-evaluating Mozambique's own,
variety of cultural traditions, as the basis for
post-war reconciliation and nation building.
The boundaries of Mozambique' s vast territory
(787,000 .square kilometers) engulf the land of at
lea.st six pre-colonial states, and nine majorethnic
groups with their own culture and languages, in
a national space carved out by western powers in
1885. The peoples within it owe their history to
indigenous Bantu traditions, to Arabic, Oriental

conference argued that the first stage of building
a unified nation must be tolerance, tried to define
a national policy on culture, designed to revalue, safeguard and promote Mozambique's
multi-ethnic, cultural heritage,

and Islamic influences since Ea.stern traders first

Portuguese, was adapted to national reality." In
traditional society, it was impossible to think of
Justice and law as separate from culture-but that
changed when the Portuguese imposed their
system, which doesn’t benefit most
Mozambicans," he said, arguing that

s

A

civil

pliedthecoa,stover500yearsago,andtoChristian
missionary and colonial penetration, embodied
by 5(X) years of Portuguese domination, till
national independence in 1975.
The colonials urged Mozambicans to despise
thcirculturcandaspiretobesecond-class'Black
Portuguese’. Opening the conference President
Joaquim Chissano said the goals of national
independence are still to be achieved. “The slogan
of our liberation struggle was ‘free the land and
its people’; this event aims to help realise that
dream”. Historian BenignaZimba. said many of
Mozambique’s largely rural and illiterate
population gained their first idea of a ’nation’
through Frelimo’s liberation struggle, uniting
them all again.st the common (colonial) enemy.
But, she argued, Frelimo went wrong, when it
sought to create a socialist ‘New Man’, on an
East European Marxist model. Customary values
were ignored, traditional authorities deposed

As
one

one commentator

said: “If the climate is

of tolerance, cultural differences can’t be the
for conflict

anymore”. Over 300
participants at the conference, from government
and
non-government
bodies,
made
recommendations ranging from state promotion
of the arts, to insisting that Mozambican history
and cultures should be divulged and promoted
through the text books of fonnal education, and
that .schools should be obliged to introduce
national (Bantu) language teaching.
Deputy Attorney General Sinai Nhatitima

excuse

argued that it was way beyond time that
Mozambique’s legal code, inherited from the

,

Mozambique’s diverse ethno-interest groups
should all be represented in the fonnulation of
new cultural laws. Artists meanwhile argued for
better protection of their cultural rights, such as
authorship rights.
Tourism businessman Yok Chan, suggested
Mozambique could make development capital

from its rich cultural diversity, and that cultural
exchange should be encouraged. “When will
northern Macua people open restaurants
presenting local dishes for Southerners, or the
central Sena people cook for Northerners?” he
asked, suggesting knowledge of other cultures
enables tolerance

—

and

can

also generate

income.

Beyond tolerance, participants argued the need
a clear sense of national, cultural identity. In

for

the

post-Marxist rhetoric era, the speaker of
parliament Marcelino Dos Santos admitted a
need to find “a common project”. To find a
common identity, he said, “It’s the duty of
every
one

of us to look back to

where
In

our source

and discover

from ...’’.

we came

country where 40 per cent of the 16

a

million

people

are muslim (Arab influence) and
20 per cent are Christian (European influence)
he concluded, “The fundamental root of our
Mozambican

identity, is Bantu. All other

influences, Asian, European, are mere winds
which

can

help the root grow”.
participants objected to a ‘narrow

Non-Bantu

definition’ and said the debate should continue
but the tide

turned

against centuries of
history and their voice was drowned out. Minister
of Culture, Mateus Katupa said the definition of

—

a

was

Bantu root did not

but “That

our

ambiguities
reality". ■

or

mean

future

marginalising others,
be based

on

rejection of what constitutes

our

cannot

and l(x:al culture reduced to its narrowest meaning
of arts,

cooking and dress.
seen many projects to improve our
poor and backward country, but they’ve all failed
because they were planned according to foreign
cultures," argued writer Paulina Chiziane. who
went, on to say the result is a loss of cultural
identity and national direction.
“We’ve

Social Researchers tried to show

how

repression of traditional authorities helped fuel
the civil war. With key influence among the
Ndau people, inhabiting parts of central
Mozambique. Renamo attracted early support
from traditional leaders deposed by Frelimo. or
people who found their traditional customs
ignored or outlawed. Participants at the culture
SAPEM SEPTEMBER, 1993

,

Members of theTraditional Healers Association (AMETRAMO) greet participants at the
Mozambique National Conference on Culture
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THE GREAT OCTOBER FILM FESTIVAL
ZERUBABEL MUDZINGWA
■

'^rom the 1st to the 7th of October, the

his Samba Traora, the winner of

sunshine

prizes at
Carthage 1992 and Berlin 1993. His latest TiVui.

film

the award

city of Harare will become a
lovers’ paradise. Over this period,

winning film at the Cannes Fe.stival is
also set to conscientise Southern African film-

the Southern African Film Festival (SAFF), will
screen 80 of the best African films ever made. In

addition, ther is

to

be

a

delicious

menu

makers

of

workshops, competitions, discussions and mouthwatering helpings of animation and public
screenings of the best electronically generated
images.
Being the third in an annual series of the Pan

we have very little to
help us correct
images the West has about Africa. Europeans
are hell-bent on portraying the
image of Africa

which makes
will find that

us

look

African soil, the brain-child of

a

Keith

FEPACI’s INPUT UK ’93 conference held in

Shiri, Director of the SAFF

Bristol, will initiate the whole 80-hour long
programme spread over a week’s period.
The Pan African Federation of Film-Makers

even

classic Un Certain Matin
Burkinabe

entrants. The Red

For the first time. South African film-makers
will be at this film feast with their super collection

Another treat in store from down-south is Friends.

by South African Elain Proctor. This
was shot in
Johannesburg
and Wattvile Township. It follows the lives of 3
women during the 1989-1991 political unrest.
Critic’s Price winner

The Russian trained Muauritanian film-maker

Obderrahmane Sis.sako will
on

Isaac

Mabhikwa.
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he

set

his foot his foot

screens

his Russian

a

Zimbabwean film maker

and

a society which is both
physically
emotionally cold.

About 49 Southern African film-makers will
enter the

morale tale from Zimbabwe reflets the clash
between traditional values in
Zimbabwean
custom

a

contemporary

society. The evil

nature of the
of inheritance is unveiled through the

story of the widow Neria.
She is claimed, along with her deceased
husband’s bank account, business, household
focusses

entertaining box office hit, award winning

as

transferred to

goods and the

This

Zimbabwean soil

madeTheZone, which portrays an African student

DJibril Diop Mambety’s Hyenas is set to
officially open the show. This clutch is based on
a play by the Swiss writer Durrenmatt. It paints
the picture of a woman who returns to a town that
had shunned her and using her newly-acquired
exciting prospect has to be

Stanley Ndlovu forwarding two
Flag and The Schoolmaster.

directed

the African Pot’.

The most

completes the

delegation.

of 15 films with

Zimbabwean director, Godwin Mawuru’s Aerio.

You

SanouKallo’s/ig/ and the FESPACI secretary,
Gaston Kabore’s WendKuuni and FantaNacro’s

liberation of Africa and recommends national

wealth, wrecks revenge.

like animals.

continent”.

(FEPACI), like its sister organisation, the
Organisation of African Unity is committed to
the political, economic, cultural and social

-

more

the most educated

people in
Europe still look at Africa as a country and not as

Screening conference (INPUT Africa ’93), the

policies to fight Western monopoly of the film
industry in Africa.
The SAFF has been endorsed by the Southern
African Development Community as an on-going
project that enhances the community and is being
funded by the European Community, the Danish
International Development Aid, the Swedish
International Development Authority, the
Norwegian Development Aid and the OAU.
Not Just an artistic festival, SAFF is billed to
become big business too as the 75 African filmmakers, directors merge to tie up and cement
continental linkages. Among other issues, they
will be looking for possibilities of promoting
regional co-operation in production, distribution
and exhibition, as well as ways of improving the
quality of regional products. This buttresses the
festival theme-For Africans, with Africans, by
Africans or better expressed in Ghanaian filmmaker, Kwah Ansah’s piece - ‘Love brewed in

producing African

It is sad that

prestigious and eye-opening festival on

on

of

the

thecontinent. The International Public Television
first of its kind

essence

feeling that, “The treatment of Africans in the
West is one of the most disturbing things 1 faced.

African Film Festivals, Harare is billed to become
the most

the

on

films that portray pure African culture. This
boils down to the Director of SAFF, Keith Shiri’s

cars, by
her fight to

the brother. The film

regain her self-esteem.
Olley Maruma, a 25th member of the
Zimbabwean delegation to this film feast fields
his international hit charts Consequences and
After The Hunger. On Consequences, this
enticing piece whose plot centres around teenage
pregnancy in Africa and its consequences is set
to scoop a magnificent prize at the festival.
From Burkina Faso, Idrissa Ouadraogo brings
on

competitions, all vying for top prizes,
pieces from East, West, Central
and North Africa will be the workshops’
masterpieces of discussion.
Believe me. the Harare film feast is going to be
a showcase because the Francophone
producers
who contribute over 90 percent of African films,
will leave no stone unturned as they battle to
impart their expertise in this industry onto their
whilst about 37

fellow Southerners.
If all is not enough, there is a series of
workshops where about 50 Pan African film and
video producers including representatives from
URTNA, heads of the region’s TV networks,
other guests from the SADC states as well as
those from FEPACI Europe and the US will be
critically reviewing and analysing their products
to reinforce African co-operation. ■
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SAPEM INTERVIEW

BNF CALLS FOR ELECTION BOYCOH
is

The Botswana National Front

a

I

;

lower the

I

his home, in a Gaborone suburb, BNF
leader veteran politician Kenneth Koma

;

spoke to SAPEM's Fernando Gongalves
on

the

shortcomings of Botswana's

acclaimed democracy. Excerpts:

(JONGALVES - Can you explain what are the
major political goals of the BNF?
KOMA-The Botswana Democratic Party (BDP)
from its very beginning was sponsored by the
British colonial government. In the first general
elections it was given by the Conservative Party.
which was in power at that time, 500,000 Pounds
to campaign against other parties. The
constitution says that there are only eight main
tribes and the rest ofthe ethnic groups are ignored;
if you look at the social structure you will find
that subject tribes are still subject tribes and have
no direct representation.
The Basarwa, there is no way they can raise
their voice unless they attach themeselves to one
of the dominant groups so their masters can
speak on their behalf.
We are a very small population, the earnings
from the diamonds are comparatively very big.
but we do not have developed social services.
We have a situation where the country is supposed
to be rich while the people are very poor - we do
not

accept that.

The

Kenneth Koma

^ and that’s what

we

intend to do.

You need to have a parliamentary
for the elections; in the office that supervises the ■ representation isn't it?
elections 100 percent of the staff are from the j Why do we need to have seats in parliament in

i can know what is taking place in order to prepare

ruling party.

i order

We have demanded that
of 18
other

government? We have

to challenge the

been for sometime, some years without seats in
Parliament but we have continued to grow and

people from the age
should vote and we have requested that
parties should also be involved in the

challenging the government all the time.

we are

So it is not

' preparations for the elections, we have asked
them to make arrangements so that 10,000 or
more nationals working in South Africa should
partcipate in the elections. But all these things
are rejected, so the ruling party wants to continue
I cheating.
There is also intimidation during the elections
by the police, the army and other organs of state

a

condition that

we

need to be in

Parliament in order to challenge the government.

What the
there is

parliament can do is to speak, and if
something controversial they will vote, 1

will vote.

Has your party, as an

opposition

ever

been

able to force the government reverse certain
policies due to pressure from you or your
party?

challenge the ruling party in next year’s

-
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could be there without taking part in the elections

I

repression,
But you as leader of an opposition party what If someone says that the way you can put some
have you been doing to change the status quo? pressure on the government to change some
| The constitution does not even mention that | policies is to be in Parliament, then we have been
' there is an opposition. We have been tolerated in Parliament as an opposition for sometime and
we did not change their policies. So we are
[ that is to say, but our role is not accepted.
number of delinquent [ How strong do you think is the opposition to saying that if there are some weaknesses in our

youth - quite a
they are neglected, without a future
and they have a kind of education which does not
prepare them for the life after school. The result
is we have a serious social problem. There has
been no serious attempt to address the housing
problem. Unemployment: the policy of the
government isjust to wait until somebody comes
from outside to invest in the country and then
employ a few Batswana - and we don’t believe
that is satisfactory. So the independence we have
cannot be called genuine; after independence
people were asked to make sacrifices in the way
of po.stponing the satisfaction of their demands.
and people are .sacrifying for nothing. The benefits
go for a very few people.
On the political level, we have a parliamentary
democracy, but in the elections they have been
systematically cheating right through. There is
no arrangement whereby the opposition parties

children

political instability and

'

the government's refusal to form

multiparty electoral commission, and to
voting age from 2l to 18. From

means

political instability there is also
economic instability. We are telling our followers
that they should not take part in the elections
I because it is a futile exercise without any results.
If we don't take part in the elections that is the
I beginning of political instability, economic
; instability.
Don't you think that by calling for a boycot of
the up-coming elections you are in actual fact
diminishing the opposition's capacity to
influence change?
The opposition will stand as it is; why should the
boycot diminish the chance of the opposition to
challenge the government; the opposition is not
there because it is taking part in the elections it

country's oldest opposition party, has
been calling for Botswana to boycott next
year's general election, citing as the main
reasons,

hope it

no

where there is

(BNF), the

organisation we better solve those weaknes.ses...

in Parliament to

| general elections?

We cannot wait until

i You can’t measure the strength ofthe opposition
! because you have to analy.se two ingredients:
one, is to get the influence of the opposition
; outside, the other one is to see how much
representation we have in parliament. But the
elections have been rigged all the time so that

solve those problems.
It has been said that the reason why you have
not firmly stood up to the government is
because your party is so fragmented. How do
you respond to that?
We have a culture of speaking out in our party.

theyarenotfairandjust;sothenumberofpeople
we have in parliament is not an indication because

itjustdependsonhowsuccessfultherulingparty
will be in cheating.
You have a role to play there; how do you
| think you are going to change the status quo?
|

In

working democracies the easiest thing is to go

! Selections. Inourcase we don't believe we can
: do anything successful unless the electoral system
: is fair and just. As long as the rules of the game
i remain as they are there is no hope; and if there

j

And

our

i front;

policy is that

we are

we must

form

a

united

recognise there are so many classes,
that there are also a number of interest group
we

organisations, different ethnic communities and
we say they have a right to exist and then be in our
party as a front.
There are people who do not understand that,
who resist that. And if they resist such a
development of course they will try to go out to

form their own parties. We are divided in order
to unite. ■
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SPORT

AFRICAN SOCCER
Tendai Madinah
■

'Ihe winds of change blowing across
Africa are not directed at political
change only. There is a shift of power in
African soccer. African soccer is undergoing an
evolution, as it has been evidenced by the Africa
Cup and World Cup qualifiers.

I

There will be new faces in Tunisia next March
for the 12-team Africa

Cup Finals.
qualified for the first time, eliminating
one of Africa’s soccer giants, Cameron. Sierra
Leone also qualified for the first time in a group
were Algeria was a top seed.
Though Nigeria too qualified, it was courtesy
of the fact that two qualifiers were needed from
Group Three. Egypt, one of Africa's
representatives at the 1990 World Cup Finals in
Italy also faced the fate of Algeria. They came
second best to Mali who last qualified for the
Africa Cup finals in 1972, in Group 8.
Egypt led the group for most of the time but
they were shocked by Mali who beat them 2-1 in
Bamako. Mali also accounted for Malawi to leap
from the bottom of the group to the top. Although
the Egyptians qualified, they were badly brui.sed.
Following shock results in the African Cup
qualifiers, there were sentiments that "big guns”
were resting top
players for the World Cup but
Gabon

that

now

looks not to be true.

Morocco, who were shocked by less powerful
Malawi in
whether

a

1-0 defeat, in Rabat,

are not sure

they will qualify or not for the World
Cup, Egypt, who were also beaten by Malawi
were eliminated from the World Cup in the first
round by up starts Zimbabwe. The Arabs who

ABOVE: Cameroon, they are already eliminated from the Africa Cup and could face the same
fate in the World Cup. BELOW: Agent Sawu (left) could lead upstarts Zimbabwe to the 1994
worldcup finals in the USA.
have dominated African

.soccer

for decades,

are

witnessing their supremacy evaporating.
Since Africa joined in the World Cup, only
Cameroon and Zaire have represented Black
Africa, while Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria and
Egypt, have been at the World Cup finals twice
each. But among these, only Morocco are still
running to fill in one of the World Cup Africa’s
three places. The Moroccans' chance are how ever
remote, as

Zambia

are

favourites in their group.

Zambia will travel

looking for

a

to

Morocco in October

only

draw. Tunisia, Algeria and Egypt

already eliminated.
Among the remaining African teams still in
the running for a place in the World Cup those
nations that have never qualified for the World
Cup Finals, Nigeria. African Champions Cole
d’Ivoire and Zambia are favourites to qualify.
Cameroon, already eliminated from the African
Cup, are facing possible humiliation for missing
both tournaments. They have the chance of
qualifying for the World Cup but Zimbabwe
are

could deflate Cameroon’s chances if it heats
them in October. Cameroon missed the chance
to

be certain of their qualification

against Zimbabwe

on

when they lost

July 4.

But it is in Southern Africa where there is

total

soccer

a

revival. And that revival could be

arded in

two ways—Zimbabwe and Zambia
qualify for the World Cup Finals. The
region for years has been playing second fiddle
to the footballing nations from the north and west
rew

could both

on

the continent both at club and national level. But

since 1991 when the winds of
started

blowing
change.

across

political change
Africa, things started to

Zambia’s Power Dynamos won the Africa
Cup Winners Cup, the first ever continental club
tournament to be won by a club from Southern
Africa. Zimbabwe has eliminated
the World

32

Cup

as

well.

Egypt from

■
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8

September, 1993.

FOCUS ON THE MIDDLE EAST AND
NIGERIA
SAPES Trust and the Zimbabwe Chapter of AAPS organized
an emergency meeting to discourse the Middle East Peace
Talks and the Crisis in Nigeria. The guest speakers were
His Excellency Ambassador Ali Halimeh and Dr Stephen
Banfa, a visiting lecturer in the Economic History Department
at the University of Zimbabwe.
Dr Banfa analyzed the character of the military leader
Babangida whom he characterised as a maligned and
misadvised patriot. He noted that the beleaguered general
was hailed by most people when he came to power. Notable
among these is the man who is believed to have won the June
elections, Moshood Abiola. This was evident in his Concord
publications.
Goodwill existed on the eve this man rose to power, but
confidence was gradually eroded through increased conflict
with internal social forces especially the labour and students
unions. Dr Banfa argued.
The reintroduction of party politics gave Nigerians renewed
hope between 1988 and 1990 as they witnessed the setting
up of institutions required for the smooth transition to multiparty pxDlicies. The 1991 transition was very successful.
Nigerians managed to elect governors, members of the
house of Assembly and other various functionaries to the
federal states.
The major challenge came when

the government tampered

with the primary elections for the presidentialelections which

people agreed were fraudulent. There were endless
malpractises, Asa result of these interventions, the Nigerians
did not get the leadership of a quality they initially hope for.
In this respiect, the emergence of Abiola as a presidential
candidate was a result of this systematic intervention by the
military. As a result, the overwhelming support he got
according to Dr Banfa, was a protest vote against the corrupt
military regime. The working class even voted for him
because it was a bread and butter issue to vote out Babangida.
The greatest Babangida legacy has been the creation of a
political leader from the South via the ballot box.
Unfortunately, the new leader deserted the country at the
wrong moment.
The only way forward is for the new
transitional government to be given room to negotiate and
prepare the country for fresh elections early next year

most

concluded Dr Banfa.
Ambassador Halimeh, burst out against AAPS for
characterizing the Middle East Peace Talks as a sell out
arrangement. Instead, the developments must be seen in the
positive light because the oppressed people of Palestine have
been fighting since 1948.

which was signed will not solve the
problems of all Palestinians, but must be seen as a major
breakthrough because this is the first time the belligerent
have negotiated face to face with no mediators and produced
a working peace plan.
The Ambassador reminded the guests that the worid
political balance has been tremendously transformed and a
lot of Arabic governments can no longer be relied upon to
shoulder armed struggle at this particular juncture in the
struggle. Syria was singled out as one country that appeared
poised to oppose anything the PLO leader Yasser Arafat
proposed.
Given the fact that the Gulf war tore the Arab League
apart, it is only logical for the PLO to negotiate and arrive on
settlements based

on

international law. It must be borne in

mind that the Israeli leader’s Yitzak Rabin, came to power on
a

peace

ticket, but ironically, more Palestinians have died in
period relative to the previous years.

that short

Ambassador Halimeh reiterated that the world must realize

the United
the Israelis
have been settled for almost 45 years, one expects their
resistance to increase since people have developed vested
interests in the occupied territories. When all these factors
are taken into account, the current Middle East peace
initiativesare an interim arrangement which will give the
that it is the people of Palestine who die whilst
Nations is busy adopting resolutions. Given that

Palestinians two states in the Gaza and the West Bank,

that this will only
indicative of the territory
people. On the various
factions in the PLO, he reiterated that the people of Palestine
should rally behind Yasser Arafat and combat the divisive
tendencies, as it is now imp)erative at this crucial juncture to
face the enemy as a united force.
In conclusion, the Palestinians are not selling out, but
buying their territory over which many people sacrificed their
The Ambassador highlighted once again,

help

few

these

areas are not
Israel seized from the Palestinian
a

as

lives.

NEWS FROM THE LDC
The

Library and Documentation Centre produces a monthly

index of articles from periodicals received.

If you are interested

listing, please contact Anne Derges.
A meeting will be held to re-launch the Harare Thesaurus
Group on Friday, 8 October at 2.00pm at SAPES
Headquarters at no 4 Deary Avenue. All interested librarians/
in this

documentalists

are

welcome to attend.

The CDS-ISIS User Group is hoping to hold an intermediate

CDS-lSlS, which will help
of the program, such as
creating user print worksheets, using the REF and VAL
functions, using the Thesaurus program, and so on. It is
hoped that a resource person will be provided by Unesco for
for people already using
develop certain aspects

course
users

this. Those interested should contact James Guzha at Unesco
or

ZCTU,

or Pamela

Barry at the Institute of Mining Research

at the

University. The

course

should take place in mid-

November.

RECENT ADDITIONS TO SAFES
LIBRARY AND DOCUMENTATION
CENTRE
Sociology, by Richard T Schaefer. New York, McGraw-Hill,

Deary Avenue (off Mazoe Street), Beigravia.
If you either wish to give a Seminar, or would like to be
included in the mailing list for these Seminars, please contact
Anne Derges.

VISITORS TO SAFES

1989

1

Despair and hope in the slums of Nairobi, by the Undugu
Society of Kenya. Nairobi, Undugu Society, 198-?
Social Action In Group Work, edited by Abe Vinik and
Morris Levin. New York, Haworth Press, 1991
Organizational Psychology In the schools: a handbook for
professionals, edited by C A Maher, R J Illback and J E
Zins. Springfield, Illinois, Charles C Thomas, 1984
Development Theory: recent trends: proceedings of the
NFU Annual Conference 1992, edited by Arve Ofstad
and Arne Wiig. Fantoft-Bergen, Chr Michelsen Institute, 1993
Hambantota Integrated Rural Development Programme,
Sri Lanka. Evaluation Report 4.91, by A M Jerve, W
Gooneratne and J E Moore. Fantoft-Bergen, Chr
Michelsens Institute, 1992
And then forgot to tell us why... a look at the campaign
against river blindness in West Africa, by David Wigg.
Washington, World Bank, 1993
Introduction to psychology, by A F Wittig and Gary S
Belkin. New York, McGraw Hill, 1990

Shyness and embarassment: perspectives from social
psychology, edited by W Ray Crozier. New York,
Cambridge University Press, 1990
The Annual of psychoanalysis, edited by the Institute for
Psychoanalysis of Chicago, Vols XIV and XVII. Madison. International Universities Press, 1986, 1989
Ideology and the development of sociological theory, by
Irving M Zeitlln. Englewood Cliffs, N J, Prentice Hall,
1990
Social Psychology, by John

C Brigham. New York, Harper

Collins, 1991
Seminar on Culture and Democracy in Africa

South of the
Sahara, Harare, 1-3 September 1993. Papers.
African Development Report 1993. Abidjan, African Development Bank, 1993
African Development Bank. Compendium of Statistics.
Abidjan, The Bank, 1993
African Development Bank. Selected Statistics on reglonal member countries. Abidjan, The Bank, 1993
SAPES SEMINAR SERIES

Forthcoming Seminars
On 14 October Julie Stewart from the Department of Public
Law will give a seminar on Inheritance Law in Zimbabwe.
On 18 November Women In Law in Southern Africa will
be giving a seminar on Women and the Law (speaker and title
to be

announced).

Both seminars wiil be held at SAPES

headquarters at no 4

During late August and early September, SAPES Trust was
honoured by visits to its secretariat, by a number of scholars,
academics and members of the diplomatic community coming
to familiarize themselves with its operations. Notable among
these were L. M. Chiviya, Ngoni Chitanda, ZDC, Harare;
Alexander Jankovic, Deskon, Harare; David Best, Embassy
of Switzerland, Dr Sam Agere, ZIPAM; Aka Lewanika,

Lusaka; L.J. Muluse, V.L. Makgone C.B.K. Chaba, M.K.V.
Ndjoze, M.N. Amutenya from Namibia; K. Ktagawa, Japan;
K. Shirato, Japan; Cromwell P. Msuku, New York; Akina
Takahashi, Institute of Developing Economies, Tokyo;

Naoyuki Kano, Harare, Tiyanjana Maluwa, UCT, South
Africa and Erance Kalula UCT, South Africa.

SAPES SEMINAR SERIES
Diana Jeater presented a paper on The Historical Construction
of Gendered roles in Zimbabwe during the colonial era.
The discussion provided a useful moment for those present
to reflect

what constitutes

gender studies.
remarks, Jeater highlighted that she is often
addressed as a person writing on women’s issues, yet gender
encompasses more than women’s issues. She queried why
it never happens that other scholars who write on male
on

In her opening

centred histories

are

not introduced with that overture,

but

directly linked to their subject. This is one major
challenge gender studies have to combat.
It was noted that gender models based on the analysis of
advanced capitalist societies need to be modified to suit the
African conditions. In her study which culminated in the
book “Marriage, Perversion and Power: The Construction
are

of moral discourses in Southern Rhodesia 1894 - 1930". It
became clear that the role of the state, its intervention in
African marriages and the resultant interaction in these

communities, has its own unique dynamics.
The discussion centred

on

the 1916 Native

Adultery

Ordnance. Was this piece of legislation a major success on
the part of African patriots against adultery? Why did the
settlers oppose

it? Is it correct to view the African people as
having opted to the state for help, or people had initially tried
to make their traditionai system work and only went to the
Native Commissioners

as a

last resort?

These and other questions from the participants invigorated
the discussion which

strengthened the observations that
gender studies should not simply be postulated as women’s
studies or viewed as female oppression categorized in the
manner intellectuals approach race and class.
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THE MINING SECTOR IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
Edited

by Paul Jourdan

Southern Africa is well endowed with mineral wealth which is not
mechanisation and high technology due to political reasons and the

being exploited to the full. Less emphasis has been placed on
abundance of cheap labour, not to mention the protection of mining

companies by the national governments.
The issues discussed in this book include, inter alia, the

following: mineral financing; the SADCC iron and steel industry; mineral

beneficiation, ownership and legislation; and possible scenarios for post-apartheid regional strategies in the mining sector.
The contributors in this book argue that if mining is to remain the engine for economic growth and development in the region,
SADCC should address the

following issues, among other things: ensuring the .smooth operation of mines; professional product
marketing; removal of trade barriers; introduction/improvement of appropriate mining technology and the revision of colonial mining
legislation to suit present circumstances. Furthermore, SADCC’s modus operandi should move away from nationalistic inclinations
that emphasise the need for self-reliance at the expense of comparative advantage.

FOOD POLICY AND AGRICULTURE IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
Edited

by Richard Mkandawire and Khahele Matlosa

The issue of the current food and agricultural

crisis in Southern Africa cannot be adequately explained without focusing on the specific
subregion’s political economy. Its integration into the world economy has contributed to the strengthening of
the vertical unequal exchange of agricultural commodities between the subregion and the rich nations of the world.
The issues discussed in this book include, inter alia, the following: institutional and policy constraints to sustainable agriculture;
customary land tenure arrangements; macro and microeconomic policies and their effect on peasant agricultural productivity; the role
played by women in agriculture in general and food production in particular; the impact of the post-colonial state on agricultural
development; and the role of training as an essential resource input into the process of technological change and agricultural growth.
It is hoped that the expositions of the contributors in this collective will succeed in calling attention to all intellectuals, analysts
and policy makers, to play their respective role as providers of alternative interventions that can lead to the eradication of pervasive
food insecurity and the achievement of equitable and sustainable development.

characteristics of the

THE TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS SECTOR IN SOUTHERN
AFRICA
Edited

by Sindiso N^wenya

Transport and Communications is a key sector in the overall strategy of attaining regional integration and economic cooperation
among SADCC countries. Projects in this sector should therefore aim at reducing economic dependence of the member states and
the enhancement of genuine and equitable regional integration.
The issues discussed in this book include, inter alia, the following: an assessment of the donor preferences in the funding of regional
projects; the role of SATCC; a discussion of the major SADCC interstate rail lines, air and road transport and port facilities; regional
operational coordination and the efficacy of training and manpower development programmes.
Paradoxically, although one of the professed objectives of SADCC is to reduce dependency on its cooperating partners, after 13
years of cooperation, the organisation still depends on them for technical and project financing. In addition, whilst SADCC has been
able to divert some transit traffic from South African ports, some member states are still dependent, to a large extent, on South Africa
as a focus of transport and communications.

SOUTHERN AFRICA IN THE 1980s: Problems and

Prospects of Regional

Cooperation
Edited

by Ibbo Mandaza

The 1980s represent an important
This book therefore constitutes an

phase in the history of Southern Africa, particularly with regard to such ventures as the SADCC.
important benchmark in the study of a sub-region that has pre-occupied the minds of intellectuals,
analysts and policy makers in the region and beyond. The papers collected in this volume were presented at the Gaborone Conference,
3-6 October 1989, on SADCC: Problems and Prospects of Regional Political and Economic Cooperation.
Most of the contributions in this collection are a critique of SADCC and discuss, inter alia, the following: Debt and Structural
Adjustment, the Mining Industry, Transport and Communications, Technology, Industry and Environment, the Role of NonGovernmental Organisations, Trade and Finance and the issue of Sanctions Against South Africa.
It is clear that the attainment of regional cooperation that will challenge the dependency of the South on the North will be an uphill
struggle because the latter is unlikely to look kindly to attempts by the former at economic cooperation and regional integration.
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THE POLITICAL CONTEXT OF BOTSWANA’S

DEVELOPMENT PERFORMANCE
Balefi TSIE

T

he 199()s constitute the fourth decade

since the attainment of

independence
by the majority of African countries
from European colonial domination. In the past
three decades, there have been concerted efforts

by post-colonial African states to formulate and
implement development strategies aimed at
uplifting the standard of living of the large
majority of their citizens from the “unholytrinity” of poverty, ignorance and disease
inherited from the colonial period. How-ever,
all conventional indicators of develop-ment show,
with few exceptions, that only limited progress

Botswana Building Society (BBS) and backed
by government collateral embodied in the
Mortgage Guarantee Scheme. By conventional
.standards, Botswana's economic performance
has indeed been impressive.

Political Developments
In the political front, Botswana has had a
unparalleled record of political stability in Sub-

where it would hot have otherwise

won.

Instead,

there have been two instances of irregularconduct
of elections in two constituencies, viz; Gaborone
South Constituency in 1984 and Mochudi in
1989. In both cases, the High Court upheld the
petitions of the BNF and bye-elections were
held. It can thus be argued that the BDP has
observed the rule of law in addition to maintaining
a

clean record in

so

far

as

violations of human

has been achieved.

Economic Performance
In Sub-Saharan Africa

stands

as a

whole, Botswana

exception to the trend particularly in
economic temis (Good, 1992). Since the early
1980s, Botswana has been widely regarded as
the best managed eco-nomy in Sub-Saharan
Africa and a “shining example of liberal democracy” in Southern Africa (Polhemus, 1983;
Picard. 1985; Harvey and Lewis, 1990). In may
respects, this assessment is generally valid even
if one grants that there are signs of this
“exceptionality” coming to an end (Parsons,
1993). Notwithstanding drought, Botswana’s
economy remained one of the healthiest in SubSaharan Africa during the 1980s. The only
exception was when the diamond world market
experienced a slump in 1981/82 which
as an

necessitated the introduction of

deflationary

by the government (Mmusi, 1981).
Throughout that decade Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) at constant m.arket prices grew at an
annual average of approximately 11 % while per
capita income registered an annual average
growth rate of 5%. By 1989, Botswana’s per
capita income had reached US$3,(KK) from a low
point of US$6() in 1966 when the country became
independent. On the other hand, foreign exchange
reserves, mainly from diamond sales, increased
measures

fromPl(X)millionin 1983 toP2.5 billion in 1989

(Bank of Botswana, 1989).

In fact, between

1985 and 1989 Botswana’s

banking sector was
liquidity to the tune of PI 10
million reflecting, among others, access to borrow
from the Public Department Service Fund (PDSF)
by parastatals at sub-commercial interest rates,
awash with

excess

The BDP has been

enjoying landslide victories

Saharan Africa, if not the entire continent.

rights

Regular, fair and free elections have been held at
five-year intervals since the pre-independence
general elections of March 1965. In each of
these general elections the ruling Botswana
Democratic Party (BDP) was returned to power
with landslide victories (Mokopakgosi and
Molomo, 1991).
But opposition parties,
especially the Botswana National Front (BNF),
have alleged that the BDP rigs elections as it is
the one responsible for the administration of

record has

elections.

However, there has

not

been any

the reluctance of commercial banks to make
credit available to industrialists on a long term

evidence of cheating

basis and the boom in real estate funded

alterelection results in its favour in constituencies
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by the

thus far if by that is meant
a deliberate and calculated
attempt by the BDP to

are

concerned. This impressive political
prompted many political pundits to

refer to Botswana as a defacto one-party through
the ballot box

(Tsie, 1986; Holm and Molutsi,
1989; Mokopakgosi and Molomo, 1991).
The Nature of the Botswana State

It is necessary to first understand the nature
and character of the Botswana state before

tackling the issues of sources of political stability
that the country has been enjoying, why the BDP
has been such a dominant political force, how it
has built its popularity over the years and what
impact this has had on policy formulation and
implementation. That the Botswana state is a
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Tati, Balete and Batlokwa Reserves were

paramount Chief (Colclough and McCarthy 1980;
Picard, 1985 and 1987). Important as these

However, one must go further and
specify the fonn of state that Botswana has as
well as the ideological inclinations of those who

constrained by shortage of land and over-grazing.

factors

wield and exerci.se state power in this country.
Like in other African countries, political power

accentuated

independence was captured by a weak petty
bourgeoisie in relation to international capital

cattle accumulators which

and the rest of the social formation. This weakness

Seretse Khama.

mainly from the acute levels of
underdevelopment and dependence that the

himself a paramount

capitalist state embodying important interests of
the dom inant classes or fractions thereof is beyond
dispute.

at

stemmed

inherited from colonial rule. But colonial
neglect did not apply with equal force in all
sectors of the Bechuanaland economy. In fact,
the colonial state promoted a specific form of
capitalist development which favoured the
growth of a cattle-based fraction of the pettybourgeoisie in various parts of Bechuanaland
(Roe, 1980). Most of these cattle accumulators
were drawn from the traditional aristrocracy (i.e.

country

Di.strict). Those residing in small Reserves like

In short,

drought (e.g. the 1960-65 drought) and

colonial

agricultural development programmes
inequalities and class formation in
the cattle sector. It was specifically this class of
at

independence under the leadership of Sir
It

was

several Sub-Chiefs like L. Seretse, G,

intelligentsia consisting of teachers, policemen,
clerks and so forth. TTie formeroccupied strategic
positions within the colonial state to be able to
borehole allocation and/or

cattle and

syndicate boreholes.

These two fractions can be

considered to have

invested in

more

petty-bourgeoisie because of the
ownership of relatively large cattle herds, their
increasing control overgrazing land on a de facto
private basis, their employment of semi-wage
labour in cattle-posts and their increasing
tendency to convert cattle from embodiments of
use-value to embodiments of exchange value.
Their development into a fully-fledged cattlebased bourgeoisie was checked by South Africa’s
cattle export embargoes which spanned the period
been

a

between 1921 and 1941. The establishment

of

abattoir; within Bechuanaland in 1954 and the
introduction of schemes like the Pupil/Master

an

Stockman Scheme greatly facilitated their growth
into

a

cattle-based petty

bourgeois class. The

Development Bank
(NDB) in 1964 is particularly r^teworthy as it

creation of the National

was

from NDB that cattle accumulators were

Mosinyi
of the

including of course, powerful white traders
England, J. G. Haskins,
C. Blackbeard and R. Steinberg.
When Constitutional Talks began in 1963 in
Lobatse, it was almost a foregone conclusion
BDP

over

-

and G. Koma are/were founder members
and cattle farmers like R.

ownership, to acquire large herds from stray
cattle (matinela) and to exert considerable control
over both large grazing areas and the labour
power of dominated classes (Peters, 1983).
On the other hand, the new intelligentsia was
in a position to adopt a form of “straddling”
whereby the salaries they earned as colonial civil
servants served as initial capital which was

Sir Seretse Khama

Chief all but in name - who
gradually and informally drew these "new men”
together into a powerful coalition that emerged
in 1962 as the BDP in response to the militant
Botswana Peoples Party (BPP) which had been
formed in 1960 by among other, Messrs
Kgalemang Motsete, Phillip Matante and
Motsamai Mpho. Most of the “new men” like
Q.K.J. Masire, M.P.K. Ngwako, T. Tsheko and

Chiefs. Sub-Chiefs, and Headman) and the new

exercise control

captured state power

that the “modem” faction

of the cattle-based

petty bourgeoisie would emerge triumphant over
Chiefs or the “traditional” faction. The former

early 1950s been able to get jobs
independently of Chiefs and to prosecute their
class project from arenas of the colonial state
such as the civil service (Sekgoma, 1979,

had since the

Nengwekhulu 1982).

Even then, it must be

remembered that most of the Chiefs like Chief
Bathoen II of Banagwaketse were pro-BDP in
spite of heated disagreements over the role of

Chiefs in the post-colonial political dispensation.

majority of Chiefs were worried and
frightened by the radical stand of the BPP on
many critical political issues especially the future
of the institution of Chieftainship. The dominance
of the BDP in po.st-colonial politics is largely a
result of its ability to build a political alliance of
the most powerful members of the cattle-based
petty bourgeoisie who. for most of the postcolonial period, have shared common values
regarding domestic economic policy and foreign
policy. However, this formidable political
The

status

inception in 1962.
A more convincing explanation of the

popularity of BDP can be located within the
dominant relations of production set up by the
cattle-based petty bourgeoisie in the countryside.
Specifically, the age-old system of farming out
cattle as mafisa, the control of grazing land
through borehole ownership and the strategic
positions occupied by cattle accumulators in
Land Boards has enabled Botswana’s

ruling
relations
to sustain its legitimacy and support amongst the
peasantry. Moreover, a substantial section of the
peasantry perceived the BDP (and still do) as a
liberator from tbe oppressive rule of Chiefs like

class to build a network of patron-cl lent

Tshekedi Khama and Chief Bathoen II.

Relations with Capital and
The BDP government

has also removed

provided credit and extension services to local
businessmen and farmers, encouraged foreign
capital to invest in Botswana and has since 1982,
made available subsidies to small, medium and

large-scale manufacturing firms in the form of
Financial Assistance Policy (FAP). By so doing,
the government has, to some considerable extent,

political philosophy of fostering
enterprise and selfreliance within a framework of political stability.
Since the 1970s. the government has also
cultivated a very close relationship with private
capital which until 1985, was ably represented
by Botswana Employers Federation (BEF), now

concretised its

individual initiative, free

christened

Botswana

Confederation

of

Commerce, Industry and Manpower (BOCCIM).
BOCCIM commands considerable influence in

joined politics on a BNF ticket. His

wage policy formulation, employment policy,
labour legislation and localisation and training.

a

and influence enabled the BNF (then

Thus

existing state-owned boreholes and/or buy more
breeding stock. These programmes favoured
cattle accumulators residing in large Reserves
like Bakwena (now Kweneng District),
Bangwaketse (Southern District). Bangwato
(Central District) and Batawana (North West

and South constituencies in the 1969,1974,1979

could
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Labour

di.scriminatory colonial legislation in commerce,

scarcely known in Kanye) to win Kanye North
and

This

perception has been reinforced by the introduction
of rural development programmes like
Accelerated Rural Development Programme
(ARDP), Arable Lands Development Programme
(ALDEP), Accelerated Rainfed Agricultural
Development Programme (ARAP) and a host of
other which have cushioned the poorer section of
the peasantry from the full brunt of the process of
primitive accumulation and the effects ofdrought.

buy

able to obtain credit to drill more boreholes,

they do not adequately explain why
enjoyed so much support since its

setback in 1969 when Chief

alliance suffered
Bathoen II

are,

the BDP has

1984generalelections(Tsie, 1986). Previous

studies have tended to formalise this configuration
of class forces by emphasising the organisational

strength of the BDP vis-a-vis other political

parties and the fact that its first leader was a

one

of BEF's former directors, John Price,

confidently pronounce that nothing of
significance which concerns the field of
employment is decided without the involvement
of BEF (Parson. 1984:94).
On the other hand, the labour movement has

historically been the weakest party in the tripartite
Sapem September, 1993

system of industrial relations which the state
established in 1971. Its weakness stems from,
inter alia, the low level of industrialisation that

Botswana inherited from British colonial rule,
its division between its external and numerous

wing of migrant labourers vi.s-a-vis its small
internal wing concentrated aroung far-flung
urban

centres

like

Gaborone, Lobatse,

Francistown, Selibe-Phikwe,

i

Orapa and
Jwaneng, low levels of unionisation, poor
organisation and leadership and, above all, the
fact that the state fixed minimum wages rather
than these being an outcome of collective
bargaining between the employers and workers.
Of course, it is possible that the New Incomes
Policy (announced in 1991) might enable the
labour movement to improve its subordinate
position vis-a-vis capital and the state. But this
is unlikely because of (a) the widespread

opposition party, has not been as effective as one
would have expected given its radical populist
ideology. It is too prone to exhortation, polemics
and sloganeering even when
subjective
revelations of corruption and mismanagement at
BHC, NDB and the Ministry of Local
Government, Lands and Housing. The BNF has
so far done little to convince the
majority of
voters that its socialist development
strategy is
feasible

out.

However, there
BDP does not

are

enjoy

strong indications that the

much support among
workers as it does among peasants. For example,
the BDP narrowly defeated the BNF in SelibePhikwe in 1989 and failed to regain Gaborone
as

North and South Constituencies which it lost to

the BNF in 1984.

In fact, one might as well
conclude that the BDP has not yet found a
fonnula for the growing opposition against it
among the majority of workers, brought
their legitimate grievances of poor

about by
working
conditions and wages, an alanning high rate of
unemployment and shortage of housing resulting
in exorbitant rentals charged by private landlords
and the Botswana Housing Corporation (BHC).
The Opposition

Having said that, many organs of civil society
are extremely weak (Holm and
Molutsi, 1992). This weakness also pervades
political parties such as the recently formed
Lesedi La Botswana (Light of the Nation) and
the Independence Freedom Party (IFP) - to
in Botswana

mention but

a

few. In fact, some of Botswana’s

political parties
woman

are

little

more

than one-man/

shows

about to be

have failed

surfacing only when elections are
held. Most of the.se political parties
to offer an alternative
development

strategy to that pursued by the BDP. Instead,
they have been content to critici.se government

policies on a selective basis and in isolation from
the world-view or broad ideological framework
which

Even

shapes and gives these policies a content.
the BNF, which is actually the main
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relevant

to

the socio-economic

However, the political message seems to be

gaining credibility and support

as shown by its
electoral victories in Gaborone, its overwhelming

victory in Jwaneng Council seats, its narrow
defeat by the B DP in Sel ibe-Phik we and Mochudi
in 1989 and the substantial increa.se in its share of
the total nation vote

economistic consciousness of Botswana’s

working class which the state, employers, political
parties and even trade union leaders have
encouraged since independence (b) the ever
present threat of unemployment and (c) the
complex Web of labour legislation which
effectively makes strikes impossible to carry

or

conditions of contemporary Botswana, let alone
the national democratic phase of that strategy.

But the

(Molutsi and Tsie, 1989).

collap.se of the Stalinist command

economies of the former Soviet bloc and the
called

so-

victory of capitalism and liberalism have

compounded its problems, at least in the
ideological front - to the delight of the BDP. It
may (and there are suggestions to this effect)
revise its political ideology in the direction of
.social democracy of the type that has been
followed by the Nordic countries. In overall
terms, one can argue that it is the BDP which has
taken full advantage of the weakness of civil
.society and mobilised it behind its political
programme despite conflicts and contradictions
over questions of the
rights of minorities such as
Basarwa. the rights of women and over what
strategies are appropriate to curb the rising tide
of unemployment and crime. So in a nutshell, it
appears that Botswana's dominant capitalist class,
ably represented by the BDP, will continue to
rule in both material and

The Bovine

ideological terms.

interests rather than its narrow fractional interests
as

demonstrated above.

It

can

therefore be

regarded as a “power bloc” within the dominant
capitalist class in Botswana. Thus the governing
section of this ruling class allowed top civil
servants who were/are
generally more educated
than politicians a relatively free hand in
policy
formulation of consideration by Cabinet. Once
Cabinet endorsed such policy proposals, the
government wasted no time in

galvanising

for them from the National Assembly
and the nation at large and ultimately
getting
implemented as quickly and as efficiently as
possible.
This pattern of governance has continued to
date even though more and more educated former
civil servants have been appointed Cabinet
Ministers via the constitutionally sanctioned
support

mechanism of

Parliament.

Specially-Elected Members of

But let it be said that

objective

historical conditions in the immediate postcolonial period more or less dictated this

pragmatic stance of the politicians vi.s-a-vis the
top echelons of the public service.

At

independence. Botswana was a very poorcountry
which

no one

“Bantustan”

knew whether it would become
or

a

“Pan-African Homeland”

a

(Munger, 1965). Most of the top civil servants
were expatriates
reflecting the acute shortage of
qualified personnel. Sir Seret.se Khama was
fully aware that attempts at Africanisation of the
Civil Service, undue interference in operational
matters, let alone nationalisation (there was hardly

anything to nationaliseexcept BMC) were bound
scare away the much needed
expatriate
personnel and potential foreign investors

to

(Henderson, 1990).
not so much

a

question of

Botswana’s leaders

The dominant cattle petty bourgeoisie

fraction
capitalist class has, over the years, been
transformed into a dependent national bourgeoisie
through various agricultural development
policies/programmes like the Tribal Grazing
Land Policy (TGLP) which have permitted it to
privatise grazing land or to buy existing private
of the

so on.

bourgeoisie has since independence
pursued policies promoting broad capitalist

Therefore, it is

Bourgeoisie

ranches in Gantsi, Tuli Block and

“bovine”

The

Beef Protocol between the Botswana Government
and the

European Communities (EC) has played
important role in the development of
Botswana’s petty cattle accumulators into a
national cattle-based bourgeoisie by
providing a
an

lucrative market in which Botswana's beef is

bought at 30% or more above world market
prices. Although there are good returns in cattle
rearing, this class has since the 1980s been
slowly diversifying into commerce,
manufacturing and real estate without necessarily
abandoning its cattle base. That said, Botswana's

making a wise choice from a
menu of policies as
Harvey and Lewis (1990)
seem to be
suggesting. Rather, it was the
imperatives of capitalist accumulation and the
need to carefully construct the
legitimacy of
Botswana

state

which has provided the basis for

Botswana’s

internationally acclaimed system of
government and development performance. To
sum
up, the Botswana state is a derivative of the
constellation of class forces analysed above and,

for as

long as the.se material conditions and their

attendant

forms of social consciousness

(individualism, profit motive, deference to mail
domination etc) prevail, it will be extremely
difficult for opposition parties to un.seat the BDP
in a general election.
Botswana’s Political Prospects
The prospects for Botswana’s political
stability, economic growth and development are
generally favourable. All political parties are
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existing liberal democratic
political institutions and the norms, values and
principles underpinning them. Even the BNF is
deeply divided over the question of boycott of
the forthcoming general elections if the ruling
party refuses to accede to its demands that the
voting age be reduced from twenty-one years to
eighteen and to sanction the formation of an AllParty Electoral Commission to supervise the
conduct of elections. It has been urging its
supporters to register for the 1994 elections and
has in fact conducted primary elections in some
constituencies. It is expected that the BDP will
also hold its primary elections in the near future.
For the first time in its history, the BDP is
likely to contest the 1994elections deeply divided
committed to the

over

the so-called “North-South” divide which

some

perceive to be

an

indication of ethnic

father is

an

American.

Before that judicial

Africa for

that the country

country

Attorney-General’s Office stated
is in a major constitutional crisis.
Although the Court of Appeal did not say that
Mrs Dow’s children be granted citizenship on
the basis that their mother is a Motswana, one

have been
delay. The
rights of minorities (particularly to land) such as
the San who. together with Balala, Bakgalagadi.
Bayei and so on. are referred to as Remote Area
Dweller (RADs)so contentious and nebulous
would

assume

that the matter ought to

attended to without unneces.sary

unless if it is taken to

mean

remote

from the main

development and national decisionmaking processes (Good, 1993). Admittedly, all
stream

of

minorities in Botswana have civil liberties like
other Batswana. But civil liberties in the face of

massive land

dispossession

as

in the Gantsi

conflict.

I venture to say it is by no means an
ethnic conflict even though one cannot deny the

in Botswana politics. The
primarily revolves around the question
of whether or not it is appropriate for former
Vice-President and Party Chairman Peter Mmusi
and former Minister of Agriculture and Party
Secretary-General Daniel Kwelagobe to take
the Government to the High Court over the
findings of the Kgabo Report on problems of
land allocation in Mogodishane which forced
the two men to resign from Cabinet. Both men
were suspended from their party positions over
this issue but were subsequently allowed to stand
for elections at BDP Congress in Kanye which
they won with substantial majorities. There is
apparently a Mmusi-Kwelagobe “faction” within

existence of ethnicity
conflict

However, there

are no

fundamental differences

between the two "factions” on

major policy
the differences are over party
strategy, tactics and leadership styles. Of course,
there is also a race underway for the Presidency
of the party should President Sir Ketumile Masire
decide to retire from politics (see Mmegi, 17th
September 1993). But it is unlikely that the.se
divisions will affect the BDP’s performance in
the forthcoming general elections.
However, there are disturbing signs that not
all is well in Botswana’s political system To
date, the government has not reacted to the Court
of Appeal Ruling that Mrs Unity Dow’s children
issues. If anything,

discriminated

against in
considerations of citizenship simply because their
should

38

not

be

New problems such as the AIDS
epidemic, drought, environmental degradation,
hunger, security and “aid fatigue” on the part of
major donors to Botswana and SADC will
increasingly have to be dealt with at a regional
level in order to ascertain that they do not become
major impediments to economic development.
In fact, post-apartheid South Africa is likely to
be a major competitor to the SADC countries for
development aid and not a donor to them as it is
often assumed precisely because of the need to
panacea.

majority and the white minority in that

Concluding Remarks
This article set out to provide a political context
for Botswana’s development perfontiance to date.

analysts of Botswana’s development rack
analysis of the
Botswana state (which they often use
interchangeably with the Botswana government)
its class character and its particularity. Yet as we
have seen, the analysis of the Botswana state is
crucial for a proper understanding of the mode of
capitalist accumulation that it has promoted since
1966. the actual and potential contradictions of
Most

record have tended to eschew the

Cabinet Ministers

Mompati Merafe who lost
against Mr Mmusi at the Kanye Congress.

dividend” in Southern Africa will not be a

country.

nothing wrong and were therefore unfairly
treated and another “faction" which sees

Lieutenant-General

afso provide an opportunity for the
together with its partners in the
Southern African Customs Union (SACU) and
SADC, to negotiate a better and mutually
beneficial regional integration scheme with a
democratic South Africa. It will certainly be a
grave mistake to retain the SACU treaty as it. is
primarily because it has historically frustrated
industrialisation and employment creation in the
less developed member countries (Tsie, 1989).
But one should also recognise that the “peaceBotswana state,

the black

did

Presidential Affairs and Public Administration

on-going negotiations in South
political dispensation in that

a new

redress massive historical imbalances between

the BDP which takes the view that the two men

something fundamentally wrong with former
taking the Government to
Court over a White Paper whose contents they
basically approved when they were Cabinet
Ministers and were therefore bound by the
principle of collective responsibility. The latter
“faction” is apparently led by Minister of

countries. The

decision, the

If President Sir Ketumile Masire decides to
retire from politics, will the BDP survive?

this patter

of capitalist development and its

trajectory. Space does not allow us to delve into

specifics of each of these issues. However, a
points are in order regarding the salient
features of politics in Botswana. First. Botswana
will remain a de facto one party state through the
ballot box for the foreseeable future especially if
one takes into account the tendency of the main
opposition party - the BNF- to bogged down by
internal wrangles of one kind or another. These
internal divisions were partly responsible for the
defeat of the BNF in Kanye and Ngwaketse
South Constituencies by the BDP in the 1989
general elections which were its strongholds
the

District, high rates of illiteracy, lack of officially-

recognised indigenous leadership of these
minorities and their marginalisation into
unprixiuctive economic activities can easily lead
toexploitation and oppression of such vulnerable
groups. Surely, it is not helpful in the long term
for the government to drag its feet on these issues
simply because the San provide cheap farm
labour to politically infiuential cattle owner s in
Gantsi and Kgalagadi Districts. It is precisely
issues like these which may tarnish Botswana’s
image as a country that respects and promotes
human rights. There are ample opportunities for

few

since 1969. This assessment is based on the fact
that in

some

constituencies such

Botswana’s leaders to correct these deficiencies

and Gantsi, the BNF

through, for example, a national dialogue/debate
on what strategies to adopt to give meaning and
substance (empowerment) to the rights of women

form of party structures.
could not even field the

and minorities.

After all. the Botswana state

legitimacy crisis as is/has
been the case in other African and East European

does not suffer from

a

as

Kgalagadi

hardly has a presence in the

On

may

occasions it

required number of

candidates for council .seats. Indeed, the MP for

Kgalagadi and former Cabinet Minister. Mr L
Mothibamela has often returned unopposed. In
the Central and Kweneng Districts and in some
Sapem September. 1993

Intensive
thus

Drought Relief Schemes and so on delivering development in the eyes of the

"masses". Of course, there is

no

doubt that

some

of these programmes

will be scaled down as the
economy tapers off and as the quest for costeffectiveness, efficiency and value for money
among economists and the Ministry of Finance
and Development Planning gains momentum.
For example, a loan scheme for University
students pursuing programmes in the Humanities
Social Sciences and Education is

to

be

implemented in the 1994/95 academic years.
Third. Botswana is a relatively free from ethnic
contlict as most of its population is composed of
Tswana speaking “tribes” who share common
traditions, customs and beliefs. The ethnic divide
between Bakalaka and the so-called

principal

"tribes" does not pose a

serious threat to political
stability as is commonly assumed by foreign
political observersof Botswana politics. Bakulala
recognise that they are an integral part of the
nation but only wish that their language, customs
and traditions be officially recognised. Whether
or not there is a hidden agenda behind this
“demand" is difficult to tell. In any case, Bakalaka
are adequately represented within the state, the
private sector, parastatals and in most political
parties.
The only potential threat to Botswana’s
political stability is the growing radicalism of the
labour movement which bemoans poor

working

conditions, poor wages and the country’s radical

inequalities

-

This calls for

to

paraphrase Profes.sor Good.

more

concerted efforts

of the government to increase

on

the part

employment

opportunities faster than what has been the case
so far. especially in the
private sector which the
government .sees as the engine of future economic
growth. So in that vein, Botswana would probably
continue to receive significant levels of foreign
direct investment as foreign investors value
political stability and a liberal foreign exchange
regime both of which Botswana has (see The
Botswana Economist. Vol. 1. No 1 & 2).

Supporters of the BNF: Will their parly break the political monopoly of their bovine
bourgeoisie?
parts of the north West and North East Districts
such as Maun and Sebina/Gweta. the BNF is

with international

actually a marginal party, at least if we go by the
results of the 1989 general elections. Yet these
are the districts which account for
nearly half (if
not more) of Parliamentary seats. Second, the
political alliance of cattle accumulators that was
alluded to above is likely to remain intact
particularly if one considers the strong alliance
that Botswana’s “bovine” bourgeoisie has built

(i.e. the EC Connection via the Lome Convention)
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capital since the early I97()s.

That alliance is most evident in the beef indu.stry
and in the

mining industry as concretised by
specifically. It has allowed the
Botswana state to acquire a substantial economic
and financial muscle to a point where it could
engage in some form of peripheral welfare
capitalism through rural development
DEBSWANA

programmes

The

problem, as in mo.st African countries, is the low
level of productivity which stems from lack of
managerial and technical skills.
According the a World Bank study (1993),
this low productivity is compounded by relatively
high wages which undermine the country’s
competitive advantage.
Finally, there is growing concern in may
quarters (including the government’s own
economic advisors) about the rapid increase in
government expenditure at a time when
government revenue is stabilising. This is
particularly true formilitary expenditure. Having
said that, it is likely that Botswana’s relative
economic prosperity - which some mistake for
an

economic miracle

-

would continue into the

1990s.

like ALDEP. ARAP. Labour
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MAIN FEATURES

BOTSWANA: DEBUNKING THE MYTH OF
AFRICA’S ECONOMIC CINDERELLA
Guy C. Z. Mhone

B

y and large the accolades bestowed on
Botswana are well deserved. This is a

sparsely populated country, which, at
independence in 1966, inherited a large expan.se
of underdeveloped semi-arid land whose main
economic resources appeared to be only cheap
labour for export to the South African mines, and
livestock for export primarily to the European
Economic Community. Botswana’s economic
colonial legacy at independence was that of a
labour reserve/primary export economy with all
the attendant trappings of underdevelopment
and dependency that such a legacy has entailed
within the ambity of South Africa’s sub-centre
and periphery which includes the Bantustans ,
Lesotho, Swaziland and Namibia.
At
independence, Botswana was one of the poorest
countries in

weighted average annual growth rates in GDP
andpercapitaGDPbetween 1980and 1991 were
2.1% and 1.2% respectively,
There is certainly no doubt that Botswana’s
economic p)erformance, especially as measured
i by aggregate economic indicators, has been
' spectacular! Indeed, advocates of the market
j system and current structural adjustment
| measures have seized on Botswana's economic

j performance

as a

vindication of their policies,

; Botswana, right from the out.set,eschewed .statist
! approaches to development policy and
: management, especially of the ‘socialist’ sort,
and, instead, unabashedly embarked on a market-

based, outward-oriented development strategy
with minimal distortions in trade, financial,
| monetary, incomes and price regimes,
Africa, and its economic prospects | Nevertheless, while many outside observers .seem

looked bleak.

;

! intensive, and livestock, land extensive, and
I both with marginal impacts on employment
'

creation.

Botswana's economic

i

tocelebrateandcommendBotswana’seconomic

■

experience is not only

' of interest and concern because of the issues of
; equity and diversification in so far as they relate
to Botswana, but is of more general theoretical
interest, in that while, on the one hand, advocates
of the market system see in it a vindication of
i their policies, critics on the other hand, see in it
^ a number of lessons related to the limits of the
’ /oiiser/o/i e market-based economic policies. In
this essay, we attempt to elaborate on the latter
view which boils down to a claim that Botswana
has been attaining economic growth without
economic development and equity. The
foregoing claim may even be stated much more
strongly by asserting that Botswana’s inability
to

resolve the issues of inequity

and lack of

precisely because this | performance rather uncritically, many observers ! diversification is a con.sequence of the fact that
would be impoverished country has, as a : in the sub-region find Botswana's economic
the market itself reproduces and reinforces
consequence of the sweet stroke of natural luck , achievements rather unsettling, if not illusory.
inequity and lopsided development and such a
in the discovery of diamonds, and of adroit and ; Indeed, the reasons for this scepticism have been ' laissezfaire approach to the economy may not be
Judicious economic and political management,
adequately recognised by the Botswana | able to resolve these issues,
The accolades arise

one of the fastest
government, e.specially since the Fourth National
growing countries in the world, one with the
Development Plan (NDP4).
highest per capita incomes in Africa (outside of |
The problem simply is that the Botswana’s
Gabon and South Africa), and one of the most j economy has, over the past three decades, grown
democratic and politically stable countries in
phenomenally without marked improvements in
Africa.
equity and the diversification of the economy.
Between 1966 and 1980, Botswana’s gross i According to the Human Development Report
domestic product (GDP) had grown at an annual | (1993) and the World Development Report (1993)
rate of about 14.5%, while industrial production j 40% ofthe Urban and 55% ofthe rural population
grew at about 18% per year, manufacturing at
are in absolute poverty, while the lowest 40% of
about 23% per year, agriculture at 8.3% per year
the households account for only 9% of total
and services at abut 14.5% per year. Over a
income, the top 20% account for about 66% of
period of about 20 years since independence per total income and the top 40% account for about
capita GDP had (Quintupled. Botswana has i 50% of total income. Botswana’s lop-sided
consistently sustained its economic growth ! production structure is suggested by the fact that
through the two oil shocks that have triggered
mining in which diamonds are predominant,
international recessions and underpinned secular
accounts for about 50% of GDP and about 90%
stagnation in many eountries in sub-Saharan of exports. Thus in the Fourth National
Africa. In the 1990s GDP and sectoral growth
Development Plan, the government, while stating
rates have been lower but nevertheless quite high
itsobjectivesasthepromotionofrapideconomic
by world standards with GDP and per capita growth, social Justice, economic independence
GDP growing at annual rates of about 9.8% and
and sustained development, with minerals and
6% respectively. Currently Botswana’s percapita
livestock as leading sectors, noted that since the
GDP stands at about US$2,530, being one of the
growth of these sectors was likely to slow down.
highestinAfrica,afterthatofGabonatUS$3,780 and since minerals were a depleting resource,
and that ofSouth Africa at US$2,560. By contrast, : there was a need to promote diversification. In
the weighted average per capita GDP for Sub- i addition, this new policy thrust was reinforced
Saharan Africa in 1991 was US$350, and the \ by the fact that mineral production was capital

Before proceeding any further,

elevated itself to the status of

'

40

to

restate

it is worthwhile

the distinction between economic

growth and economic development. The term
relates to
increases in GDP. and per capita GDP.
; Phenomenal rates of economic growth can be a
i consequence of either the efficient manner in
| economic growth, on the one hand,

which allocative (macro-economic), technical

j

'
i
’

(micro-economic), and distributive (equity)
efficiency interact in a dynamic way within the
context of a relatively diversified economic
structure to guarantee economic growth, or a
consequence of some resource windfall such as
the discovery and production of a commodity
such as oil. gold, diamonds and so on that fetches
a high price in the international market for one
reason or another,
Economic development, on

the other hand.

be understood to refer to economic growth
accompanied by structural changes in the
may

economy that increase the capability of the
economy to generate and sustain economic
growth in the long-term in a manner that ensures
' the economy’s resilience to external shcKks.

,

i

Economicdevelopmentnotonlyentailsincreased
diversification in form of backward and forward
linkages within the economy, and improved
technological and human capital capacities, but
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at

the minimum,

also entails

a

secular

(formerly crown land), and 80% communal land.
Later changes resulted in the increase of freehold
land to about 10% and the privatisation of more

improvement in the economic well-being of the
poorest members of the society. Thus while
economic development necessarily entails
economic growth the latter may cKxur without
the fomieras in Botswana's economic experience.
Indeed, the distinction between economic growth
and economic development can even be made
more graphic by asserting that Zimbabwe with
an annual
per capita income of about on third that
I

of Botswana and much lower

than 14% of communal land. However,
communal

accessible

land
to

all.

was

as

theoretically

even

open

chase fertilizer, or to develop human
tai skills. IILOISATEP, 1987, p.75].
In

if

and

to

observe

the

as

resource poor

households in

majority, prompting the NDP6

follows:

These

ILO/SATEP report on Botswana noted "the

farmers are at a di.sadvantage in
of increasing their productivity due
inadequate acce.ss to neces.sary inputs

terms

skewed distribution of cattle

ownership and the
scarcity and uneven incidence of land suitable
for arable fanning both combined to make the
productive use of land highly inequitable" jlLO/
SATEP. 1987. p.71
It should be noted to begin with that while the

growth rates in

general, the

Botswana are the

capi-

to

such

as drought power, implements and
labour. These households are often female

headed and have to

rely on other members
of the family to .supplement their income...
developed than Botswana!
According to the National Migration Study,
annual rate of urbanisation in Botswana at 10%
The Reproduction of
very few rural farming units are e.vciuis quite high, the majority of the population,
sively involved in agriculture; three quarUnderdevelopment in Botswana
comprising 70%. still lives in rural areas. Now
ters of rural units has a wage
employed
The persistence of gross inequities and a lack
while in the early 1990s traditional farms
member and two thirds of all rural units
of diversification merely underscores the
accounted for more than 90% of the fanns. 85%
obtain almost 40% of total Income form
continuation of underdevelopment in Botswana
of the cattle herd and about 60% of the crop
employment. Much of this employment is
inspiteofitseconomicgrowth ‘miracle'. Indeed. production there is a high degree of skewness
however in agriculture.
the
contention
that
Botswana's
within the sector. Eirst. as the NDP6 noted. In effect this inequitable access to rural assets
underdevelopment and economic growth are ! between 45% to 54% of the rural hou.seholds do ' has fuelled
male migration to South Africa, rural
directly interrelated in a mutually reinforcing
not own any cattle, and 70% of these households
wagelabour,
especially for women and children,
manner can be demonstrated
by resort to the very |
female headed and among the poorest and I at very low
wages, and migration to urban areas,
sort of theories and arguments about
most socially and economically vulnerable
In the wake of the foregoing, traditional
group
macroeconomic biases and distortions used by
jp
drought prone arid rural environment of agriculture has stagnated or even deteriorated
neoclassical economists in berating Sub-Saharan
Botswana. Further. 76% of the cattle farms have I when
population growth is taken into account
countries tor their past development policies and
less than 40 herds per farm, while abut 6.0% have ! and this in the face of
phenomenal overall growth
past economic ‘failures'. In this respect, it may
more than 100 herd
per farm, accounting for | rates in GDP. Thus, by 1979/80 the index of
be
advanced
here
that
Botswana s ! 3g% gf all cattle
holdings and 15% of all ! agricultural output was 94% of the 1975/76
underdevelopment as manifested in the country's
households accounted for 75% of the national value and by 1983/84 it has fallen to 57% of the
socio-economic inequity and lack diversification
j herd |1L0/SATEP. 1987, p.74|. Withregardto i value and 60% of the 1983/84 value,
is a negative consequence of the market s
arable farming, the largest proportion of the
The consequence of the foregoing is that the
reinforcement of the following economic | communal
farmers, constituting about 28% to i
majority of the Batswana are excluded from
legacies: (i) the unequal access to productive
30%, plant less 2 to 3 hectares, accounting for | benefiting from the major indigenous resource.
assets in the rural sector, (ii) the
dependence on
about 3% of total crop production while those ' The benefits of this
resource land
GDP

can

be said

be

to

more

economically

,

|

|

,

|

theexportofmigrantlabourtoSouthAtrica.(iii)
the dependence on the enclave primary resources
that letch unusually high prices on the
international market: and (iv) the dependence on
the Southern Africa Customs Union (SACU) in

which Southern Africa is the dominant partner.
It is contended that the foregoing
legacies have
resulfed in economic distorfions and biases thaf

reinforce

accrue to a

;

j
1

planting more than 10 hectares, constituting about | minority in rural areas an outcome accentuated
6% oftotalfamis, account for more than 70% of ' by the tendency for the returns on cattle to
crop production. The relationship between cattle
increase. Thus, between 1986 and 1980 the price
ownership and crop production is indicated, for
per herd realised by the BLDC had increased by
instance, by the tact that in 1983, 11% of the
66% and that by the Botswana Meat Corporation

: households with

more

than 60 cattle per ;

householdproduced51%oftotalcropproducfion
and the bottom 75%, with less than 30 cattle
per

inequitable economic growth without | household, produced 35% of total crop output,
development within the context of a free market.
In Botswana as in many pastoral societies,

UnGC|Ual
The

access to Produce AsSGtS
in the Rural Sector

primary productive

sector of Botswana are

It is

on

these

assets

assets in the rural
land, livestock and labour.
that the main income

entitlements depend in rural areas.
National

The Sixth

Development Plan (NDP6) hasobserved

that “there is considerable evidence about the

unequal distribution of the assets and
opportunities upon which incomes depend."
|NDP6, 1985: p. I9|. Now, at independence,
Botswana inherited a land tenure system which
was

such that 6%

was

freehold, 14%
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state

land

cattle are an economic a,sset for various reasons
such as the following [ILO/SATEP. 1987.p.75|:
they generate additional income through offtakes; they realise capital gains and are a from of
saving and collateral; they serve as a liquid asset
with precautionary and transactionary functions;
and they have immense social value. Thus, as the
ILO/SATEP report notes

live off cattle,
the income form
cattle tomake land more productive through
arable farming. Cattle are important as
drought power, and incomefrom them can
or

alternatively,

be u.sed to
construct

:

deterioration of this
;

one can

can u.se

buy equipment and tools,

boreholes, to hire labour,

to

to pur-

by about 100%, thereby increasing the returns of
And meanwhile nof only were
there limited employment opportunities in the
formal sector, but the average wages, in
agriculture, for instance, were far less than the
average incomes from migrant labour. Thus while
the small rural elite have been benefiting from
agriculture the majority of the population is
being forced out ofagriculture. hence the secular
caftle holders.

sector.

Thus, the

inability to own cattle or a viable
herd size is quite debilitating for a Tswana rural
household. This inability has been exacerbated
by the increasing de jure and de facto
differentiation in rural

,

!

areas which has resulted
in increased concentration of access to land and

cattle

ownership.

Eurther, the differentiation

and concentration of rural

reinforced

by

assets

has been

government patronage and
41
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clientism in land allocation, government policies

high returns to meat exports through
such
as that with the EEC. and by govemments's
focus on large farms in the provision of

Proportion of total revenue from minerals

in ensuring

favourable and lucrative trade agreements

%
60

infrastructure, extension services andcredit. More

importantly, the overall inequitable access to
underpinned by the
congruence ofpolitical and economic dominance,
whereby a small el ite has ensured effective control
over, and dispensation of rural assets, an
eventuality of profound significance in
Botswana’s political economy since the other
dominant primary sector, mining, is controlled
by multinational corporations and the returns
from it are directly appropriated by the state.
In effect, then, what we have in Botswana with

50

rural assets has been

40

20^
10^

respect to the rural sector is a highly distorted and
initial distribution of resource

0+

skewed

endowments. Within this

I
I
I
I

30i

■1986

'1987

'1988 '1989

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

1992

'1990 '1991

H

'1993

Percentage

Year

environment, market

signals are such that the land on which the
majority are located is under utilised given the

primarily through the
budget
of Africans: (3) the co-optation of
tribal leadership: (4) cooperation and even
collaboration [by the local leadership! with
labour recruiting organisations in getting

anted

taxation

poor capabilities of the households on them;
within this environment market signals are such

expelled to South Africa, onto
better-endowed commercial farms, and to urban
that labour is

dependency. With respect to the economy, they
have reinforced the growth of the tertiary sector
to which the savings and loanable funds have
primarily been channelled, outside of
consumption, which also merely reinforces
dependence on imported goods from South
Africa. Thus migrant funds have not contributed
to
economic
diversification
through

improved and if not.
deteriorated, and that the agricultural sector has
stagnated. Indeed, amidst the perverse
phenomenal growth of the urban formal sector
food-for-work programmes and appeals, and
expenditures for drought relief forthe beleaguered
rural population have continued unabated. The
question, of course, is whether the market left on

work: (S) the favouring of
in the allocation
of government e.\penditure....the marketing of cattle,
[and] the alienation of a
significant proportion of the cultivable
land...(Massey, p.23]
Thus, essentially, as aconsequence of colonial
relations of domination and subjugation, labour
migration was entrenched in Botswana such that
every rural household has at least one male
working in the South African mines. By 1986
about 21 ,(K) males, constituting about (\% of the

the adverse trend in rural

total labour force, and 12% of the male labour

source

force, and 12% of formal employment were in
the South African mines. This number has since

quibble all about? The reply is simply that
migrant labour is not likely to be tolerated for too
long in a post apartheid South Africa beleaguered
by its own unemployment problems. Indeed, the
phasing out of migrant labour has already began,
and in the eventuality of its being completely
phased in the near future this safety valve to rural
underemployment and unemployment will
disappear and Botswana will be faced with an
enormous problem of productively absorbing
repatriated labour and increasing additions to the

in search of low-paying wage employment
opportunities. It is thus not a surprise, then, that
the entitlements of rural households, particularly

areas

female-headed households, who are forced to
remain on the land .have not

its

own can reverse

areas.

below, stagnation
which underpins the plight
majority is reinforced by another set of

As will be shown further

of the rural economy

of the

factors.

Dependence On Migrant Labour
By the late 1930s Botswana had been
transformed and absorbed into South Africa’s

periphery as a labour reserve economy in the
same way that Lesotho, Swaziland. Mozambique
and Malawi had similarly been absorbed. In
rural Botswana, as in rural Lesotho and

men to

go to

white settler population...

...

declining such that’ by 1990, there were
migrant workers in South Africa.
The consequences of the rural dependence on
migrant labour have at least been twofold. First,
they provide a much needed safety valve for the
rural unemployed and underemployed, and
deferred earnings and remittances have
traditionally boosted the amount of loanable
been

about 17.517

funds in Botswana, much of which has been used
to

in urban areas or
for lack of other viable’

finance service sector growth

Swaziland,

commercial rural

had

alternatives, by market criteria. Thus, for
instance, between 1972 and 1982, while migrant

by World War II. labour migration
replaced agriculture as the primary basis for
income and sustenance. Massey has summarised
the main basis for Botswana’s transformation
incorporation as a labour reserve periphery
consisting of the following:
the overndiiii’ British policy ofneglect ami
nondevelopment oflocal resources; (2) the
related policy of pursuing a locally hal-

and
as

42

areas

employment declined by 19%, remitted and
deferred earnings increased by more than 300%.
From the point of view of the economy as a
whole, and that of the individual hou.sehold.

migrant remittances and deferred earnings have
tended to reinforce rural underdevelopment and

industrialisation (of the outward or inward
oriented varieties)
the benefit of the

agrarian transformation to
majority. At the household

or

migrant earnings, as shown earlier, being
superior to incomes from any alternative

level,
far

activities in the rural sector, have undermined
the need to focus household efforts on sustainable

agriculture. It might be retorted, however, that if
earnings have proved to be a viable

the migrants’

of rural household sustenance, what is the

labour force. Besides, the continuous absence
a

of

significant proportion of able-bodied men from

Botswana’s rural .sector, it has had untold social
and economic consequences not

adequately

compensated for by the returns to migration.

Dependency on Primary Exports
discovery of diamonds, and
degree the discovery of copper and

In Botswana, the
to a

lesser

nickel, which have transformed the Botswana
SAPEM SEPTEMBER 1993
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economy from one that should have been an
international beggar into one that is awash with
domestic and external liquidity, has been both a

former (increa.se in exports) has been reflected in
increased government revenues and

both

blessing and a curse. It has been a blessing in the
obvious way

it has enriched the country and its

government, and a curse in the adverse
consequences
the country

it has inadvertently inflicted on
by undermining equity and

diversification.

Botswana’s

dependence

on

primary production in fomi of minerals, and

to a

les.serextent, livestock prcxluction, replicates the
classic fomi of colonially inherited division of
labour in many African countries.
In 1990
diamonds accounted for 80% of
exports, and
minerals altogether for 88% of exports. While in

1980/81. mineral royalties accounted for 33% of
government revenues, by 1990, this had increased
to 58% of government revenues. Between 1980

Botswana’s

dependency

increa.sed

mineral exports

foreign exchange holdings abroad from
and increased returns, and thus
savings, for the domestic cattle-owning elite in

complex formula, tied

Botswana. The latter (increa.se in
been reflected in increased

SACU affords South Africa vis-a-vis the re.st of
the World, particularly the north. The revenue

imports ), has

compensatory
reimbursements from SACU which are
directly
related

to

between

imports from South Africa.

Thus

1981/82 and 1989/90 government
increased

by 750%, turning a budget
deficit of 9% of total expenditures in 1981/82,
into an enviable
surplus of about 42% of
expenditures by 1989/90. In the same period net
foreign assets increased by more than 20(X)%.
revenues

and

excess

domestic commercial bank

which stood at 50% in 1985 had risen

%

5000

Essentially then, the phenomenal growth of
the Botswana economy has been
primary factor

4000

driven. This, however, has occurred in a manner
that has had minimal backward and forward

liquidity,

to

550% of

to

from South Africa and the

the level of

by a
imports

degree of protection

redistribution is intended to compensate
Botswana and other member countries (Lesotho,
Swaziland and Namibia) for essentially static
losses from membership in SACU.
Within the context of South Africa

as a

sub-

centre, and the other member states of SACU

its

as

periphery, SACU has greatly facilitated the

relative diversification and coherent

development

of the South African economy while
reinforcing
the long tenn disarticulation of the countries in

Government Expenditure and Revenue

increasing price of diamonds during this period.

3000

Indeed, mineral
revenues have
appeared as God-sent windfalls to
the government, just as returns on meat
exports
have appeared to the better-endowed Tswanas.
Thus not only has the mining sector
developed as
an

to

compensatory redistributions of customs union
revenues from South Africa which are,

and 1990, in a spaceof ten years, mineral revenues
had increased by more than I (XX)%, thanks to the

linkages within the

second fonn relates
on

economy.

2000

1000

I

Total Revenue

H

Total Expenditure

^ Budget Surplus/Deficit

enclave tied to South Africa and other countries

abroad in

.sourcing its machines, equipment and
highly skilled labour, but its development has
also militated against the diversification of the
economy in a number of ways.

0

-1000

+

as

its

exchange

rate has

appreciated as a
surpluses on the

con.sequence of its consistent
current account.

Botswana’s monetary currency,

required

reserves

by 1990. During this period,

however, direct government expenditures on
agriculture which were about 40% of total

the Pula was

initially linked to the South African

expenditures

Rand but

later delinked from it as Botswana’s

1980/81 had declined

was

+

'1986’1987 T988 '1989'1990 '1991 '1992'1993

First, is the fact that the economy may have
been afflicted by the “Dutch Disea.se"
syndrome

(recurrent and development) in
to

less than 10% of total

trade position vis-a-vis the rest of the world
became stronger. Now, over the years the Pula
has appreciated in relation to the Rand, the

expenditures in 1989/90; and loans to agriculture

of its major source of imports, and has
depreciated in relation to the currencies of the

1990, and this is the

currency

developed countries, the destination
Botswana’s mineral and

meat

which had been about 13% of total loans in 1981.
had declined to 4% of total loans

by December

Dependence

exports. Thus the

and the latter has reinforced export demand and

has 70% of the

Tswana households.

of

fonner has tended to cheapen imports,
thereby
expanding their consumption in Botswana and
simultaneously discouraging import substitution;

sector that

on

SACU

In addition to the forms of

discussed above, Botswana’s

dependency
membership in the

Southern Africa Customs Union

(SACU) which
dominated by. and structured to the
predominant benefit of South Africa in terms of
is

production of minerals thereby reinforcing an
enclave sector. Thus between 1980and 1990the
value of imports had increa.sed
by more than
400%, and the value of exports by more than

The first fonn relates to Botswana’s

7(X)%.

on

Second, the increase in both exports and

imports has resulted in increased liquidity. The

dynamic import substitution led growth, has
resulted in

at

least

two

fonns of

dependency.

dependence
importation of South African goods and
services which by the same token forestalls
the

Botswana’s

own

industrialisation.

And the

its

Year

periphery. For Botswana customs unions
although a small proportion of total

revenues,

government revenues are nevertheless the second

largest source of revenue after mineral tax
receipts. Customs revenues together with migrant
remittances and deferred

earnings were indeed
major source of government revenues prior
to the ascendancy of minerals as the
mainstay of
the Botswana economy. The
dependency on
South African imports is much
greater with more
than 80% of total imports
originating from South
Africa. The greatest proportion of
imports
compri.ses the very products that would facilitate
easy import substitution. As indicated earlier,
this dependency on SACU is reinforced
by the
appreciation of the Pula vis-a-vis the Rand.
Botswana’s membership in SACU has other
consequences that reinforce the lop-sided nature
of its economy. The proximity of South Africa,
and the assumed
’cordiality’ of economic
relations underpinned by SACU. has meant that
the

Botswana has had to rely on South Africa for the
technological and scientific know-how todevelop
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ECONOMIC PROFILE OF BOTSWANA
notes

Year
1. Macroeconomic

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

Indicators

Population, (million)
GDP at market prices, (P million)
GDP per capita, (Pula)
GDP at constant (1985) prices. (US$)
Real GDP growth, (% p.a)
Life expectancy at birth, (years)
Growth in non-mining GDP, (% p.a)

1.128q

1.169q

1.212q

1.256q

1.301q

1.327

1.371

a,z

2421

2810

3796

5472

6130p

6995p

781 Op

d

2195

2458

3203

4456

4819

5307

5886

r

1222

1331

1534

1735

1834

1996

7.5

8.9

15.3

13.1

5.7

8.8

60

68

a

a,2
w,

6.5

7.6

5.8

21.6

6.5

8.6

6.4

5.9

a

10.8

8.1

10.4

11.3

12.0

12.6

a

123.1

140.2

160.9

176.2

198.5

222.8

16.5
227.5

a,z

46.8

43.8

44.9

53.3

46.4

42.3

39.3

a,z

5.1

6.0

5.1

4.4

4.4

4.3

4.4

a,z

5.5

5.1

7.1

5.5

5.5

5.2

5.1

Government

a,z

13.5

15.2

14.8

12.5

16.3

18.4

Manufacturing as % of non-mining GDP

a,z

9.6

10.7

9.1

9.4

8.2

7.4

19.3
7.2

b

1602

3690

2183

3735
2783

3316

1332

2672
1572

2686

b

3659

3976

price inflation, (% p.a)
Formal sector employment, (’000)

Consumer

Origins of GDP (%, current prices)
Mining
Manufacturing
Agriculture

a,z

15.4m

2.

Foreign Trade and Payments

3.

Exports (fob), (P million)
Imports (clf), (P million)
Current account balance,

(P million)

b

323

1106

702

660

21

32

b

207

(143)

(67)

326

434

676

3690p
3950q
376p
400p

b,y
b.y

0.544

0.639

0.517

0.534

0.534

0.483

0.443

1197

2013

2257

2803

3331

3719

3793

r

156.2

219.1

101.5

149.4

156.9

197.1

409

838

558

739

752

788

966

3.5

3.8

5.0

4.0

16.0

Capital account balance, (P million)
Exchange Rate: US$/Pula
Foreign Reserves, (US$ million)
Net Total Financial Flows, (US$ million)
Public foreign debt, (P million)

b,m

Debt service ratio

b.y

4. Production Indicators

13.3
141

15.2

15.3

17.4

16.5

194

125

135

147

158s

214

e,n

21.1

21.8

112.0

107.2

54.9

15.9p

34.0p

b,y
b.y
b.y

9.0

8.5

6.5

6.5

8.5

12.0

14.25

10.0

10.0

7.5

8.0

9.0

12.5

14.5

469.1

601.2

828.9

1081.9

1354.0

1913.7

2280.0

Diamond, (million carats)

d

slaughtered by BMC, (’000)
Crop production, (’000)

a

Cattle

5.

13.1

Monetary Indicators

(central bank), %
(commercial banks), %
Commercial banks assets, (P million)
Discount rate

Prime rate

14.5f
15.0f

Statistical Office. b-Bank of Botswana. c-Min. of Finance (MFDP), d-Depart. of Agric..
& beans: p-provisional: q-estimate: s-foreca.st: y-year-end: z-stafistical year: ..-not available.

Sources: r-African Development Bank; {Botswana}'.- a-Central
Notes:- f-februarj: m-march. n-sorghum, maize, millet.

its mineral and livestock industries.

Thus South

only provides the communication
but also the industrial machinery,

of

dependency discussed above are of great

Africa not

concern.

routes,

labour

equipment, manpower and distribution and
marketing back-up for the mineral industry
thereby virtually precluding the emergence of
technological clusters in form of lateral, backward
and forward linkages as a consequence of mineral
development. Indeed the dominance of South
Africa’s De Beers in the diamond industry is

legendary and quite obvious in Botswana.
Conclusion
Botswana’s stellar

performance is indeed

indisputable, but nevertheless, the various forms
44

As indicated above, the returns to

migration, livestock production, mineral
production and membership in SACU are in the
form of economic rents which appear as windfalls
to the society and the government. On a purely
market basis, the foregoing activities are the
most lucrative, and in their wake, the rural sector,
in which the majority of the households resides
remains underdeveloped, and the economy
remains undiversified.
As indicated

earlier, the government has been

fully aware of the implications of the present
legacy of economic development, and has
expressed great concern as to the likely

consequences of a drastic fall
diamonds on the economy as a

in the price of
whole. Indeed,

the downward trend in diamonds this past year

worrying and only cushioned by the
Selling Organisation’s (CSO is the
diamond selling world monopoly) buying of
surplus diamonds.
It is clear, however, that the lopsided
development in Botswana is caused by, and
reinforced by the various forms of dependency'
discussed, and. in this respect, the lack of
development of agriculture and industry in a
has been

Central

manner that

is

a

would lend coherence to the economy

consequence

of these very forms of

dependency. Thus the mainstays of Botswana's
SAPEM SEPTEMBER 1993
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economy, while highly technically efficient, have
reinforced allocative and distributive

inefficiency. The fonnerfallocative inefficiency)
is clearly suggested by the fact that about 60% of
the labour force in Botswana are part of the
underemployed in traditional agriculture, the
informal sector and of the openly unemployed.
The latter (distributive inefficiency) is clearly
suggested by the fact that the lowest 20% of the
population only account for 1.4% of the total
income and the highest 20% for 66.4% of total
income, thus leaving .1.3.6% of total income to be
shared among 60%' of the population.
Trickle-down effects of the fast growing free
market in Botswana have certainly failed to sip
through to the bottom, whicn makes ludicrous
the suggestion that Botswana should continue its
present pattern of development but invest its
huge financial surpluses abroad in the manner of
Kuwait or Saudi Arabia, and merely rely on its
interest rate earnings for consumption when the
diamonds finally disappear.
While such a
financial strategy may be good advice to an
individual who has

a

financial windfall the

foregoing discussion should make it clear that in

windfalls of the Botswana government and its
elite, and would find their way into fuelling the

burgeoning service
Policy interventions
the benefits reach the
matters

sector, unless non-market

deployed to ensure that
majority at the bottom. As

are

currently stand, activities such

as

agriculture and industrial diversification that
would create increased employment and income
opportunities for the majority are considered
uneconomic' by market criteria, and. rather, the

the present pattern of market-detemiined resource
allocation in Botswana such earnings would

'

again merely be another addition to the economic

fuelled

various activities in the

by high liquidity,

sphere of circulation
the most lucrative

are

FACTS AND REPORTS
INTERNATIONAL PRESS CUTTINGS ON
SOUTHERN AFRICA

outside of the traditional
activities

are

now

the

mainstays, and such
monopoly of the

enterprising elites in Botswana. Allocative and
distributive efficiency in Botswana can only be
attained through a strategy based on conscious
government intervention in the economy aimed
at

counteracting the various market-reinforced

distortions and biases militating against equitable
and diversified

growth. Unfortunately, the

strategy that Botswana has been pursuing, while
receiving international accolades and acclaim, is
the very same strategy militating against growth
with equity and development in the face of

abundance.
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SMALL HIGH
FLIER WITH A REGIONAL OUTLOOK
AIR BOTSWANA

—

There’s

a

new name

taking to
the SADC

quality African airline. That is what has been created at Air Botswana in only five years; a
of Botswana itself.
It is doubtful whether any other national carrier in the world has been developed, almost from scratch, so
rapidly. And few airlines can have responded so energetically and innovatively to the challenges of nation-

skies

A MODERN,

remarkable achievement that mirrors the success story

building.
widely recognised as an outstanding African example of enterprise backed by a fully
supportive (Jovernment shareholder.
Five years ago it did not exist as an airline in the true sense, being heavily dependent on external staff and
facilities. Today it is a highly efficient operator of a modern fleet, playing a central role in domestic
communications and making a contribution to regional air transport which is quite disproportionate to its

Air Botswana is

modern size.

officialy constituted as a parastatal under the Ministry of Works. Transport and
April 1988 (before w hich it operated for several years under different names with outside
assistance and older aicrafll. It embarked immediately on its dramatic grow th building excellent operations
and engineering facilites at Sir Seretse Khama International Airport outside the capital, (iaborone: acquiring
a two ATR (Aerospatiale-Aeritalia) 42-seat advanced turho propeller aircraft and two 75-seat British
Aerospace 146-100 jetliners; launching a concerted citizen development programme, with ongoing training at
Air Botswana

Dynamic
regional
wing of

was

Communications in

home and abroad in all aspects of its operations, towards self-sufficiency and full

Botswana identity; and. most

recently, mov ing into its ow n strikingly modern head office complex near the airport.

Partners for

Progress

were

Nairobi and Enteblie.
It achiev es this spread

AIR
BOTSWANA
Formed
to foster

joint air
ventures,

carefully chosen for their optimum size, reliability and cost effectiveness. The ATRs attend
to internal and some cross-border services, and the BAe 146 Jets operate the longer routes, with some domestic
dutie.s. In addition to its extensive internal services. .\ir Botswana has built up an inipressi>e regional route
network, radiating from (iaborone to such centres as Harare. Lusaka. W indhoek. Manzini. Johannesburg.

The aircraft

Southern
Linhs

through an outreaching policy of ciwperation with other national airlines in the region.

Air Botsvv ana has souhgt and cemented a range of collaborative agreements w ith sev eral of these

sister carriers,

operating in joint v enture on some routes. And, in doing so. it has achiev ed a wide reputation for reliability and
quality service. This partnership philosophy is seen as the only way in which the small African airlines can
surv iv e and develop in the face of growing competition from the giant carriers of Europe and elsewhere,
including South Africa.
Air Botswana continues to be a vocal and vigorous champion of the smaller airlines of Africa, urging them to
put aside past rivalries and work together to resist mounting external pressures.
W ith its optimum-sized and cost efficient aircraft. Air Botswana is an attractive fly ing partner in a region
w here distances are great and passenger numbers generally low. Joint venture operations make the best use
of scarce and costly resources, are mutually beneficial to the participating airlines and best serve the trav elling
public.

charter

and lease
business
in the

region,
operating
the superb
75-seat
BAe 146

jetliner

Southern
Linhs

Flying for the Future
At home. .Air Botswana tailors

its routes and schedules to market demands

development aspirations and efforts of the public and priv ate sectors.
responsiv e to the needs of the business traveller, and also pay sa central role
in the development of the increasingly important tourism industry .
W ith three outstanding natural attractions less than an hour's flight apart—The Okav ango Delta and C'hobe
National Park in nolhern Botswana and \ ictoria Falls in neighbouring Zimbabwe — Air Botsvv ana's services
in the tourism sector are vital. Recent upgrading of the runw ay at Maun, on the fringe of the greatest inland
delta on Earth, enables .Air Botswana to operate its comfortable "mini-Jumbo" BAel46 Jetliners right to the
Okavango from (iaboroneand direct from .lohanneshurg—a major tourism plus for thecountry .From Maun,
Air Botswana operates regular Jet shuttles to Kasane, gateway to the dramatic C'hobe National Park, and to
\ ictoria Falls forming a unique tourism triangle for visitors from many parts of tbe world.

The national carrier is particularly

Working for fhe Upswing
escaped the effects of the recession on air transport worldw ide. As a regional carrier
significant extent on the "interlinking" of passengers on short sectors of their longer Journeys, it
has suffered accordingly from the sharp downturn in global traffic. But the airline's efficient operations and
cost-effective fleet has minimised the damage.
The national carrier continues to plan and work to take full advantage of the upturn in the aviation industry
when international and regional conditions improve, as they must.
Air Botswana has not
reliant to

laid

SPIRIT OF
SADC

ur
For details:

a

five years Air Botswana can be Siiid to have grown from infancy
the solid framework for the full maturity which is yet to come.

In only

THE

and in full support of the

into sturdy adolescence, and to have

Southern
Linhs
P O Box 92 Gaborone
Tel

(267) 303002

Fax

(267) 374802

Telex 2413 BD
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THE MEDIA IN BOTSWANA
Malema

^

■

^he

one time internalionaly acclaimed
liberal laws governing the operations of

Republic of Gambia, are
in a topsy-turvy state, following a bulwark move
by the law makers, and the bureacrats against the
independent press which is increasingly
becoming critical and vibrant.
At thecentreofthe controversy, is the National
Security Act which was enacted in 1986 at the
height of the South African minority
government’s cross-border raids, on the regional

against some of you," he said. As that was not
enough, one back-bencher and now the minister
of the embattled Ministry of Local Government,
Housing and Lands, Chapson Butaie, (who
ascended to the ministerial post after a cabinet
reshuffle after the 1992 Kgabo report which cost
two ministers [the then MP for
Kweneng South,
and the Vice-president, Peter Simako Mmusi
and his political younger brother, the then
Minister of Agriculture and MP for Molepole,
Daniel Kwelagobejtheirpositionsby implicating
them in the shabby land dealings in the hinterlands

countries. The law, dubbed "the 1986 law",

of Gaborone and

I

the media in Botswana which

likened

to

were

those of the

was

for all intents and puporses meant to protect the
Botswana nationals against the “terrorist" acts,

even

V* '

by then Botswana's capital city — Gaborone,
by the South Africa

had been twice bombed

Defence Force (SADF). The laws which forbids
the

publication of state

secrets, confidential

t-

;
■

diK'uments, taking photographs of the police
stations, Botswana Defence Force (BDF) camps,
and the disclosure of the movement of troops and
the

photographing of the parliament, suddenly
sour to the journalists, in the turn of the

turned

last decade, when the South African government
decided

to

end

destabilisation. As
which

was

its

campaign of regional

new

winds of a vibrant press

calling on the law makers and the top

public .servants to account for their actions, the
government made an about-turn and used the
same law against them.
The state

vs

■

å

.

Lt General

Merafhe toldjournalists that
government will not hesitate to take action
against them.
which

not

related

the

security of the
country. In July 1992, the Wmeg/'newspaper was
indicted following its publication of a full text of
a document
outlining the government position
after the collapse of the 134 per cent pay rise
negotiations with the National Amalgamated
are

to

when

writing has been on the wall since 1987.
Ponatshego Kedikilwe, the then minister

of Presidential Affairs and Public Administration
—

a

de facto — Minister of Infomiation

—

said.

"The press should
which are re.served

know that there are areas
to the government.” The
sharp and uncompromising words by the minister
came right at a time when
Bontleng location in
Gaborone had exploded into riots which were
sparked by kidnapping of a child. Malebogo.
who was later reported to have been in the house
aVASangoma. (traditional healer) Mmadireleng,
No one

ever

took notice of the National

Security

Act, when the then government journalist, Samuel
Mbaiwa covered the incident. But instead, the

preferred a charge of intent to induce
violence against him.
Currently journalists and the govemement are
not agreed over what could be considered secret
and not good for the public consumption. The
government has been attacked for declaring
state

certain official documents "secrets”

SaPEM SEPTEMBER, 1993

even

those

areas). Butaie

year later after it was jointly exposed by Mmetfi
and the South African based Weekly Mail

newspaper to be a South African government toll
aimed at

during the first week of November.
newspaper's offices were later ransacked.
The editor. Titus Mbuya was questioned and the
writer (Prof Malema) was arrested and detained

by the CID.
The National

Security Act. gives the police
powers to detain a suspect for a period of 96
hours, before one is taken before a judicial officer.
Under any other existing laws, the police can
handle a suspect for 48 hours. This law does not
conform with international standards and the

penalty stipulated can be anything up to 30 years
imprisonment in the event of one being found
guilty. Following the W/negf.v report, the Minister
of Presidential Affairs and Public Administration.
Lt

General

Mompati Merafhe, warned
participants at a workshop on Press Freedom
held in March 1992. that the government will not
hesitate to take action against journalists who
breach the law.

“Although freedom of press
vital role in our democracy. 1 warn you
it has got its own limitation and none of you

plays
that

a

should feel that he is above the law. The
government

shall not hesitate

to take action

discrediting the African National

Congress.

Protecting Press Freedom

a

The

The

other urban

African Defence Force. This paper was
established in Botswana in 1990 and folded up a

Local and Central Government Parastatal Manual
Workers Union. The Union had called for
national strike

the media

some

the government to start

.screening
practising journalists in the country.
But despite all assertions made by the ministers,
journalists are still challenging the National
Security Act. It appears that this Act will be used
against the journalists who are exposing
government corruption. Opponents of the Act
cite the case of Newslink Africa, a spy newspaper
which had financial backing from the South
on

all

*

as

called

The Botswana Journalists Association (BOJ A),
has also

questioned the life span of this Act.
argued at the Freedom of the Press
Workshop that as the law stands, there is a
greater chance of its being abused by the
BOJ A

authorities who do

not

want

to

account

for

whatever is going on

in their oftlces. “What is the
idea behind declaring documents which are not
security related secret? Is it that the bureaucrats
are
now
abdicating their duties and
bureaucratising the information which is
suppo.sed to be for public consumption?” BOJA
president. Rampholo Molefhe asked in an
interview with SAPEM.
"Tax payers money is used to run the public
oftlces and now they are told that they are not

entitled

to

know what is

going

on within
presidential
commissions have been appointed to look into
the alleged malpractices in the public sector. For
instance, the 1981 Ngwaketse Famis case is one
of those which have not seen the light of the day,”

administration. A number of

he recalls.
The Presidential decree

which

gives the
47
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declare any person a
per.wna-non-firala without giving reasons, has
dealt a heavy blow to the development of the
private press which is still in its infancy stage. So
far, about half a dozen foreign joumali.sts have
been expelled from the country. Although the
constitution of the country gives the people
freedom of expression, the journalist fraternity
feels that the law does not explicitly guarantee
them freedom of the press. It is no longer news to
the ordinary Botswana people to hear that a
newspaper is being sued for defamation, as a
President the power to

number of summons are
different newspoapers,

continuously calling on

although none has been

successfully sued.
There is a feeling that the law makers should
formulate laws which will protect newspapers,

especially on the defamation laws as these are
greatly tilted in favour of the applicants. The
Boiswana Gazelle, Mmegi, The Bolswana
Guardian and its sister newspaper MidWeek Sun
have a well traceable history in ca.ses of
defamation. They stole the limelight last year
when they were sued by ft ve ministers Lt General
Merafhe, Chapson Butale, David Magang, Roy
Blackboard, and Bahiti Temane after running a
story alleging that these ministers formed a cabal
popularly known as “The Big Five” to oust
—

the President, Sir
summons

Ketumile Masire. The latest

issued loThe Guardian and MidWeek

Sebonego, hardly a month ago,
was from the governor of the Bank of Botswana,
Quill Hermans. This was the fourth one within a
period of 12 months. The journalists feel that

Sun editor, Joe

these laws

serve to

intimidate them.

Monopolising the medio
Interestingly, there are still some other pieces
legislation which restrict the freedom of
expression in the country, such as the Emergency
Powers Act, the Protected Areas Act, Printing
and Publications Act, section 47 of the penal
of

code which gives the President powers to prohibit

publication of material which, in his opinion
public interest, and the Criminal
Procedure and Evidence Act whic ironically
does not recognise journalists’ privileges.
Another controversy is centred around the

newspapers

has

a

better chance of reaching a

letter headlined "For youreyes only, not even

for

addressed to the

greater readership because it is distributed freely
and can reach even those who can not read

the file”, which was written and

English.
Government Journalists were fired out of the
BOJ A executive because they could not sanction

journalist appealed for a promotion arguing that
he had worked hard for the party in power to win
the 1989 elections. Things took a different turn

fully the critical statements against government's
failure to action over the Newslink Africa

The editor of the

issue. One Mbaiwa. a journalist was
dragged to the magistrate’s court and later the
court of appeal before being transferred to the
Mini.stry of Health

newspaper

Some government

journalists have openly
In a 1990 top secret

declared themselves partisan.

President, Sir Ketumile Masire, one government

when the letter was leaked to the

who

was

then

a

private press.

GH(//v/(<rn, Sebonego,

senior reporter

and the then news editor of

MutWeek Sun.

Augustine Matumo. were briefly held by the
police for questioning after they exposed the
individuals concerned. The struggle with the
government is still continuing. ■

MISSION
MALARIA

Mission Malaria is a CAPS Holdings' community initiative to
promote the anti-malaria message nationwide.
In part
of this senes we look at what causes malaria and
simple measures you can take to make your life safer.

WHAT IS MALARIA AND

HOW CAN I STOP

MOSQUITOES BREEDING?
1. Malaria is caused by one type of mosquito and this is
found all year round in some parts of the country. Malaria is
transmitted from one person to another by a mosquito after it
bites a person infected with malaria parasites
2. Mosquitoes breed in water and, by destroying the places
where they breed you can reduce malaria.
3. Any disused pools of water should be filled in or kept
empty, or a film of paraffin or light oil should be poured on top of
the water
4. Dont forget to look out for water in hoof prints or tyre
tracks. Make sure there are no old tins, car tyres, gutters or other
containers around which will hold water.
5.
Storage tanks should be covered or drained and
out once a week.
6. Check fiK mosquito larvae in larger areas of water such

dried

drinking holes and ponds. You can put fish into
mosqjito larvae and kill K.
REMEMBER - every little thing you do wilt
towards keeping you and your family safer.
as

ponds which

will eat the

We shall be
malaria.

be one step

looking at what you can do inside your home to avoid

Help keep your family safe M..a’ ?ne anti-malaria
tablets, one of a range of health
products from the CAPS group of
companies.
take

the

is contrary to

control of the government

secretaries.
The Daily News features programmes and
speeches made by ministers at different functions.
BOJA has castigated the government for
monopolising the two institutions. For instance,

the ministers and their permanent

the national radio station reaches

about 80 per

population and the bilingual Bolswana
Daily News has a daily circulation of .75 (XK)
copies. The Daily News, unlike some other
48

Group Community
Initiative

media which is

generally pro-government. Radio Botswana and
the Daily News have turned into the property of

cent ofthe

A CAPS
2S933

I

with The Gazelle
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IN SAPEh^
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THE AFRICAN ECONOMIC CRISIS
Brian Moyo

he African Economic Crisis is

outpacing
through the
implementation of structural adjustment
programmes, according to a recent supplement

T

efforts

resolve

to

it

in the UK Financial Times.
The 16 page

supplement entitled: ‘Africa:

continent at stake", straddles

a

industry, mining,

stock markets, the environment and health with

particular mention of Nigeria, Ghana and
Zimbabwe as centrepieces of its analysis.
In almost every aspect of its analysis, the
r/nic.v reveals

hardships that

a

continent faced with

seemingly beyond any
on the impact of
the structural adjustment programmes. 10 years
after inception, leaves a blank mark of pessimism

corrective

are

measures.

Its focus

about both the effectiveness of these

measures

and the

ideological reasons fortheirprescriptions.
"Drawn up by the
:
World
Bank
and

endorsed

The report paints a disturbing picture of
a continent caught in the mire of

spiralling debts, stunted foreign
investment, environmental degradation
and

an

AIDS

crisis

for the

population), even Ghana which is
regarded by the World Bank as a model of
success
in the implementation of the SAP.
would take 20 years to Join the ranks of the
cent

middle-income countries.
Meanwhile, according to the report, subout on the surge of

that

Saharan Africa has missed

disproportionately threatens the
continent’s most productive age-group

global foreign direct investment (EDI) during

and work-force.

die 1980s.
"Investment flows into Africa, relative to the

GDP

exceeded$146billion.equivalentto 1 lOpercent
GDP.
Twelve years after the adoption of SAPs on
the continent and

more

than $170 billion in net

development assistance, the sub-Saharan
economy is shown to be still falling. Incomes per
head, according to the report fell by an average

are

half the level of those elsewhere. After

averaging $1 billion annually during the first
half of the 198()s — of which three quarters went

to oil

exporting countries — FDl accelerated
during the 1987-91 period averaging $1.7 billion,
Almosthalf($83()million) went to Nigeria, and
another $190 million to other oil exporters."
The report notes that not only is sub-Saharan
Africa's foreign
owned capital .stock

by other

small

official donors and the

and

concentrated in

4

a

IMF.criticised by many

few countries, but

non-governmental
organisations, and
often bitterly attacked
within the region itself.
it shapes the lives of

thatitisalso falling.

more

Estimates

HP

United

B"

Conference
Trade

than 600 million

Africans.

have been closed, food

!,

subsidies eliminated,
as

■I

governments seek to
live

within

their

I ^

STUDBNT WORKER
SOUPWRITY AND
MILITANGY IS OUR

Factories

social services cut,

*
!

A

WAY f^RWARP

an

cent

.'5?-

I:,-''

outstanding debts of all subwere

less than

$3 billion, with

debt service ratio of less than

two

per cent.

Between 1978 and 1982, high interest rates and
deteriorating terms of trade for Africa meant that

sub-Saharan debt soared
further $8 billion in

Nigeria each
for 19 per
with Gabon in

third

to

$72 billion with

arrears.
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By 1990 debt

place (13

per

cent), followed by

-

University of Zimbabwe students joined the May Day protest march against ESAP

education.
Saharan countries

further $11

account

than 4 million of

1962, the

a

and

Nearly a third are
.severely malnourished. Around one in eight is
badly disabled. One in three go without primary

a

region stands at

which also accounts

of

Africa's children die
before they reach five.

In

the

for
such

foreign

investment stock in

billion. Zimbabwe

the
situation are gloomy
enough. Every year
more

Development show
that

that of South Africa

The statistics that
warrant

on

and

$11 billion, besides

means.

appraisal

by the

Nations

Liberia with

12.5

perpercentand Cote

1.1 per cent a year between 1982 and 1991
compared to an average rise of 0,8 percent a year

d’Ivoire with just under 10

in all

for three quarters of the region's foreign owned
capital stock... excluding South Africa, the inward
stock of foreign capital fell by 45 percent in the
1980s, mainly reflecting current devaluation. In

developing countries and 6.4 percent in the

East Asia developing countries.
To compound this. Africa’s share of
developing-country exports of food and
agricultural products, halved between 1970 and
1990 (from 17 to eight per cent) with Asia
increasing its market share. Based on the present
growth rates (five percent for GDP and three per

per cent,

"Betv/een them, these ft ve countries accounted

1980, the sub-Saharan share of global inward
investment was 4.5 per cent, but 10 years later it

0.7 per cent," the report says,
The key to attracting foreign investors,

was

says
49

ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

the

report,

availability
relatively

report says though
Africa'senvironmental

“is the
of
cheap

problems are potrayed
in doomsday tones,
they
are
neither

skilled, technical and

supervisory labour,
crucial to meeting
quality standards that
are
increasingly
important in global
marketing.”
Despite the fact that

insoluble

“What is needed is

went up

value

the

the

industrialised world

places on Africa's
environmental health.

global aid
from 17 per

It is

an

issue the west

cent

in 1970 to 38 per
cent in
1991, the

ignores at its peril.”

region, according to
the report, cannot be

pose a
the

that

sure

continue

it
to

A ids is considered to

serious threat to
continent’s

will

attempts to restructure

rise.

its economies because
it is concentrated in the

Moreover, it is noted

20-45 age group,

is

Africa

that

"the
section of the

increasingly cut off

strongest

from the

labour force."

rest

a

radical reassessment of

sub-Saharan Africa’s
share of

or

insurmountable.

of the

“In rural

world economy and
that there is little

areas,

the

backbone

evidence that either

of many
African economies, the

returning flightcapital
foreign investment

devastating impact. In

“can

fill

the

is said to have fallen

capital needs and its
ability to generate
domestic

had

a

parts of Tanzania,
agricultural production

gap

Africa’s

between

has

disease

or

by

three to 20

between

per cent, due to HIV
related deaths. In other

savings.”

Africa’s

manufacturing sector
has
apparently

countries, the loss of

followed the down

manufacturing due to

slide

output and earnings

HIV/AIDS illness have

experienced by

become apparent
the
decline

other sectors of the
economy. The report
notes that while in

1980

in

with
in

production levels.”
The overall tone of

sub-Saharan

Africa’s

the

manufacturing value
added (MVA) totalled

suggests that

segmented report
Africa’s
present and projected

$12 billion (0.4 per

socio-economic

problems

of the

global total
excluding
South
cent

Declining standards of living have triggered off many demonstrations in Africa

Africa or S30.5 bi 11 ion
—

$1.1

per

including South Africa), in 1990 the region’s
share had slipped to 0.9 per cent; though if South

years,

Africa is left out it stood at 0.4 per cent.
In its analysis of the environmental factor and

across

the final touch to
nightmare waiting to

the AIDS crisis, the report puts

happen. It points out that the sub-Saharan
population of 66 million is set to double in 22
50

leading to
inevitably spread famine

resulting in over-grazing

desertification that will
the

region. A further spin-offofthis is that
more refugees (presently there are
5 million displaced people on the continent).
fleeing land too degraded to support them.
Currently, Africa is said to be losing 2.7 million
hectares of woodlands per year. However, the
there will be

unexplored

are

are beyond
foreseeable

solution until

measures

untried and
brought in. Part of this dire state
as

cent

what amounts to a potential

any

yet

stems from the fact that there appears to be no
home grown policies within Africa itself, that
could alter the crisis in
the situation warrants,
a

as

nor

genuine willingness

dramatic

a

fashion

as

does there

seem to

be

on

the part of the

industrialised North to help tackle the root causes
of the

ever

deepening crisis. ■
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DEMOCRACY AND HUMAN RIGHTS

DISMEMBERMENT OF YUGOSLAVIA
Hose A Jaffe
August 1993, the USA. NATO, the EC
same methods
they had
u.sedinthe 1991 war on Iraq in their war on
the Serbs and Yugoslavia.
They u.sed Arab and
Muslim states
Egypt, Syria, Morocco, Saudi

I

n

and UNO used the

-

Arabia, the Gulf states- to host and finance their

Iraq. In August 1993, they invited the
League to the “Peace” Talks with the

war on

Arab

Bosnian Croats. "Muslims and Serbs" in Geneva
in order to
the

supply ground troops and funds for

bombing of the Serbian forces in Bosnia (and

then Serbia itself).

Islamic states are once again
Quislings

serving

their Christian masters. And just as these masters
defended Muslim Kuwait

against the “dictator"
they are defending the
Sarajevo against the Serbian

Saddam Hussein,

“Muslims” of

so now

President, the “communist dictator”, Milosevic.
Even fools

know that they were defending
belongs historically to Iraq, Just as
Bosnia belongs to Jugoslavia; and that the
regime
they defended in Kuwait was-and remains-one
a

now

Kuwait that

of the most barbaric

dictatorships in the world.

But the western media have made

sure that the
so-called Muslim army of Jezbekovic are the
heirs of the same Nazi SS Handzar Muslim

Division u.sed

by Hitler against Tito's partisans

Why did Islamic

Pfc; Min. 01 Informalion

states

in the Second World War (and that the Italian

Fascists used

a

Muslim army

against Hozha's

communists in Albania).
The “Muslims” of Bosnia

An Ethnic
are one

Appearance of
Imperialist Reality

neo-Nazi

division used

by UNO, EC, and NATO against
Serbia and Yugoslavia. The other fascist
army is
that of the Croat Ustashi, whose fathers fomied
the Croat Republic of Hitler and

fought for the

Nazis

against the Titoist partisans who liberated
Yugoslavia in 1944.
The Bosnian Muslim collaborators with UNO-

EC-NATO

are no better than the Catholic
Slovenian and Croat collaborators. All three
nationalists served Germany’s expansionist

foreign policy b) seceding from socialist
Yugoslavia and knocking (albeit vainly) on the
door of “Europe” first Slovenia, then Croatia,
finally Bosnia. When the “Serbs” in the new
“states” were deprived of their
Yugoslav
national ity and rights, they defended their homes,

famis, and country, namely Yugoslavia, and the
west armed and financed
genocidal “ethnic”
amties of Croats and “Muslim” Bosnians
against
the Serbs. The Germans thus

waged a war-byproxy which, conveniently for them, appeared as
an

“ethnic” conflict which had

in the remotest

mysterious roots
past. Nothing is further from the

truth.

defend Kuwait, yet they knew that it historically belonged to Iraq?

an

Pacifists,"State Capitalists”-all collapsed before
the

Two centuries ago.

the German philosopher
Hegel drew a clear line between "phenomenon”
and “essence", or appearance and
reality. Often
the appearance belies and is the
opposite of
reality. The fundamental philosophic lesson has
been unlearnt by the
consi.stently anti-Serbian
western media and parties of all colours, from
white to red.

The Serbs in and outside Serbia
have been blamed for the crimes of
Germany
and her Slovenian. Croat and Bosnian
agents;
and Milo.sevic has been made the
target

of their

propaganda instead of Kohl, the German
chancellor, inter alia. The "essence", the hidden

reality, has been that Germany in particular, (but
only), the EC, UNO and NATO have never

not

labelled and marked any enemy other than the
Serbs. Serbia and Yugoslavia. In the same way.

during and after the Gulf war. the west marked
labelled a single enemy of freedom,
democracy and everything sacred, namely
and

Saddam Hussein.
Not all the "left” fell

on its face in the Gulf
War, but the whole Eurameraic Left
Social
-

Democrats. ex-Stalinists. ex-Trotskyists,

Big Lie that the “cause” of the war was
Milo.sevic, the Serbs and the western mystique?

a

"Greater Serbia". When NATO-UNOdecided

in the first week of

August to bomb the Serbian
Sarajevo and to wage a second
"Desert Storm" war, this time in
Yugoslavia. this
“Left" found itself body and mind in the anned
camp of imperialism, on the side of the enemy
splitting one of the last socialist pillars still
standing in Europe.
Not only did the West invert
Hegel by marking
forces around

defenders

-

the Serbs. Serbia and their leaders

Karadic and Milosevic

-

as

aggressors

and the

aggressors defenders, first of the Croats and then
of the Bosnian “Muslims", and. of course, of

human
another

into

an

rights and democracy. The West turned
“phenomenon” - an “ethnic conflict”
-

“essence”, and hid

the “essence"

-

out

of sight

of hearing

Germany's third and “Drang
Century. The world was

Nach Osten” in the 20th

told that Croats. Bosnian “Muslims” and Serbs

had murdered and
and this

raped each other for centuries

“history” was the real cause (the essence)

of the present war in

ex-Yugoslavia.
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“Ethnic” (Tribal) War:

“Made in

Germany”
A Serbian Croat

...ancient

Bogdan Danitch (a non-

being if onebelieves the Western Media) recently
on Yugoslavia:
opinions are taking place about the past
of Yugoslavia, that is... that the.se people in
Yugoslavia have warred for centuries. This is
not true. The only conflict in history between
Serbs and Croats was in the Second World war.
It is just no the case that Yugoslav nations for
centuries have killed each other. For centuries
Bosnia was an example of a multi-ethnic policy.
Transition to Democracy Newsletter. Beograd,

told

a

against Serbia, nevertheless

conference

False

June 1993)

powerful is Western ideology that, despite
his correct history, Danitch fell for the "False
Opinions” of the Hegelian Big Lie. He failed to
draw the only logical conclusion of his own
analysis, namely: If it is true - As it is and he said
So

Hussein after the bombings and massacres

admitted that:

antagoni.mis do not e.xplain the

present situation...

We mu.st e.xamine the

history ofrecent years. Fir.xt there was an
economic crisis which came to liyht in the
1980s. The economic crisis generated the
social cii.xis. and the latter the political
crisis, and then a

Kohl and Clinton the greater

general crisis of the

by imperialism - this "master mentality" in fact
has wiped out the last traces of Leninism and
Marxism in the Euro-Left is shown in the official

external
causes (our emphasis)... the hreak-up of
Greater Germany

the formation
...

of

-

a

declaration of the so-called Fourth

At the moment of

launching Maastricht. Mitterand asked
Kohl: "Doyou wantapiece of Yogo.slavla?
OK. as long as Maastricht is not
overturned." And.so it was. Kohl never
hid his interests in Slovenia. Croatia.

12February.

Serbia) so that
and their vassals.
Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Kuwait, and also Iran,
could rearm "Bosnia” in the ongoing Imperialist

not on

the Bosnian Serbs and

NATO, the USA. Germany

war

against Serbia-Yugoslavia.

Brussels; BANDIERA
Whatever their

Yugoslavia has no tradition of CroatSerb-Bosnian tribairNationalist" warring, then
That

cause

of the present war cannot

to

truth.

contain those who. rightly,
parties ofcalling for "peace"
and not "victory" in the French-Algerian War of
195 2-62 and in the anti-V ietnam Wars of France
and the USA. Yet now they are all "pacifists" except for helping the "Muslims" to be Germany’s
cannon-fodder in a war against Serbian soldiers
These groups

accused the Stalini.st

and civilians.

Open Socialism and a

international community was
Y ugoslavia as a

Faik Dizdarevic's explanation of the causes of

Saddam

1990s (German

Democracy

spearheaded revolts against
Hussein in Iraq after the Gulf War

.Americans

state. But at the beginning of the

Reunification) under the great
pressure of Germany, the European Community,
and after that, almost the whole world, changed
their attitudes in favour of disintegration of
Yugoslavia. In my opinion, the practically
unconditioned recognition of Slovenia and
Croatia and especially the unconditioned
recognition of already divided Bosnia as
independent states before the whole Yugoslav
situation was solved in some way, have been a
great mistake for Europe and world communities
and have set in motion the war-makers in Bosnia.
Serbia and Croatia. (Milos Nikolic, speech in
New York, 9-11 April, 1993, in Transition to

Newsletter. Beograd. June 1993,

page 3).
An ex-ambassador

and TV director in

Sarajevo, Eaik Dizdarevic, who head the Big Lie
and called for EC-NATO armed intervention

Greater

Germany

Pic.Ziana

of the
in favour of

intentions - and tho.se do not lead

-

imperialism. It may be hard to say so, but it is the

Germany.
of the 1980s, the majority

(IMPRECOR.

ROSSA, ibid.page32).

Objectively, in the real .sense, all
"socialists" have long become agents of

heaven!

these

lie inside

Yugoslavia, but mu.st be an external force. A
Serbian Yugoslav ex-partisan scholar, Milos
Nikolic, blames the “nationalism” of the Serbian
President, Milosevic, for the war, but only
inasmuch as this was “over determined” by
German expansion. Although Nikolic did not
analyse the mainly economic imperialist
processes of unequal foreign commerce and of
massive loan-contract investments which pulled
Yugoslavia into the “debt-trap", i.e. although he
did not analyse the way in which German
expansion predetermined the present war, he
clearly identified the external cause of the war as
At the end

International

1993,callingfortheliftingofthe
arms embargoon the Bosnian "Muslims" (but do

on

it-

the

criminals and

the main enemy.
The extent to which this mental imprisonment

"Serbia" and not Germany

society. All this was related to
the Soviet Union,

by the

unfortunates made
Saddam Hussein and not Bush the greater enemy
and criminal.
Just as how the Eurocentric
Socialists make Milosevic and Karadic and not

UNO forces in 1991. These

Hungary. Czechoslovakia. Poland, the
Baltic. (“LaBreche" in BandieraRossa.
No. 32, March 1993. Milano, page 40).
reason why these scholars failed to draw
logical conclusions oftheir analysis-namely

The
the

that the real cause of the war between
was

not

Yugoslavia

internal but external, not a “Greater

Serbia" but

a

“Greater Gennany” - was that

they

ideological prisoners of and
carriers for "Europe” in general and "Germany"
in particular. The cause of the war is also the
causeof the paralysis of their logic. In this
respect, they were part of the same imprisonment
of the mind that overtook the Iraqi Communist
themselves became

Party, the Kurdish and “Shi-ite” parties who
went over to the side of the USA against Iraq
when Powell. Schwartzkop and ex-President
Bush called on them to revolt against Saddam

the

war

colonial

is based

on

the facts of Gennan neo-

penetration of Yugoslavia through the
of Tito’s and post-Titoist

doors and windows

"Open Socialism". At the October 1988
“Socialism In the World" conference held in
Cavtat. near Dubrovnik, in the then Croatian

Republic of Yugoslavia, Hosea Jaffe, speaking
Yugoslav Presidency, warned that the
"Gennan and other European insects. Hies and
poisons" entering Yugoslavia through loancontract investments and unequal trade,

before the

threatened

the security and

integrity of

Yugoslavia with nationalist divisions and
conflicts. (Socialism in the world. Conference,
report in English. French. Serbo-Croat, Belgrade
1989). This warning was repeated in the 1989
and the last Cavtat Conference of "Socialism In
The World": Unless Yugoslavia restored the
monopoly of foreign trade (in and out of the
country) and of foreign investments, she would
be tom apart by the increase in the pre-existing
economic and social inequalities between
S.APEM September.
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relatively rich Slovenia. Croatia and Bosnia on
the one had and poor Serbia, Macedonia and
Montenegro on the other.
These centrifugal tendencies derived from
unequal German and other imperialists
investments and trade from the unequal
distribution among the republicsof the federation
of the huge foreign debt of over $30 billion. This
foreign debt was incurred mainly by the rich
republics (e.g. buying means for foreign tourism
in the self-management hotels,
buying private
cars, especially Fiats and Volkswagens). But the
central state, in Belgrade. Serbia, remained
ultimately legally responsible for the debt and
this would become (as it did) an
expedient excuse
for secession from Yugoslavia
by these richer
republics.
The

net

benefits and

investment and trade,

advantages of foreign
as

well

as

of monies

repatriated by over a million Yugoslavs working
as
cheap labour in Gemiany and Austria, were
nil. But the damage and
disadvantage of this
"open sociali.sm" were becoming destabilising

induced the "masses” in Eastern
Europe and the
to think that
they were carrying out an

anti-Stalinist revolution (as E. Mandel
and

wrote

when the wall fell).

thought

What

was

happening was a capitalist counter-revolution, a
return to capitali,sni. But capitalism was
always

restoration of

capitalism immediately brought
imperialist, question to the
forefront of the stage. It meant that the hollow
dream of the "anti-Stalinist"

masses

that

signs of being resolved by economic tneans
rapidly increased the pressure of the
capitalist-imperialist system on the ".specialist"
countries. This pressure becomes
especially
concentrated from Germany and shows signs of
reaching Nazistic proportions after German
reunification.
Moreover, the rising cost of
no

reunification

soon

turned to great event,

symbolised by the fall of the wall, sour and
spurred the German capitalists and their state to
return to

the Bismarkian and Hitlerian
strategy

into the

so-called "South"

over

the

so

called

“coup" in

August 1991 and for the secession of Slovenia.
Croatia arid Bosnia in that very same
year.
The imperialist system was seeking a
way out
of the world economic crisis
by converting
Eastern Europe and the USSR into a vast new
semi-colonial

zone.

While the western media-

and all the "internationals" with
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no

exception-

feminists. The

or

"Third World".

was never a

This is

is

as

a

new

states.

western

of converting socialist areas
zone required the

semi-colonial

The USSR

broken up and the three
republics of Yugoslavia were paid, anned
was

and indoctrinated to secede. The West, led

by

Latvia. Estonia and Lithuania and then of the old
German colonial dreamland, the Ukraine.

Germany backed these nationalisms in order to
destroy the USSR. Simultaneously. Germany
(and Austria and Italy) promoted the secession
ofSIovenia. Croatia and then Bosnia, using these
nationalisms to destroy Yugoslavia.
The final secession they are striving to promote,
via

to cut

states

-

Saudi Arabia

off the entire

coast

from

Ethiopiaandtocreatethe puppiet state of "Eritrea".
The west is likewise
intervening again.st these
states of Tajikistan. Uzbekistan and
threatening
to intervene against the states of
Azerbijan and
Turkmenistan. This intervention is using Islamic
Integralists from Iran. Turkey and Afghanistan
to break the
ongoing resistance of "communi.sts"
in these

oppression in Africa and Asia to divide
struggle of African and Asian men and
women against
imperialism. They were silent
during the war waged by their "men" against
Iraq and during the Israeli atrocities in Lebanon
and Gaza. They made a
song about the veil under
the Ayatollah, but not about his massacre of the
the united

communist

men

and

women

in Iran. And now,

under the

gui.se of hunting for Serbian rapists,
they are fashionably dressed soldiers of raci.st
Gemiany and NATO.
These similar and western parties have
accepted as pennanent the division of Y ugoslavia

just

and December 1992, for the reunification of

of Muslim "self-detemiination".
of the

-

of sexist

In the

name
name

reactionary Islamic

by the

west used the

rebellion, like that of Bosnia, is sanctified in the

“principle" the

western

they accepted the partition of India,
Ethiopia, inter alia. They would
regard as “unreali.stic” and “Utopian" the Unity
Movements’s Resolutions, adopted in
January

amied rebellion, is that of Kosovo, the
traditional heartland of Serbia. The Kosovo
an

same

equality

formed and

a western

ruling classes
(including at one time the queen of imperialist
Holland). These classes, including middle and
upper-working class feminists use the question

Nationalism
But this process

is that this “movement”

movement for the

controlled movement, formed and led
female members of the imperialist

Why Germany Sponsored Secessionist

into

rea.son

genuine

of the sexes, but

imperialism is doing in the USSR and this
what it is trying to do in Yugoslavia.

and the Sudan

revolution of Yeltsin

Among the groups supporting the UN-NATOwar against
Serbia/Yugoslavia are the

EC

what

of the “Drang

-

racism of the Western media.

infinitely lower world ofcapitalism-the

this, as part of the

consumerism in the US A and the 12 EC countries
was the fundamental reason for the counter-

cleansing”'(Resolution of Unified Secretariat of
4thInternational; l2February 1993,op.cit.) The
language used here is typical of the anti-Serbian

West, soon turned to a nightmare of being
lowered, with drastic speed, from "socialism",
however Stalanised or otherwise bureaucratised,

most

Nach Osten". One consequence ot
intensifying general capitalistimperialist encirclement of East Europe and the
USSR and Yugoslavia. This pressure, assisted
by the media, in particular the television-which
showed pictures contrasting life in the USSR and
Yugoslavia not with life (!) in India, South
Africa, Zaire or Brazil, for example, but with

...

would enter the "house of Europe", and would
share the vaunted democracy and wealth of the

Gemiany in this case, sponsored the secession of

alone,

violent and menacing
that uses
humiliation and rape to impose ‘ethnic
most

they

fratricidal war which made no sense to the
combatants but made plenty of sense to
Germany,
after its Reunification.
the post-war boom around 1970 and which shows

Thus the Fourth International
called for anns for the Bosnian "Muslims"
against
what it called "great Serbian nationalism, the

the colonial, the

dismemberment of the USSR and of Yugoslavia

The world economic crisis which overturned

the Euro-Left.

colonialistic and for the past century has been
intrinsically imperialistic. This meant that the

tothepointofadisaster. (1989CavtatConference
Minutes, currently in Belgrade). The "flies and
insects entering through the windows of
open
sociali.sm soon, driven by the winds of the
"collapse of the USSR" in August 1991, became
a

paying and arniing “Muslim” Fundamentalism
in Bosnia, in the name of "self-determination”,
in order to complete the dismembennent of the
Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia. In this
they
have recruited the help of pacifists, femini.sts and

USSR

republics.

-

as

Palestine and

Yugoslavia (and of the USSR), They stand—
extreme right to extreme left
for the
"multi-ethnic” independent states and against a
reunited Yugoslavia (e.g. "The Impossible Return
Of the Pa.st", by Livio Maitan, leader of the
Italian "Trotskyists”, in BANDIERA ROSSA,
op.cit. page31). We think that we have reason on
our side, and,
eventually also history, in our
support for Serbia against imperialism, because
victory for the Bosnian Serbs and Serbia is the
from

—

They know the irreconcilable hatred of
"communism"
the
by
Integralism/

only possible way to prevent a"GreaterGennany"

Fundamentalism, from the time when the Muslim
Brotherhood was founded by Hassa el Benna in

federation (as it

Cairo in 1927. to the anti-communist

massacres

by the Ayatollah, and then the anti-USSR war
fought for the USA by the Afghan and Pakistan
“Mujaddin". An now the imperialists are again

in the Balkans, and
was

to restore

Yugoslavia

as a

from 1918 to 1929 and again

from 194.3 to 1991) or as a unitary state (as it was
from 1929 until the Nazi invasion).
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AGREEMENT:
IMPLICATIONS FOR AFRICA

THE ISRAELI/PLO

HORACE CAMPBELL
necessary

September 13, 1993, the
Chairperson of the Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO).Yasser Arafat and
the Prime Minister of Israel. Yitzhak Rabin
shook hands at the occasion of the signing of the
Declaration of Principles between the PLO and

O

On Monday

insisted

East and North Africa

peoples, the prospect of peace
North Africa is welcome.
But as in all peace processes, it is necessary to
take a sober approach to the Declaration of
Principles for the prospect of self rule for the
Palestinians in the Gaza and the We.st Bank. It is
For the African

fraught with major contradictions. This is because
this preliminary peace proposal has left out
fundamental issues relating to the fate of the
scattered Palestinian peoples, the questions of
the Israeli settlements in the occupied territories
and the question of Jerusalem, In the United
States and Western Europe, those w ho manipulate
the stock exchange welcomed the agreement
because the treaty laid the basis for the lifting of
the economic boycott against Israel. The United
Nations and othermultilateral organizations have
agreement with promises of aid
for the new Palestinian entity. In Africa in general
also saluted this

and Southern Africa in

particular the fate of the

closely. Africa

peace process is being watched
has been negat i ve ly affected by al I the wars in the

Israeli divide.
Moreover, in Africa the experience of the so

Arab /

called peace agreement

in Angola in 1991 and

Africa has left

the peace negotiations in South
more Africans dead while there are

elements

speak about peace. It is now well known in
military circles that peace accords can be an
aspect of low intensity warfare. In the context of
who

had

There

major wars in the Middle

if there

was no

agreement.

the impulse for the present agrement
came in the aftermath of the war against Iraq, this
was only one of the many wars fought between
Israel and her neighbours since 1948. Africa had
been negatively affected by every military
confrontation in North Africa and the Middle
East. War transferred needed resources from
reconstruction

economic

to

the

arms

especially the ca.se after the
flexing of the mu.scles of the
ofthe Organization of Petroleum Exporting

countries. This
1973
states

was

and the

war

Countries. After the 1973 war, there was an
PLO leader Yasser Arafat

intensification of Western military
in the Middle East

ofthe Intifada (the popular uprising
ofthe Palestinian youth launched in 1987) the
Israeli military authorities have failed to crush a
popular revolt. Force, violence and deportations
could not stop the drive for freedom..
the militancy

Africa and the Struggles
Palestine
The Articles of the
between the PLO

in

Declaration of Principles

and Israel came after two years

resources

involvement

and North Africa. The oil

of North Africa and the Gulf were seen

strategic to the West and there was the
Deployment of troops in the Indian Ocean and
along the coast of Africa to guard the interests of
the West. The strategic alliance between Israel

as

and the United States

had been legitimized on the

existing cold war hysteria.
The state of Israel was established in the

basis of the

of war and the

context

dispersal ofthe people of
with

Palestine in 1948. Since 1948 every war

impacted negatively on the African
Britain
Suez in 1956 was a direct attack on the

ofnegotiations between Israel and herneighbours.

Israel

present peace process had been initiated in
Madrid in the aftennath of the war against the

continent. The attack of Israel, France and

people of Iraq in 1991. After the "Allied victory”
against Saddam Hussein, the United States
wanted todemonstrate even handedness by try'ing
to .solve the outstanding issues of the illegal

process

The

occupation of Arab lands by Israel. But even in
this process, there was an effort to isolate the
PLO.
The United States had

refused to invite the

negotiations. Both the USA
and Israel had internalized the propaganda that
the PLO was a terrorist organization and did not
represent the interests of the Palestinian peoples.
This w as an attempt to isolate the PLO pol itical ly
and diplomatically. A delegation formed from
the occupied territories was imposed on the
negotiations. These negotiations went on for two
years. It was the intervention of the Norwegian
government which brought the breakthrough
PLO to the peace

the

on

of decolonization in Africa. The Suez
at the height of the National Liberation
Struggle in Algeria and in every war of liberation
in Africa, the state of Israel found itself on the
side of the colonizers and .settlers, whether in
Mozambique. Angola, Zimbabwe, Namibia.
Kenya or South Africa.

war came

'

that every war in the
brought Africans and Africa directly
into the conflict. The six day war in 1967 led to
This po.sture meant

middle east

the

occupation of the Golan Heights, the West
the expansion of the

i

Bank and Gaza and to

territory of Israel. The 1973 October war brought
an

even

greater

Palestinian

internationalization of the

question .Most member states of the

Organization of African Unity broke diplomatic
relations with Israel. The next major war with
Israel was the war in Lebanon in 1982. It was in
SaPEM SEPTEMBER. 1993
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I

manufacturers andmilitarists in the Industrialized

been the case in

in the Middle East and

fact

For though

by the Foreign
PLO laid the
foundations for the withdrawal of the Israeli
occupying forces from the West Bank and Gaza.
The treaty was historic in many ways, but
primarily because this appearance of Arafat in
Washington could end the decades of
demonization of the PLO as a terrorist
organization. As in all liberation struggles in
Africa, once the oppressed decide to be free by
any means necessary, those in the West label
them terrorist and legitimize violence against
those fighting for self determination. This has

Africa.

its efforts to isolate the PLO.

on

would have been more

Lsrael. The agreement signed
Ministers of Lsrael and the

Algeria, Kenya, Mozambique.
Angola, Namibia, Zimbabwe and now South

for this elementary accord.

This peace accord brought to the fore the
that there could be no peace if the West

!

VIEWPOINT
this conflict where it
Israel

was on

manifest in the

was

clear that the state of

path of destruction. This

a

massacres

was

of innocent civilians at

Sabra and Shatilla. In order to end the

siege of

Beruit.the PLO decided to leave Lebanon. It
I
1

Israelis hoped that this would lead to internal
conflicts in the Palestinian movement,

was

significant that it was the African continent which
gave refuge to the PLO. The peoples of Africa,
Tunisia in particular gave a home to the PLO in
this period.

During the period of the cold

war,

Islamic

fundamentalists were seen as an anti communist
force. The support of Israel for Hamas should be
seen in the context of the CIA
mobilizing Islamic
fundamentalists all
North Africa

to

over

the Middle East and

support the war against the

Soviet Union in Afghanistan. Butintheaftemiath
war. the
militancy of the Islamic

of the cold

The PLO in Exile

repression. Thus while the repression was going
on

the Israeli government had secret

there

were

direct contacts with the

The content of the

agreement

Throughout the period when the
targeted the PLO as a terrorist
organization, the African peoples
coming out of the years of
colonialism saw the struggle for

Under

i

were

seen

as

were

and the 1 million

Bank

Israel in

rest

supporting conservative

I

The interim deal is to last

Palestinians will begin to negotiate
the

by

the

ardent

Israeli

banned in the
were

has raised for the past twenty years

against the Palestinians.

efforts to

The

defiant victory sign of a young Palestinian girl

occupied territories and
waving the flag of

killed for

There are many negative aspects
of this agreement, but the African

Fundamentalists and the radicalism of this force
led Israel to rethink its position of
trying to
isolate the PLO. This came to the forefront when
Israeli government was discredited

the

Palestine the Islamie Fundamentalist Movement

internationally after deporting

given a free reign in the occupied territories.
Hamas had the full support of the Israeli
security

Palestinians. The failure of Israel led

was

who

saw

this movement

PLO. Their leaders

as an

were

function when the PLO
SAPEM SEPTEMBER, 1993

alternative

allowed
was

a

government will be able to reverse
the major propaganda war that it

by the support that Israel gave to the Hamas
(Islamic Resistance Movement). While the PLO
was

the
state.

major challenge of how the Israeli

divide the Palestinian movement

children

of

Jordan and Israel. This is indeed

organization. During the period of
were

question

Separate agreements between
Israel and Jordan opens the
prospects for a true confederation
in the long run between an
independent Palestinian state,

government to murder leaders of
the PLO and to discredit this

the Intifada, there

next

independent Palestinian

supporter of the state of Israel.
But the Intifada only increased
efforts

no

than five years, and two years
after it is in place, Israel and the

plight of the Palestinian
people. The repression of the Israeli
government against innocent
civilians shifted sympathy from
Israel to the Palestinians peoples,

the

for

more

media the

most

responsibility

and taxation.

the forefront of the international

in the USA the

move

education, health, social services

by the peoples in
occupied territories brought to

even

of the West Bank will

having

of

The Intifada

I

to oversee

towards self rule with the PLO

governments in Africa such as the
leader in Zaire. Mobutu Sese Seko.
the

places, with Israel

security under the guise
of protecting Jewish settlers. The

apartheid
state

two

are

external

governments in the

against

in the West

the administration of

over

retaining the right

infomiation circuit. The African

understood the role of the

take

these

governments

hostile reactions in the Western

frontline

more

starting in Jericho. Within

four months, the Pale.stinians
to

harbouring terrorists and received

peoples and

the

limited self autonomy for the
770.00 Palestinians in the Gaza

The leaders of

recognized the
PLO as the representative of the
Palestinian people. Those African
governments which recognized the
PLO

of

terms

the West Bank will lead to the

called terrori.sts

'

the

agreement, the withdrawal of
Israeli troops from the Gaza and

selfdetennination in Palestine as a
Zimbabwe who until 1980

leadership of

the PLO. The compromi.sed position of the USA
in its dealings with Israel meant that
despite the
apparent peace talks in Washington, it fell to the
Norwegians to broker the breakthrough.

West

just struggle.

meetings

with representatives of the PLO. Contacts were
made in different countries and for the first time.

to

to

the

publicly

banned and the

over

400

to

the

sealing of the West Bank and the Gaza in 1993.
This deportation and the failure of the Israeli
military to crush the Intifada meant that the
Israeli leaders had

to

find alternatives

to

peoples as the peoples of the Middle East have to
see the positive and negative aspects and work to
ensure that in the
long run, the positive a.spects of
this agreement outweigh the negative aspects.
Positive
The most positive aspect of this agreement is
the prospect of peace in the Middle Ea.st after 4.3
years of war. This peace could mobilize the
energies and resources of the region away from
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asking the PLO to call off the Intifada, the South
African government want the situation in South
Africa where the liberation forces are disamted
but the forces of

repression continue to foment

violence and division. Israel

now

faces the

intransigence ofthe H.MVIAS w ho they supported
as an

alternative to the PLO. The South African

government is

confronted with the Third Force

elements who were unleashed in

their low

war against the pteople of South Africa.
Inkatha which was promoted as an alternative to

intensity

the liberation movements now

represent an

and the transfer of
power to the African majority. As in Palestine
the world is trying to erase the memory of the
struggles for self determination by labelling

obstacle to the peace process

freedom

fighters murderers.

capital view the
the basis for ending sanctions
and the international arms embargo, so Israeli
capital view the Arab world and the Gulf as the
Just

as

how South African

negotiations

new

as

frontiers for the accumulation of capital.

Conclusion
Africa supports the peace process in the
East. The

Middle

17 articles and four annexes of the

Declaration of

Principles should provide the
independent state of

framework for the future

l\'ol all
the

amis

people in the Arab world embraced the peace agreement.

merchants and military experts

who

profited from war.
The second positive aspect is linked to the fact
that the Israeli government and the West has
turned away from the idea of colonizing the
region w ith settlers. Just four years ago there was
a

Palestine. Any measure which brings peace
should be supported and despite the clear

debate between the USA and

Israel

on

the

movement.

in other

This is as it should be, because just as

wars

of national liberation there are

alwaysmore than one voice. The challenge in the

question of settling over one million Jews from

Palestinian movement is tobeabletoflndgenuine

in the occupied

democraticmeanstosolveintemalcontradictions

the former Soviet Union

territories.
The third

opposed to the treaty do not use this
exploiting the internal
contradictions of an oppressed people.
so

positive aspect of this treaty is the

end of the demonization of the

PLO. This includes

of some Gulf states to punish
the leadership of the PLO because this
organ ization dared to take anindependent pos i t i on
on the war against Iraq.

as

that those
a

basis for further

the recent attempts

Negative
place, this agreement has not dealt
que.stion of the state of Palestine.
Secondly, there is nodiscussion of the fateof the
In the first

with the

over

3 million Palestinians who have been

scattered all

over

North Africa and the Middle

East since 1948. More fundamentally, the
of

Agreement does not address the

Articles

question of

significantly, the fact that
Israel has the right to future military intervention
under the guise of protecting of Jewish settlers
means that the self rule of the Palestinians may

Jerusalem.
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More

The African Stake
Africa is watching keenly this new
development. The recent peace accords in .\ngola
between MPLA and UNITA has only brought
more war to Angola. Those in the West who
supported UNIT.^ have done their best to

undermine the peace process even

after the

Angolan peoples rejected UNITA at the polls.
This experience makes the African people very
cautious of peace accords brokered by the USA
and implemented by the present United Nations.
.\s in Angola, the peace negotiations in South
Africa

came

about because the South Africans

Angola and the South African
army failed to crush the popular uprisings of the
people. Just as how the Israeli government is

were

defeated in

it is important that
the PLO move to solve the internal contradictions
among the Palestinians .so that they can develop
a united front to push for a re.solution of the
issues of Jerusalem, the issue of the Jewish
settlements and the right to return the over
millionscatteredPalestinians.Thefuturerelations
between Africa. Palestine and Israel is dependent
on the kind of peace which is worked out in the
next five years. Initially when the Israeli state
was established, there was widespread support
for Israel in the aftennath of the horrors of World
War II. But Israel undennined this support by
supporting the forces of colonialism and reaction
in Africa. The propaganda of 1 srael was supported
by its integration in the Western media. This was

weaknesses of this agreement,

simply be the means by which Israel gets the
PLO to put down the Intifada.
The weaknesses in the agreement have left it
open tocriticism from elements in the Palestinian

most

manifest afterthe 1976 violation of African

airspace when the Israeli airforce carried out the
raid on Entebbe, in Uganda. The future of peace
and reconstruction require that the political
balance in Israel shifts from the years

of the

mentality to one where Jews. Christians
and Moslems could live in Jerusalem in hamiony.
bunker

This prospect

of

a

confederation and peoples

living in peace will undermine the forces of
militarism and reaction in the industrialized
countries.

■

Campbell is a professor of African
Studies Syracuse University. USA. He will he
ha.scd at SAFES TRUST for the next 12 months.
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DOMESTIC WORKERS IN BOTSWANA
Lebohan(; Letsi-Taole

his paper tells the story

I

of a number of

domestic workers in Botswana. That the
writer will select only a few ofthe

statements made

by the workers does not in my
less important. What is

view make the story any

important is that in recent times, more and more
social scienti.sts, particularly feminists ones, have

I

always been in conformity with the generally
held view ofthe role ofwomen in most societies,
It is also important to note that domestic work is

perfonns domestic work as a worker in paid
employment and is bound by some contract,
usuallyaverbaloneinthecaseofBotswana.The

in general supervised by the wife or other female
inembersofthehousehold. Rollinst I985)asserts

domestic worker also works under the general
supervision ofthe housewife or other female

further:
The orii>ins ofdomestic work
ihroiighoiit
the world were with women. Male slaves,

begun to give more and more legitimacy to the
experiences of even one person, because
personal experience and common sense have
finally taught us that one person's story may well
be shared by countless other
people. Thus the
selection of only a few statements from the
social

[
1

domestic workers reflects this view.
At the risk of stating the obvious, it is
however

to

and later

repeat what Rosaldo (1974) said:

ftenerally recognized and culturally
authority.

Having started from this position, it is easy to
discuss the domestic worker

as a woman

like

other

women everywhere,
although one has to
acknowledge that her lower social class position

intensifies her lack of personal and social power
within the broader social context. All the same,
the writer trusts that this

assist in

starting position will
locating the position of the domestic

worker within the broader context of the

subordination

of

women,

so

that

the

circumstances

facing domestic workers,
particularly in acountry like Botswana, are finniy
located within this context.

(p.2l).
The definition of the domestic worker
woman

and
or

may most

certainly be at variance with

controversial in tenns of what obtains
has obtained in some
previously colonised

countries such

as

Zimbabwe, Zambia and

Tanzania, to mention but

a

few. where

at

certain

points of history and in some cases, even cuiTently,
domestic workers

as

the category

of workers

discussed in this paper, w ere predominantly male.

However, men's original entry into domestic
work as paid labour has to he seen in the context
of the different ways

and times that men and
proletarianised in the colonial
periods in these countries. Men were the first to

accusations

of

foolish

universally should be seen as women. They note
that the activities associated with domestic work,
i.e. cooking, cleaning, child care etc., have

universally and from time immemorial been
performed by women. Rollins notes further that
the personal service aspect of domestic work has
SAPEM SEPTEMBER. 1993

expected to and perfonns housework

without the benefit of
out of

a

cash wage

and does

so

cultural

not be

wifely and family duty. She may
dismissed from the service although it is

not unheard of that a
out of a

marital

housewife has been bundled

relationship by her husband

mother-in-law because she resisted

or

or

was

incompetent in performing the hugely personal
service aspect of her perceived role.
Another feature that in the context of Botswana

important in defining the domestic worker is
common practice, found
mostly in the rural
areas whereby poorer relatives or associates are

the

taken into the household of wealthier relatives
associates

or

perform domestic or other wide
ranging chores. This category also includes
to

members of what

are

seen

as

inferior ethnic

groups who may be 'adopted' into a family from
one ofthe
largerethnic groups for the perfonnance
of domestic and other chores. In

most cases

the.se

people do not receive a cash wage but may
receive payment in kind such as residential

civil

puiposes of this paper, this category of workers
is not included in the definition of a domestic

the labour market, in whatever form it took
and domestic work in households of colonial
servants
new

offered one of the first opportunities

et

entrants

into the labour market.

al however

over-

nuinberofscholars such as Cook. Davis, Gaitskell
et al and Rollins that domestic workers

own

enter

were

point out that where this
' happened, particularly in South Africa, the men
generalisations, it is appropriate at this point to
in this labour sub-sector often felt their
define a domestic worker in the context of this
masculinity coinproinisedandoften soughtways.
paper. This paper argues that the domestic worker
after work, to reinforce their ‘compromised
is a woman. In defining the domestic worker as
masculinity'. This arose out of the view that
a woman, this
paper has relied to .some extent on
economic circumstances beyond their control
personal experience and on definitions used by a
hud thrown them into performing what was
avoid

work of her

other hand is

accommodation, food and handed down clothing.
This category of workers lack any contractual
basis in the conventional labour sense, but for

women

Gaitskell

To

al.so be

may resign or leave
accord. The housewife on the
or

is

as a

even

for the

The Domestic Worker

various times and

take over the responsibilities of a woman.

lack

valued

at

places in history were in fact a later
development. The popular conception of
domestic slaves as the original household
workers missed the important fact: Slaves
were oriftinally taken to
supplement or

Women have been disadvantaged in
every

the

.seifs and employees, who have

done domestic work

important

known .society—women everywhere

members of the household. She
may

dismissed from service

otherwi.se

seen as

women's work and inferior

work for that matter,

The Domestic Worker and
the Housewife
In discussing the position ofthe domestic worker,
it is also important to distinguish the domestic
worker from a housewife. The domestic worker

worker, although one acknowledges that the
position of these people gives rises to some
concern

and warrants

investigation.

Domestic Workers in Botswana
Having attempted to define the domestic worker
as a

woman,

the paper goes on to discuss the

particular character of this labour sub-sector in
Botswana. In
numerous

doing this the writer draws

discussions held with

a

on

the

number of

workers

over a period of time.
position of the domestic worker in Botswana
is rather a complex one,
involving an intriguing
interplay of a number of .social variables such as
gender, class, race and ethnicity. This is not an
exhaustive list ot variables and others may very
"'^'1
isolated other important variables. But

The
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for purposes

of this paper the above variables

gender variable has been discussed at
length in the earlier sections of the paper
defined the domestic worker. But it is also

The
some

that

that domestic workers as women are

important to note that this labour sub-sector
largest source of wage employment for
women in Botswana. And yet it is the sector that
has received the least attention in terms of

forms the

documentation, minimum wage levels, the length

and other conditions of work for
instance. One of the domestic workers
cooperating on the research project with the
writer had this to say about her cash wage:

of the work day

of 42 and with seven children,
whose father, a married man. deserted
me long ago. 1 have worked as a domestic
worker for Jive years to get money to
support my chiIdren .1 get P60-00 a month

is too littlefor me and the
children. I .save some and send it home
but the money

I do not get weekends
offhut if! went home the money would he
finished by the transport to the north.
every three months.

I .start work at åam every

morning and

finish at 10pm. You see / can never really
finish because I sleep in the big house ...
they have rented out the worker.s' room. I
sleep with the children, get Sunday
afternoons off and sometimes I like to
sleep at myfriend's house at Bontleng on
some Sundays, but my lekgowa (Used to
mean boss, emanating perhaps from the
days when thefirst colonial workers were
the first to employ domestic help in the
conventional labour sen.'te. It is also a
loosely used u orking class term to denote
anyone in a superior position) gets angry
and shows this by keeping me knocking at
the door for a long time on Monday
mornings.
Another worker said she

worked long hours

often leave her with their

they go to parties at night. She
also house sits when the employers go off on

children when

holiday, sometimes over the Christmas period.
The examples above are used to illustrate how
a wage labour sub-sector employing the largest
number of women than any other sector lacks
basic work conditions covering wage levels and
hours of work for instance. This is in stark
contrast to other wage labour sectors that have
clearly stipulated minimum wage levels, hours
of work including provisions for overtime. It
does not seem unreasonable therefore to suggest

is also important for employers and others to
admit that even in pre-colonial times, our societies
were stratified along class lines, if one is to
impose fon analytical convenience, a concept
that is foreign in terms of what obtained in the
traditional set up.

Pre-colonial

societies endorsed the

fact that the person is in actual fact a worker and

subordination of certain groups and individuals

all labour relations. The labour relation
aspect gets lost in the paternalist terms of
of the domestic

they played in the administration of their
communities,
had for instance,subjects
a wholewho
entourage
of subservient servants
quite

worker.
The effect of this is that this large group
of women remain locked and trapped in near

willingly
sold over their human dignity to win
the favour and trust of the Chief. In the process.

slavery work conditions.

such servants benefitted

is entitled to be

governed by regulations that

cover

endeamient. to the detriment

At the attc

and that her employers

for instance

doing a natural extension to their cultural
roles, so that in effect they are not seen as wage
labourers in public policy formulation circles.
It is noteworthy that employers often use
terms such as AUSl or HELPER which though
well intended, have the effect of clouding the

seen as

will suffice.

Minimum

Wage Leveis

unemployment levels for domestic workers in
Botswana and that in addition to what was

perceived as low wages, workers also received
benefits such as free housing, free water and
food, the writer obtained one of the following
responses:

leave offtheir premises,

in rented

accommodation and you buy

your own

food, the wages remain the

.same.

I lived in a rented house and / have

worked for

this family for / 7 years. I get

P200.00 a month and have to buyfoodfor

children and even pay rent for my son
a study group in Moshupa.
My boss does not give mefood or anything.

my

who is with

he true but I do not eat the water or
electricity. Those things do not feed our
children. I work with nw other workers
and u'e share a very small room ...we can
not even have vi.sitors in that room. Is the
room the reason for the little money? So
we suffer in the room and in the money we
get?
The Class Dimension

relation

(although one has to admit that very few
employers see it as a labour relation) arises out of
the very ideology that thrives on the subordination
of others, so that the subordinated groups are
seen as sub-humans and this position continues
to be reinforced through cleverly contrived

The apparent
neglect of the sub-sector is suspect and raises
I questions as to whether it is not a ploy to ensure
the continued subordination of these workers. It
actions, policies and attitudes.

others.
Some of the frequent arguments that minimum

levels will only increa.se unemployment
figures for those domestic workers dismally fail
to acknowledge the domestic workers’
contribution to the capitalist modernisation
wage

processes in a country such as Botswana.
Domestic workers have for example, facilitated
the entry of large numbers of middle class women

labour and to the extent that the growing
rapidly modernising economy of Bot.swana
needs these women workers. Domestic workers
remain an important and integral part of the
modernisation process. While the entry of women
into paid work is a boost for the economic
independence of unmarried and married women
and lessens the dependence of women on abusive
marital/cohabiting relationships in some cases.
It is a painful contradiction however that this has
happened at the expense of another woman. The
domestic worker, who assumes the status of
.second parent for someone else's children while
her own children live on the depths of poverty

and

It may

dimension in this labour

My

is that the idea of subservient and
subordinated individuals has been and continues
to be an important part of contemporary
Botswana. And my position is that the treatment
of dome.stic workers arises out of a tradition in
which some people were kept as near slaves for
the provision of personal and other service to
those perceived to be in superior economic and
.social positions. This is the reason there has been
unquestioned and continued enslavement of

into wage

Another worker .said:

The class

economically and

argument

that minimum wage
only lead to an escalation of

But even when you

or

socially from close relations with the Chiefs.

Asked about the as.sertion
levels would

and traditional chiefs, despite the significant role

and

neglect.

The class dimension in
was

who after 17 years
/

this labour relationship

aptly brought home by one

am

not

allowed to eat

lunch food in
employer only

my

the kitchen. It .seems my
wants me

of the workers

with the same employer says:

in the house while Tm

When I sit down to have

asked to do

.so

working.

lunch or rest I am

outside.
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She said further:

things as the low cash wages and niinimuni

only I’d the food left after they have
eaten. If we don't eat it. it
liiven to the
dofts. Another tinny is that they like yon
better if yon never yet sick, yo to funerals
or never ask
for time off to yo home and
see the children.
If yon behave this way.

ideology that

services for others. From the accounts

very

and I

am

provided

by the cooperating domestic workers, it is clear
they feel trapped in oppressive and abusive

that

work conditions.

The

for

am a

some

are inferior and that their
natural station in life is to
perform personal

if yon are alone in the work! without
the children and relatives, the
employer
likes yon most. My employer loves me
reasons.

not

categories of people

as

these

wage

levels for domestic workers, the writer does
in fact subscribe to the

We

treatment

to find
those divisions.

social system that will lesen

Secondly, the writer also does not subscribe to

theviewthatdomesticworkersarearesponsibility

of the employing households and that the role of
government isonly to provide enabling legislation
to regulate the labour relation. The
large pool of

happens in the domestic domain,

to

women are a

result of failed social andeconomic policies, that
have enriched others

on one

hand and thrown
others

yood worker

of
and

poverty

family.

human

The Racial and
Ethnic Dimension

misery

the

on

the

to

fringes

of her

part

a

uneducated, illiterate and unskilled

irony of this is that this oppressive

To her I

acknowledging the divisions and differences and
striving

other

hand.

My

position is that
Another dimension
life of

the

the

to

the state needs

domestic worker is

a

racial

and

to

provide
innovative

ethnic

pre judice that
to the

viciously adds
already dehumanising

schemes

labour relation. Some of the
workers

employed

to

upgrade these
women

by

to

a

level where they

hou.seholds of certain racial

can

origin talked of viciously

choice in

oppressive work conditions.
They reported that they are
constantly aware of the

of

so

that their

intense hatred that

human

dignity
By

out

into

comes

interaction
with the employer and her
family. Similar sentiments
Botswana

is restored.

the
it

for

expressed

such

employers with

the

as a

and gets no more that
a

as

child

own

meets

her

family
social,

for

instance,

for

to

Domestic workers have facilitated the
entry

economic and emotional needs.

which

The amazing aspect ofall these accounts is the
powerlessness the workers feel about changing
their situation.

Many of them teel rather that the
devil they know is better than the devil
they do
not know. It is nonetheless
important to note that
there is all the same a very
high turnover of
domestic

\vorkers

in

most

households,

particularly amongtheTswanaandotherAfrican

power

The

foregoing, I trust that it has been
clear that although the writer has referred to such

of middle class

women

patriarchy has limited the little personal
that women may grab for themselves,
dynamics of the exploitative labour

relation derives from this very fact
the near
rival between the two women. There have to be
...

attempts to increase the gender identification
between the two women, so that they see their
situation deriving from the same social
system
under which

hou.seholds.
From the

and

centres.

allow

workers

and that the
all

state

theiremployees

seen

having very few needs of

her

the

employers to
provide day care

P20,(X)

month because she is

token,

is

corporate

situations, the

worker is treated

same

responsibility of

workers from ethnic groups
that are regarded as inferior.
In

terms

occupations
they wish to get

of theirdaily

were

exercise

they

There needs to
to

operate,
be attempts

opportunity to
utilise

these

social services and still participate in the labour
force without temporarily
relinquishing parental
responsibility to domestic workers whose own
children remain neglected and unschooled, with
every possibility that the children of domestic
workers will in turn become domestic workers,
with the wheel turning on and on in a vicious

circle,

■

*Leholumy Lcisie-Taole is the Gender Research
for the

find the commonalities of their

women

into wage labour

the
the

two women

position

as

in the broader social context while

Coordinator at the National Institute of
Development and Research Docnmenlation.
University of Botswana
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REVISITED

DAR ES SALAAM
Intelk'ctuals

al

the Hill: Essays ami Talks

1969 - 1993, by Issa Shivji. Dar Es

REVIEWED BY HORACE

T
African

phase in Africa brought
with it the intellectual energy of the
African peoples. No institution in
society was left unscathed. In some
he nationalist

misdirected and reflected
in the negative intervention of the forces of
repression to stifle intellectual debate and
discussion. In other parts of Africa there were
deliberate efforts to seek to develop new schools
of thought consistent with the search for
independence and emancipation.
Dar Es Salaam was one city in Africa where

cases

this energy was

the ferment of the

nationalist period was very

present. This fennent wasexpressed in the debates
and discussions at the University of Dar Es

During the sixties and seventies many of
leading thinkers and activists on the African

Salaam.

the

continent

were

in

one way or

another associated

University. But while the ebb and flow
radicalism went with the economic

with the

of

retrogression and pol itical authoritarianism there
were some
intellectuals who kept their

despite the assault on academic
discussion. One of the
foremost of these African intellectuals at the
University at Dar es Salaam is Professor Issa
Shivji.

commitment

freedom and democratic

Context of the Collection

together a collection
and talks reflecting twenty five years of
continuous work at the University of Dar es
The fact that he could put

of essays

Intellectuals at the Hill
is a collection of more than thirty essays written
between 1969
1993 capturing the debates and
ideological differencesoverTanzanian socialism,
on the impact of progressive intellectuals such as
Walter Rodney, the debates with Dan Nabudere
on the que.stion of imperialism, poems and short
stories, legal issues relating to the rights of the
working peoples, the issues of popular and human
rights and the whole debate on democracy.
Shivji himself tried to set the context of the
collection by locating his participation in the
debates as part of the contribution of the
Tanzanian people to the African liberation
struggle. In his introduction he cited the fact that
"Tanzania is a big country with a small population,
largely rural and poor. It has had the distinction
of being led by an outspoken man with an utopian
vision, unworkable and authoritarian politics.
There is much in the leadership qualities of
Mwalimu Nyerere to be proud of. but as an

Salaam is itself historic.

-

academic you cannot

Salaam University Press 1993

CAMPBELL

fail to notice in him a

opinionated intellectual. Nyerere took
University yet had little
regard for the critiques produced there.

fellow

much interest in the

In the shadow of Mwalimu's

social utopia, the

University, however had relatively more open
intellectual space certainly by African standards
in the sixties and seventies to indulge in,what

—

"ideological
struggles" and "intellectual debates." Those
"debates" and struggles gave the hill its
in these essays

have been called,

although these made little
political dent at home. Once again the "artful
dodger." as the Tanzanian state was once called
by Babu. managed to have its cake and eat it
international fame

comrades."
In the late seventies

this comradely spirit

the left in Tanzania was overtaken by a
internecine debate on Imperialism. Some
indication of the ferocity of the debates were
captured in an earlier book by Yash Tandon.
Debate onClass,StateandlmpenaUsm,Tdmx\n\i\
Publishing House. 1982. Dan Nabudere has left
among

his

record of the debates in three separate

own

publications. The fact that Shivji was an active
participant in this discussion does not come out
as shaiply in this collection. This is important
since this was the period when the intensity of the
debate

was

intervened to
could be removed from

such that the state

silence those who it felt

well."

the Hill.

positive
and the negative aspects of the debates and
struggles is w hat comes through in lhe.se essays.
Though Shivji does not directly deal with the
question of the language of the debate (English)
in a society where 95 percent of the society
speaks (Kiswahili), the problem posed for the

One refreshing aspect of this collection is the
representation of Issa Shivji the lawyer as a poet
and a short story writer. There are three short
stories and two moving poems, one entitled the
"PEN" written for a high school magazine. In
these poems Shivji exposed his wit and his
talent, talents which are not openlyapparent in

The attempt to grasp the dialectic of the

language
through clearly,

committed intellectual in making his
and debate relevant comes

especially in this period when political
retrogression is setting in Tanzania.
When Issa Shivji came to the attention of the
rest of Africa with his pamphlet The Silent Class
Straftftle in Tanzania in the early seventies the
w hole question of the meaning and content of the
University education was hotly debated in
Tanzania. An indication of the ferocity of this
discussion was captured in his essay on Walter
Rodney and his influence on the radicalism on
the hill. This essay is refreshing for while Shivji
reminded us in the introduction that many
intellectuals were interested in the actual political
process, it is
those who

interesting to note the names of
were

in

Students

African

his other works.

Gaps in the Discourse
book of essays of this sort there are
in the discourse. One of the most
glaring was with respect to the debates in Dares
Salaam with respect to the African liberation
struggle. Because Dar es Salaam was the
headquarters of the OAU Liberation Committee
With any

serious gaps

many of the discussions on the theoretical issues
of the African revolution were most vigorously
debated in Dares Salaam. While there is evidence
of the

centrality of the ideas of Amilcar Cabral

named his
which
took on the issues which were so hotly contested.
This is striking because from 1969 w hen Eduardo

and Frantz Fanon in the essays (Shivji
son

after Cabral) there is not one essay

Mondlane

prominent political personalities in Africa, with
one of the more radical being a head of state in
Uganda.
The important point made by Shivji on the
work of scholars like Walter Rodney in this

the

period of the divergences on the content

the

South African liberation process,

the fact that" although during its
of existence Rodney was
closely connected with USARF. at no point he
attempted to or dominated the organization. The
leadership initiative remained in the hands of
students. Yes, Rodney was among the most

period

was

whole three years

active. But he was like others, a

comrade among

was

of

the

University and the scholars were involved
theoretical questions relating to the questions of
the lessons of liberation from Mozambique and
after. This is especially significant sine there are
those who would want to analyze whther the

|
I

impact of destabilization emanated simply from
external machinations or from incorrect handling

I

of internal contradictions.

in

During the peritxi of the first war of liberation
Angola this debate in the University W'as very
Sapem September. 1993
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i

assassinated in Dar. right up to

Revolutionary Front (USARF) are now

I
I
J

j
i

pertinent tor there were those intellectuals who
were equivocal on the role of the Cubans because
of the posture taken

by some on the left
Imperialism.

the

on

HARARE

issue of Soviet Social

A Call for Committed Intellectuals

Vf:r()mca Rosario

African education and "The pitfalls
of the Debate on
Democracy." His essay of the
on

"Contradictory class perspectives on the Debate
Democracy reminds the reader that the liberal

on

issues of multi party elections were not the
as the democratic
rights of the
the

same

working peoples,
right to industrial arbitration and the right to

services which

can guarantee a decent life. The
fact that these essays are written in the heat of the

present discussions of liberalization, reminds
the reader that the questions of the attack on

education and

on

living standards by the IMF
are not
unique to any one

and the World Bank

African country.
The fact is that Issa
.Shivji

remains one of those
who are committed to the
fight for democracy
and decency at all levels of
society. The fact that
the Dar

.Salaam Declaration

es

Freedom and Swial

in full in this collection, is
the urgency

on

Academic

Responsibility is reproduced
a

clear indication of

of the fight for academic freedom

acontinent where many
the University to he a

in

political leaders consider

luxury. This leadership is
supported by international elements who want to
undermine the little gains made since the
nationalist

period.

The book contains

a

useful

glossary of

abbreviations, names,places and
mentioned in the book. Because
names

and

phices

most

events

of these

of the history of
phase in Africa, this book
important historical record. C. M.
are now part

the decolonization

represents an

Peter has added

a

selected

bibliography of works

of "Intellectuals at the Hill."
At

a

time when many

of the sixties

are

of the radical elements

seeking retirement

to the

comforts of middle age, this collection of
essays
is a clear reminder that the
goals of emancipation
have not been achieved. In his own words Issa

Shivji in the introduction reminded us that"
These essays - perhaps with a
misplaced

missionary zeal-call upon and cajole intellectuals
to

l

ise above the power

-

map; to rellect upon

and

explain the power- map not simply to
celebrate and justify it to help re
map the power
map in the interest of the downtrodden and the

disadvantaged."
"

That is the call for

explicit in
like

a

some,

red thread

Hey! whose funny idea was this? Woolworth's. The
and Coca-Cola...in the middle of a "Third-World"

committed intellectual,

implicit in others, but running
through all the essays in this

Sheraton. Mercedes Benz's

country ? If it was not because
people were driving on the left side of the road. I would think that I was in New York
city. Is this "Third-World" economy? The REAL Africa is out there somewhere,
but w ho am 1 to say that w hat I see is not real?
Coming from Amerikkka. I expected
to see thatched huts and wild animals
all over the place.
Unfortunately, communal
Africa is presented as a tourist attraction, most of it made
up of traditional villages,
sits on the brink of commercialization and on the
periphery of the developing state
of Zimbabwe.
Remnants of colonialism are embedded
everyw here. Culturally, the.se are most
visible in the younger generation of Africans w ho
pretend that English is their first

language and only encountered their mother tongue. Shona or Ndebele, at
imperialism has definitely taken over!

Cultural

The music, the clothes and

schools.

the attitudes of these .Africans have been
like Falcon Crest and L.A. Law. Once
again,
traditional Africa has been marginalized and
overpowered by Western television.
Ironically, the very conditions that have underdeveloped countries in Africa, have
prevented the revolution in Zimbabwe from taking its tiatural course.
Take for instance, the Structural
Adjustment

transformed

even

through television show's

Programme. The terms underw hich
hy the US dollar is worth SIX titnes more than
the Zimbabwe dollar, and will continue to
increase. Despite the achievement of
independence. Zimbabwe is a revolving door for foreign capital. I have
yet to see
a
thriving business owned by a Black .African in Zimbabwe. The Blacks were
moved into high places for window'
dressing purposes.
Zimbabwe, or should I say Africa, is still
being exploited for its most valuable
resource: its people. These are the
consumers, the
worshippers, the employees and
the very backbone of the
foreign capital ists who have set up industries in Zimbabwe.
they have been prescribed explain

w

Another element of Harare that has shocked

me

is the extent

to w

hich the younger

generation has abandoned the progressive traditional .African customs.
Things like
playing the Mbira and singing the songs of Chaminuka have been replaced
by
Western music. When I went to one
nightclub in the city centre, it was shocking to
see how Western culture had
penetrated Harare through music.
Ideological coercion has become so entrenched in the lives of Zimbabweans
especially in the form of religion. It is common to walk into houses in the former
whites only residential areas and see
pictures of a white Jesus. It just seems so
outrageous that some of these "god-fearing" people have abandoned their ancestral
spirits and indigenous eulture in favour of the colonisers' religion.

Once in a while, one sees a
glimpse of tradition, either in the form of women
carrying their children on their backs, boxes on their head, and sadza. the traditional
dish. If one looks
carefully, one can see strong remnants of the past.
On a more positive note, Harare has become the
home of budding intellectuals

and

political scientists. It

seems

as

if everyone is

problematizing things

or

deconstructing the political and social events that most of us have taken forgranted.

The burden

w

the

It

ill fall

this grow

ing number of intellectuals to educate and liberate
facing an uphill battle, but that is what revolution is
Maybe, one of them can answerthisquestion forme. Why does Ian Smith

mas.ses.

all about!
a

AFRICA FOR

BEGINNERS

Shivji is at his best when discussing the legal
issues of the rights of the
working peoples in
Tanzania, human rights in Africa, the
impact of
the IMF

—

on

seems

they

are

still live in Africa?

volume. "
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FROM OUR YOUNG

STUDENT POLITICS IN

SCHOLARS

TANZANIA AND UGANDA

Nathan M. Byamukama
"Enter into

n

A

argument and

struggle against incorrect views for the sake of Unity or progress or getting the

overview of most African events

199{)s shows

in

situation of people's

a

discussion or confrontation,
of the major players in

Frantz Fanon"

was

dictatorial governments.
major question still remains
unanswered. What will be the position of students
on

class

reason,

of the
a political party has intentions of capturing
political power and make use of the state
machinery'while a pressure group does not. But

since

student politics is

generally to

related to both the

society. The concept of the civil
society according to Gram.sci' plays a central
role as an arena in which the ruling power
establishes its hegemony.
It is part of the
state

society). It (state) comprises the organs

of law

andorder(police.amiy.law.court). Civilsociety
the other hand encompasses autonomous

on

societal

organizations such as the church, trade

Universities.
is unfortunate that the state has always been

unions .schools and
It
a

history.' It harbours
coercive in nature while the
.society houses organs of consensus and

dictatorship in all its

apparatuses that are
civil

persuasion and at times
confrontation depending on particular

exercises its intfuence by

dialectical
tension between democratic practice (by the
civil society) and political control (by the .state),
This tension determines how democratic the
society is constituted. Under nonnal and stable
situations, there should be a modicum of balance
between control and participation.' If control
There is always a

circumstances.

precedence over participation, it can lead
dictatorship while the opposite would lead to

takes
to

then what is the nature of this contested state'?

and civil

superstructure intertwined with the state (political

anarchy.
There is

no

"Chinese wall" between the

society and the state'
other. But

we can

-

civil

they interpenetrate each

make a difference between a

where students organizations
belong and a political party. The two in the
processes of transition would belong in the same
group-civil society, but they can not be good
pressure group

allies.

Their relationship would be temporary

replica of Europe, but its caricature. This

sympathetic to the wishes of
of Africa and for this
its members were but "the hired coolies

was

not even

the down-trodden mass

politics in future'.' Will multipartysm resolve the
between
the state and civil society'.'

To talk about

emerging and which

being produced by the Universities, was not

even a

contradictions that have always existed

discuss issues ofdemocracy as

intellectual

had warned that the type of

modem elite which was

However, the

Stu(dents And The State

were

robot.

struggle against what was seen as

undemocratic

in

Students

remaining then was to produce an

students have been one
the

England, to nurture an elite''
not expected to discuss politics.

were, as

They were expected to maintain an aloofness
from the society whilst teachers also maintained
What was
a distance from their .students.

struggle for democracy. But whichever
fonn this struggle has taken, it presupposed a
struggle from single to multiparty political
systems. Whether the struggle has taken the
fonn of debate,

work done properly", (Mao)

The State and Education
The colonial states were not

interested in

giving Africans quality education-all what they
seriously wanted was cheap labour. This can be

evidenced by the fact that in Africa, there were
only three major institutions of higher learning;University College of the Gold Coast (Ghana)
the Ibadan University College and Makerere
College (in British Tropical .Africa)-these were
for training "Indigenous successors" to the
imperial proconsuls who had hitherto been the
"builders and caretakers" of the British overseas
colonial empires" - as independence became
inevitable. However, these colleges were to

provideeducationforleadershipandprofessional

training was less important than the production
of a "well trained" man. .An elite was to be

trained which would eventually replace the
colonial administration. There was no attempt to
teach within an African context. Ashby'remarked
that:

To teach African studies at

level is

a

undergraduate

much harder task than to teach

European or Middle Eastern or Russian
studies. The subject is not codified ...
Thete.vtbooks

are not

yet

written.
much teaching

So this means that there was
about

European societies (not

technologies!)

compared to African societies. The
was

University

only to produce

Men and women

with the standards of

public .service and capacityfor leadership
which .self rule reepures. In short they

metropolitan bourgeoisie".

In other words they were manufactured, white
washed and branded with a red hot iron by the

metropolitan bourgeoisie. The main breeding
places
of these kinds of "walking lies" were
initially the metropolitan Universities and
subsequently the Universities established in
Africa on the eve of independence. Fanon had

warned that such an umbilical code must be cut

for
the sake of National Liberation. He declared
that "We should chuck out all that garbage and
tell ourselves we have nothing to lose by so
doing".

Notwithstanding this warning, intellectual

robots continue to be produced profusely all over
Africa. Commenting on the situation in Nigeria,

Y. B. Usman'" maintains that

Nigerian Universities have on their staff

from the professional to the Assi.stant
level.
produced among their students
from the doctoral to the undergraduate
and Diploma students, people whose
activity clearly marks them intellectual
robots because teaching and research in
the majority of disciplines in Nigeria
...

universities involves the

uncritical

imbibing of concepts and theories
accepted inBritain and United States as
part

of the mainstream wisdom.

There is no wonder then

that some of the

that African elites (rulers) wanted to
build were and are still a replica of European
systems.
If they are asked to discourse on
African problems, they quote from the books of
Karl Marx, Engels and Lenin or Keynes to explain
African problems.
But who then is an intellectual ? Intellectuals
are not necessarily those who have got advanced
modem education or engaged in intellectual

systems
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FROM OUR YOUNG SCHOLARS
concerns

like

wants us to

lawyers, students, etc. as Shils
or merely as man faseinated

Checlie, marked the beginning of the end of
student organization at the
University, and hence, the starting point in the

believe,

autonomous

by ideas as Ali Mazrui eontends. Rather, all men
potentially intelleetuals in the sense of having
an intellect and
using it. However not all men are
intellectuals by social function. This is because
aman’s intellect as an intellectual is
distinguished
by his role in society. Hence B. Swai identifies
two types of intellectuals; the traditional and the
organic'. The latter are near the power bloc and
therefore perfonn various functions in political
society (states), while the fomier occupy the
are

such

TYL. DUSO. MUWATA. DARUSO.

as

shows the

etc.

continuity of the struggle as
attempted to regain theirautonomy from
the state and the party. The most
important thing
to note here is that the one
party state in Tanzania
tried to suppress opposition
by ensuring that the
supposedly "independent" organizations are
students

political societies like schools, and therefore,

under its umbrella.

own.

haggle

The

with the masses for or against the
power bloc and
for this reason, perform an essential

mediating
struggle of class forces. It is these
intellectuals that the dominant elasses try, time
and again to eapture and tame.'function in the

The role of students
in

is

as

intellectuals is crucial

society. To the ruling power bloc, this group
crucial in legitimizing its position. For the

oppressed classes, the intelleetuals are central in
demystifying the existing power relations and in
bringing about the hope for change.
The Tanzania Case

-

Julius Nyerere, the Ujamaa architect.

"Progressive" members of staff were made
associate members. It's membership was
open to
all

nationalities, but USARF did

network

not

extend its

other institutions.

to

Members tried very hard to break the elitist
tradition. In their militancy, they got
experience
with the

people, through participating in
help projects of Ujamaa Village
like cashewnut picking. At a
University level,

Before 1966, the University of Dar-es-Salaam

USARF penetrated various institutions, and

typieal 'African University' comparable to
'Ivory tower' where teachers
(leeturers) and students could pontificate
metaphysieal and seholastie issues without caring

engaged in the struggle against the prevailing
syllabus. The state and its petty bourgeoisie
beneficiaries were not happy resulting in Yoweri
Museveni writing that:
They conceived a plan to create confusion

was a

the so—ealled

about what goes on in Kariakoo, Manzese or
Southern Africa. If they were to engage in such

activities, it would be for academic purposes.
They were supposed to be free and uncommitted.
was

reflected in the 1966 demonstrations,

against the tenns of national serviee. This did
not only bring to
light the elitist character of the
University," but also demonstrated an alienation
of the state from the masses.'■*

Indeed, the national middle class which took

after independence was and is still,
an
underdeveloped middle lass. It had practically
no economic
power. It had got its training from
Europe. (The first domestically trained graduate
in Tanzania graduated in 1964)'''
It failed to recognize the
importance of the
over

power

former

mass

movements

like MAJIMAJI

as

stepping .stones in the destruction of neo-colonial
forces, but just concentrated on exclusive party
politics as if it was an end itself. All this reflected
the nature of

a

neo-colonial state and its

accompanying petty bourgeoisie.
After the 1966 demonstration, students and
leeturers started

debating progressive issues
eulminating in the formation of the University
Students Afriean Revolutionary Front (USARF).
It

was

made

up

of progressive students.

Ugandan Case

Uganda experienced two phases of
multipartyism, from 1962 - 1970 and 1981

communal self

This

hegemony on the

scK'iety. The struggle continued, but students
remained on the losing end. Many organisations

various institutions which link the civil and

appear to have an independence of their
The role of traditional intellectuals is to

of the state to exert its

success

civil

between
us as a

us

and the President and portray

danger

f^overnment.

to

The

the

Tanzania
of communists

present

rumor

198.*). There

TANU started .spreadiiif;
all
.sorts of slander was aimed at us. And then
came

...

the President's visit

to

the

college.

The ground had been prepared, the

questions from among us were arranged
in such a way that the President had no
alternative hut to regard us as .spoilt
children

who

did

not

understand

elementaryfacts about life. The President
supported the Karadha .scheme which ive
had opposed. The reactionaries were

dictatorship between 1971

and

1979. Uganda held elections under
multipartyism. but it has always been only one

party, the UPC that won elections. In fact by
1969. it is said that Uganda w as already a defacto
one

party state.

As far

as student
politics is concerned, it is
reported that Makerere students were not active

towards

independence. Mujalu'* notes that
Makerere greeted independence with
detachment. Independence in Uganda was
given
on a silver
platter - without much struggle.
However, this notwithstanding, the colonialists
were still worried about
Kenyan students in
Makerere. The Kenyan students who were from
students

areas

at

which

were

involved with the Mau Mau

required to report to the police headquarters
Kampala and were under constant police

were

in

surveillance. The
eonsented

who wanted to form a communist
party to
oppose

was a

to

University authorities

this.

After
was

independence, every Makerere graduate
employment. From
good old days", students would even

assured of lucrative

"those

come out

of Makerere with

a car.

From 1965, the situation

changed as student
enrolment increased. Jobs and allowances were
no

longer enough

situation

was

to

keep students quiet. The

exacerbated

by the 1966 Kabaka
political crisis. Milton Obote introduced the
Common Man’s Charter which was a
replica of
the Arusha declaration. This document
kept
students organisations like National Union

elated, we had been, according to them,
crushed. But only one thing .saved us - the

Student Organization (NUSO),

President

programme of Obote and UPC, it did

(Nyerere) had not specifically
denounced us which was the only thing
the reactionaries wanted
he began to
realize that he was being u.sed by the
enemies to denounce his supporters."'
...

However, the reactionaries later succeeded in

banning USARF and its publication Cheche."
The death of USARF and its theoretical
organ

the programme to the

busy explaining

people. Since this

was a

not

have

support of Democratic Party (DP), usually known
as a
party of
communist.'’'

NUSO had

Catholics who

actually become

the extent that after Obote

saw

a

was

Obote

as

a

UPC organ to
thrown out of

power, those students who

NUSO castigated

were opposed to
it for having been Obote's arm.
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Uganda Under Amin
Idi Amin’s

days were marked by a reign

of

There was al way s open presence of security

tenor.

guards in students residences. Student leaders
and their respective organisations were
intimidated and subordinated. The student

organisations voluntarily dissolved themselves
and the leadership went underground. Students
boycotted officially called elections and refused
to

leadership.
During Obote's second term of office

elect

a

(1981

-

85). political parties influenced elections outcome

guild elections and those of the National
Uganda (NUSU) which
replaced NUSO - remained essentially UPC
determined. All parties wanted to win Makerere.
but the UPC had a bigger influence. It should be
noted that all the time UPC was in power in
Uganda, the student leadership in Makerere was
pro-UPC. The only demonstration that took
place against Obote was led by UPC deserters
who joined Tito Okello's faction. This faction
later took over power in 1985.

of the

Union of Students of

Uganda Under Museveni
When Museveni took over,

students began to

mode of politics. The National
Resistance Movement (NRM) cadres like A.

test

a

new

Mushega used to visit the University. Together
with Museveni, they exposed students to political

President Museveni

education not suitable for Africa.

new

the progressive elements (and

This has
been the experience of Tanzania, a one party
state and Uganda, a multiparty state.
institutions) who try to question it.

quality of politics emerged. Students

began organizing "Sunday Evening discussions"
focusing on Ugandan politics and problems.
This was reminiscent of the 1967 Dar-es-Salaam
debates. These

meetings were organised by

Museveni's cadres.

6.

Idea of An

7.
8.
9.

Cited in Ibid p

10.

Y.B. Usman; For the Liberation

11.

differences of capital and labour are expo.sed,
has experienced a distorted growth of capitalists

12.

Ibid p
Ibid p

13.

ance" in TAAMULI (SUPRA) Vol. 10 p.
16.

Unless students as

intellectuals Uxik at all

Experience has show n that most people usually
join political parties during their secondary
schools days. At the University level, clear cut
grouping according to political party affiliation
is easily identified. By the time students complete
their education and join the army, police or civil
service, they would already have become

these objectively in the same crucible, they cannot
put the nation in the right direction. Those
honest intellectuals in the state need to be
identified in such a decisive battle. ■

sympathizers of political parties of their choice.
Under a multiparty system, the party w Inch won
general elections and began to reorganize all
government institutions will most likely victimise

Conference

identified rival leaders (then students)

by

Thi> is an edited version of the paper to be

-

Mvungi. "The State and the
Struggles" in Shivji (Ed) The State
andWorking people in Tanzania-, Codesria
p 157-164.
See Ibid p 157-164.
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The Council for
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Meynes. "Civil Society and Democratization in Africa"; Discussion paIn Peter

per for the Southern

never

appointing them to key posts in the army police
or key ministries.
We have by and large put the whole of students
politics within the context of the struggle for
democracy as it exists between the state and civil
society. We have indicated that the state in
Africa generally is neo-colonial and does not
only depend on the former master economically,
but also intellectually. The intellectual
dependence has created intellectual robots with
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